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Abstract. We define a class of sites such that the associated topos is equiv-
alent to the category of smooth sets (representations) of some locally prodis-
crete monoids (to be defined). Examples of locally prodiscrete monoids include
profinite groups and finite adele valued points of algebraic groups. This is a
generalization of the fact that the topos associated with the e´tale site of a
scheme is equivalent to the category of sets with continuous action by the
e´tale fundamental group.
We then define a subclass of sites such that the topos is equivalent to the
category of discrete sets with a continuous action of a locally profinite group.
Keywords: Galois category; smooth representations; profinite groups; topoi;
sites
1. Introduction
We begin by presenting our motivation in Section 1.1, followed by a rough de-
scription of the earlier sections of our work in Section 1.2. We provide a more de-
tailed description, with precise statements of our theorems, in Sections 1.3 and 1.4.
In Section 1.5, we comment on other generalizations of the Galois theory. In Sec-
tion 1.6, we give a summary of all of our results. Many sections were added after
suggestions of the referee and the structure of the long paper is not so streamlined.
This section is to serve as an index of results in this paper.
There is a considerable overlap with our work and Caramello’s work. In Sec-
tion 1.7, we address this issue. In Section 1.8, we discuss the types of topological
monoids that appear in our work. In Section 1.9, we provide a brief description of
our future paper. Lists of contents for each section are given in Section 1.11.
1.1. Our main aim in this paper is to study the representation theory of algebraic
groups with values in p-adic fields or in finite adeles using topos theory by estab-
lishing basic abstract theory and developing basic tools. Some of these results are
already known and there may be overlap with existing work, but it will be neces-
sary for us to record all of our results in one place. See Section 1.9 for more on our
motivation.
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1.2. Our result may be regarded as a generalization of Galois theory as seen in
the following statements. Let K be a field. There exists a separable closure Ksep
that is the union of finite separable field extensions of K contained in Ksep, which
also equals the union of finite Galois extensions (in Ksep) of K. These finite Galois
groups form a projective system for which the projective limit (a profinite group)
is defined as the absolute Galois group GK of K. Let C be the category of finite
separable field extensions of K. Its morphisms are the ring homomorphisms pre-
serving K, and we equip the category C with the atomic topology J . Then, the
topos Shv(C, J) of sheaves on the site (C, J) is equivalent to the category of sets
with continuous action of the absolute Galois group GK .
In this paper, we give a set of conditions for a site, and we call any site satisfying
these conditions a Y -site. We then define a grid for a Y -site. Generally, a grid is an
analogue of a system of finite separable extensions contained in a separable closure
of a field. Given a Y -site and a grid for the site, one can construct a monoid with
specified subgroups, which we call the absolute Galois monoid. Our theorem (see
Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.4.1 for the precise statements) says that if a Y -site satisfies a
certain cardinality condition, then there exists a grid for this Y -site, and therefore
the absolute Galois monoid, and the category of sheaves on the site is equivalent
to the category of smooth sets (to be defined in this paper) of the absolute Galois
monoid.
For example, as the site (described above) of finite separable extensions of a
field satisfies all the conditions of a Y -site and the finiteness condition is satisfied,
our theorem may be applied. The absolute Galois monoid is the usual absolute
Galois group of the field, and the specified subgroups determine the usual profinite
topology on the group. The smooth sets are nothing but those sets with continuous
action of the Galois group, and the equivalence is the usual one.
Our work is a generalization in the following sense. We assume neither the
existence of a final object in C nor that the Grothendieck topology J is atomic.
The absolute Galois monoid, which is a generalization of the absolute (profinite)
Galois group, may not be a group if J is not atomic. Even when J is atomic
and the monoid is indeed a group, it may not be profinite. Under the finiteness
assumption, the absolute Galois monoid is always locally profinite and if there exists
a final object, it is profinite.
1.3. In this subsection, we outline the contents of this article leading to the state-
ment of our main theorem. We must provide many new conditions and new def-
initions, and our goal here is to explain the motivation and ideas behind them.
Concepts in italics are to be defined in this article, while phrases in quotations ‘-
’ represent ideas intended to help the readers that may not be mathematically
rigorous.
We start this article by defining semi-localizing collections. (We note that the
term collection is used only to avoid set theoretic complications: see Section 2.1.) A
semi-localizing collection is a collection of morphisms in a category satisfying three
conditions (Definition 2.3.1). As noted in Remark 2.3.2, these conditions are the
first three of the four conditions provided by Gabriel and Zisman [10] to admit a
‘right calculus of fractions’. From a semi-localizing collection T , we can construct
(Lemma 2.3.4) a Grothendieck topology JT . We call a topology of such form an
A-topology (Definition 2.4.1). We arrived at this notion when considering a class
of Grothendieck topologies such that one needs to look only at the coverings of
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the form {X → Y } and not at those of the form {Xi → Y }i∈I with cardinality
of I greater than 1. In this topology, the set of coverings is a subset of the set of
morphisms of the category. This makes the description of the topology easier than
the more general topologies.
We will be using the collection T (J) = T̂ ⊃ T (see Definition 2.3.5 for T̂ ), which
is a ‘saturation’ in some sense–again semi-localizing–giving the same topology. The
idea is that the collection T (J) is “the set of all coverings.” The atomic topology
is an example of an A-topology (see Section 2.4.1), which is the case when T
is the collection of all morphisms of the given category. This restriction to A-
topology corresponds to, in concept, a restriction to “categories where all objects
are connected.”
We define a Galois covering (Definition 3.1.2) to be a morphism X → Y in a
category C such that there exists a group G for which HomC(Z, Y )→ HomC(Z,X)
is a pseudo G-torsor for each object Z (see Definition 3.1.1). We say that a site
equipped with an A-topology associated with a semi-localizing collection T has
enough Galois coverings (Definition 3.1.4) if T̂ = T̂ ′ where T ′ is the collection of
all Galois coverings.
An E-category is a category in which all the morphisms are epimorphisms (Def-
inition 4.1.1). We then define a B-site to be a site (C, J) where the underlying
category C is an E-category; has a topology J , which is an A-topology; and for
which the following condition is satisfied: For any diagram Z
g
−→ Y
f
−→ X in C, the
composite g ◦ f belongs to T (J) if and only if f and g belong to T (J). This condi-
tion may not seem pleasant, and the notion may be better described if the category
has coproducts or is equipped with the notion of ‘π0’, but we have not assumed so.
Note that the usual finite e´tale site of a scheme does not satisfy this condition, but
if we impose the condition that all schemes are connected, it does. One outcome of
these definitions is the following: if we assume that there are enough Galois cover-
ings, the sheafification functor from the category of presheaves on a B-site can be
described using Galois coverings (see Section 4.4).
Our principal objects of study are Y -sites (Definition 5.4.2). A Y -site is defined
to be a B-site satisfying two additional conditions (set-theoretic conditions are not
discussed in this paragraph). One is that, given any two objects X1, X2 in the
underlying category, there exist morphisms f1 : Y → X1 and f2 : Y → X2 both
in T (J). This condition can be thought of as a form of the existence of an initial
object, or the existence of a ‘universal covering’ if the site has some topological
meaning. The second condition is that T (J) has enough Galois coverings.
We regard partially ordered sets (posets) as categories in a natural manner. We
introduce quasi-posets as those categories that are equivalent to posets (Defini-
tion 5.2.1); however these are used only in the proof of the existence of grids.
A grid (C0, ι0) of a Y -site is a pair of a poset C0 and a functor ι0 from this poset
to the underlying category of the site satisfying some conditions (Definition 5.5.3).
An edge object is defined to be an object of C0 such that every morphism to it is
mapped to T (J) by ι0 (Definition 5.5.2). Using the endomorphisms of the poset C0
and some natural isomorphisms, we can construct a monoid M(C0,ι0) that we call
the absolute Galois monoid (Section 5.6.1). For each edge object X , we also have a
subgroup KX of the monoid (Section 5.6.2); roughly speaking, it is defined as the
‘stabilizer’ of the object. The term ‘grid’ may not be a common one. In the easiest
case, a grid is something like ‘the set of all finite field extensions of a field, that is
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contained in a fixed separable closure’. Such a grid forms a lattice, and, although
we wanted to call our grid a lattice, we have not done so as technically it may not
be a lattice in general.
This absolute Galois monoid and its subgroups allow us to define the notion
of smooth sets. A smooth M(C0,ι0)-set is defined to be a set with the action of
the absolute Galois monoid satisfying the following condition: for an element in
the set, the stabilizer contains the group of the form KX for some edge object X
(Definition 5.7.7).
We may also equip the absolute Galois monoid with a structure of a topological
monoid using these subgroups (Section 11.1). In this case, by definition, the cat-
egory of smooth M(C0,ι0)-sets is canonically equivalent to the category of discrete
sets with continuous action of the topological monoid M(C0,ι0).
When the topology is the atomic topology, M(C0,ι0) is a group and all objects
are edge objects.
We took the term ‘smooth’ from the representation theory of locally profinite
groups, which is known for its applications in number theory (see Remark 5.7.8).
Examples of locally profinite groups include profinite groups, the finite adele valued
points of an algebraic group, and the nonarchimedean local field valued points of
an algebraic group. One of our original motivations was to describe the categories
of smooth representations of these groups using sheaf theory.
Another entity that we construct from a grid is the fiber functor ω(C0,ι0), which is
a functor from the topos of sheaves on the Y -site to the category of sets that factors
through the category of smooth sets. A sheaf is sent via this fiber functor to the
colimit of sections over the edge objects, which is actually isomorphic to the colimit
over the entire grid. This action of the absolute Galois monoid may be thought of
as a generalization of the action of the finite adeles on the limit of elliptic modular
curves or Drinfeld modular varieties. We will consider these examples in a future
paper.
Before coming to our theorem, we need to mention one concept: cardinality con-
ditions (Section 5.8.1). There are two kinds of cardinality conditions. Cardinality
Condition (1) is that the hom sets of the underlying category of the site are finite.
There is also another type of cardinality condition. The first kind is used primarily
in the form: the projective limit of nonempty finite sets with surjective transitive
maps is nonempty and the limit surjects onto each finite set.
One important proposition (Proposition 6.2.1) says that, under certain cardinal-
ity conditions, there exists a grid. The proof of this can be divided into two parts.
The main part is the first half (Proposition 6.1.1), which says that there exists what
we call a pregrid. The idea for the proof of the first half is taken from the proof of
the existence of an algebraic closure of a field. The proof of the second half appears
to be new.
We now come to our main theorem. Suppose we are given a Y -site. Assume
that a certain cardinality condition holds. Note that, by the proposition, there then
exists a grid and we can construct the absolute Galois monoid and its subgroups.
Hence we have smooth sets and we also have the associated fiber functor. Our
theorem (see Theorem 5.8.1 for the precise statement) says:
Theorem 1.3.1. Under these assumptions, the fiber functor gives an equivalence
between the topos and the category of smooth sets.
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1.4. Let us restrict ourselves to atomic topologies and assume cardinality Condi-
tion (1), that is, the finiteness of the hom sets, holds. Then as an application of
our theorem, we obtain a ‘reconstruction’ theorem (Theorem 11.2.1) as follows.
Theorem 1.4.1. Suppose there is a given Y -site whose topology is the atomic
topology. Assume that Condition (1) of the cardinality conditions holds. Then there
exists a locally profinite group G such that the topos is equivalent to the category of
discrete sets with continuous G-action.
When the topology is the atomic topology, the absolute Galois monoid becomes
a group. If there exists a grid, we can equip the group with the structure of a
topological group such that the subgroups {KX} for objects X of the grid is a
fundamental system of neighborhoods of the unit. If cardinality Condition (1)
holds, then there exists a grid as noted above. We can further show that the
topological group is locally profinite. By definition, the category of smooth sets
is equal to the category of discrete sets with continuous action of this topological
group. Hence Theorem 1.4.1 follows from Theorem 1.3.1.
1.5. Grothendieck’s Galois theory and its generalizations. Grothendieck’s
interpretation of Galois theory takes roughly the following form: Suppose a topos
with conditions and some additional data are given. Then one can construct a profi-
nite group (the Galois group). The theorem establishes that the topos is equivalent
to the category of representations of the profinite group.
There are many other generalizations of Grothendieck’s Galois theory. Joyal
and Tierney [13] put only very mild conditions on a topos and proved that it was
equivalent to the classifying topos of some localic group. There is also a more
constructive proof by Dubuc for when the topos is pointed atomic [6]. There are
many other works (many of them categorical or logical) that we do not cite here;
instead, we refer to Dubuc’s informative survey-type article [7].
The main differences in our work are that the groups considered are localic rather
than topological (see Caramello [3, p.652] for the difference between the two kinds
of groups) and that topoi are considered rather than sites.
Of course our work is not totally unrelated. We owe much of the formulation to
these preceding works.
1.6. Summary of our results. At referees’ suggestions, we were able to improve
this paper. As we added many results later during revision, the paper is not so
streamlined. The aim of this section is to give a summary of results, using Table 1.
For the contents of the earlier sections, the reader is referred to Section 1.3 and
Theorem 1.4.1. We review mainly the contents of later sections here.
The main object of study in our work is Y -site. The main question is when
and how its associated topos is equivalent to the category BM of continuous M -
sets for some topological monoid M . The other objects of study are grids (and
the associated absolute Galois monoids), fiber functors ω (any functor from the
associate topos to some BM) and topological monoids M . Recall that if there
exists a grid, then, the grid gives rise to a fiber functor to BM where M is the
absolute Galois monoid associated with the grid. We can consider the behavior
(i.e., faithfulness, fullness, essential surjetivity) of the associated fiber functor. If
there exists a fiber functor (without a grid), we can ask if there exists a grid giving
rise to this given functor. Let us describe the results on these matters.
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The first block in Table 1 concerns the implications of the setup where we are
given a Y -site satisfying some cardinality conditions. It is the result of the earlier
sections that there exists a grid and the fiber functor ω induces an equivalence
of categories between the associated topos and the category of continuous M -sets
where M is the associated absolute Galois monoid. In this case, we prove that
the topos has enough points by showing that the fiber functor gives a point of
the topos. We can compare our setup and Caramello’s setup in this case. We
construct an ultrahomogeneous object, which is the key object in the input of
Caramello’s main theorem. We refer to Section 1.7 for more on this. We can
understand the cardinality conditions as sufficient conditions for the ‘vanishing’ of
higher derived limits. It is these higher derived limits that can better describe
the necessary conditions for the statements of our theorems to hold. We give
the simplest examples where the absolute Galois monoids are the additive group
of integers and the monoid of natural numbers. We also have the example that
motivated us.
In the second block in Table 1, we have results where we start with some topo-
logical monoid (group) M and ask if there exists a Y -site and a grid such that the
associated absolute Galois monoid is the given group. Indeed, a monoid M is a
locally prodiscrete monoid if and only ifM is the absolute Galois monoid associated
with a grid for some Y -site. We show that in this case the fiber functor does give
an equivalence.
In the third block in Table 1, we are given a Y -site and ask if there exists a grid
for this Y -site. We have a certain invariant in the 2nd derived limit of some pro-
group associated with the Y -site. Then, we can formulate precisely the necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of a grid using certain subset of the derived
limit. We give an example where the subset is a proper subset, and using it, we
give an example of a Y -site for which there does not exist a grid.
The fourth block in Table 1 concerns the setup where we are given a Y -site and
a grid. (There is an associated fiber functor ω.) We show that the fiber functor ω
is automatically faithful without any assumption. We describe precisely the set of
equivalence classes of (pinned) grids using the first derived limits. We do not have
a necessary condition but only a sufficient condition for the fiber functor ω to be
full and essentially surjective. We give an example of a Y -site where ω is not full.
The fifth block in Table 1 is where we are given a Y -site and a fiber functor. The
referee called for the existence of a grid in this situation. We answer in the affir-
mative when the functor is an equivalence to BM where M is a locally prodiscrete
monoid.
The sixth block in Table 1 is concerned with the ‘enough Galois’ property. The
question we ask is if a B-site has a topos equivalent to BG for G profinite, then is
the B-site a Y -site (that is, ‘enough Galois’ property holds). We answer this in the
negative by constructing certain profinite groups. The treatment is very (profinite)
group theoretic.
1.7. Relations to Caramello’s work. Caramello’s generalization ([3], [4]) of Ga-
lois theory focuses on sites. There is a high degree of overlap between this article
and Caramello’s papers which precede our work. Let us point out the differences.
Both ours and Caramello’s work are concerned with the following aim: to provide
criteria for a site such that the associated topos is equivalent to the category of
continuous representations of some topological monoid (or some topological group).
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Table 1. Summary of results
Given Y -site+cardinality conditions:
(1) ∃ grid+ω equivalence (Thm. 5.8.1)
(2) topos has enough points (§10)
(3) ∃ Caramello’s ultrahomogeneous object (§14)
(4) ‘triviality’ of R1 lim
←−
, R2 lim
←−
(§19)
Two examples of Y -sites+cardinality conditions (§13)
Given (locally) profinite group: ∃ Y -site+grid+ω equivalence (§11)
Given locally prodiscrete group: ∃ Y -site+grid+ω equivalence (§12)
Given locally prodiscrete monoid: ∃ Y -site+grid+ω equivalence (§16)
Given M topological monoid:
M is an absolute Galois monoid ⇔ M is locally prodiscrete (§16)
Given Y -site:
(1) ‘trivial’ R2 lim
←−
⇔ ∃ grid (Prop. 6.2.1, §19.2)
(2) Example of ‘nontrivial’ R2 lim
←−
, ∄ grid (§19.2)
Given Y -site+grid(+fiber functor ω):
(1) ω faithful (Thm. 5.8.1, §7.2)
(2) ‘trivial’ R1 lim
←−
⇔ uniqueness of grid (§9, §19.3)
(3) ‘trivial’ R1 lim
←−
⇒ fullness, ess. surj. of ω (Thm. 5.8.1, §19.4)
(4) Example of ‘nontrivial’ R1 lim
←−
, ω not full (§15)
Given Y -site+ω equivalence to BM (M : locally prodiscrete monoid):
∃ grid giving ω (§17)
Example of non-Y B-site equivalent to BG for G profinite (§18)
There are, however, four main differences. The first is that she works with atomic
topology only while we work with a slightly more general Grothendieck topology
(namely, the A-topology). This means that we treat monoids that may not be
groups, while she treats only groups. The second is the method of proof; she
uses logic, while our proof is entirely categorical. The third is that we define
and assume ‘enough Galois’ condition while there is nothing similar in her work.
The fourth is the assumptions that are used for our results. We use cardinality
conditions or (enough Galois property and) higher derived limits, while she uses
the assumptions in the Fra¨ısse´-Kubi´s theory. Let us discuss this last issue in the
following paragraphs.
Let us recall briefly the way our results and her results are formulated. We
start with a Y -site. We consider grids; these are similar to her C-homogeneous
and C-universal objects. Further, she considers C-ultrahomogeneous objects. (See
Section 14 where we construct an ultrahomogeneous object from our setup). Using
the enough Galois property, we obtain certain pro-groups (see Section 19 for more
details). Our theorem reads, roughly, under the enough Galois property and some
‘vanishing’ of the higher derived limits of those pro-groups, a grid exists, thereby
obtaining a fiber functor to a category BM for some topological monoid M , and
the fiber functor gives an equivalence. Her theorem reads, roughly, under some con-
ditions coming from the Fra¨ısse´-Kubi´s theory, a C-ultrahomogeneous object exists,
thereby obtaining a fiber functor which is an equivalence.
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For the existence of a C-homogeneous and C-universal object [4, Theorem 2.8]
(this is more or less equivalent to the existence of a grid), she assumes the dominance
conditions of Fra¨ısse´-Kubi´s, i.e., that the underlying category C is κ-bounded and
admits a dominating family F of morphisms with |F| ≤ κ. Under this condition,
one can use transfinite induction to prove the existence theorem (see Theorem 3.7
of Kubi´s [14] for the detail).
The key input to the proof of the existence of an ultrahomogeneous object of [4,
Theorem 2.8] is [4, Lemma 2.7], which is similar to our Lemma 7.7.1. We assume
certain cardinality conditions for our lemma, while she restricts to continuous κ-
chains.
Because we assume the enough Galois property, it is not possible to directly
compare her work and ours. We have never tried to work without the assumption.
For example, we have not studied B-sites with Fra¨ısse´-Kubi´s type assumptions.
1.8. On the absolute Galois monoids. Let us focus on the topological monoids
that we encounter. From a Y -site and a grid, we obtain the associated absolute
Galois group, which is a topological monoid. We show that a topological monoid
is isomorphic to the associated absolute monoid for some grid if and only if it is
locally prodiscrete.
This does not seem to be general enough in that we do not expect the category
BM of continuous M -sets for some topological monoidM to be equivalent to BM ′
for some locally prodiscrete monoid M ′. The referee suggested that we look for an
alternative definition of grids to cover general topological monoids, but we have not
found one.
It is true that BG for any topological group G is equivalent to some topos as
shown in [15, p.154, Thm 2]. In their theorem, the site seems not to be a Y -site in
general. However, even so, one can construct a grid (i.e., a category and a functor
satisfying the conditions of a grid) in that case. The limitation on our absolute
Galois groups seems to be caused by our assupmtion that Y -site has enough Galois
coverings. For the setup, we may consider a B-site and a grid, and it may be
interesting to search for conditions (other than ‘enough Galois’) on a B-site for
which the statements of our theorems hold more generally.
1.9. On our future paper. Let us give a brief description of our future paper. The
following paragraphs may help explain our motivation, other than Galois theory,
for writing this article.
This paper grew out of the example in Section 13.2. We develop some abstract
theory to include this particular example. We regard finiteness conditions as some-
thing natural (while less general from the point of view of extension of Galois theory
to general topological groups) because this particular example satisfies them.
In our future paper, we will further develop abstract theory on Y -sites. Recall the
example of the site of finite separable field extensions of a field K. One property of
the category is that for any Galois extension L with Galois group G and a subgroup
H ⊂ G, the fixed part LH is also an object. We will give a similar construction of
such saturation on a Y -site.
Note also that in the usual e´tale site, where connectedness is not assumed, finite
coproducts exist. It is also possible to add finite coproducts in Y -site. This will no
longer be a Y -site but we will see that it is still manageable.
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We will also consider not only sheaves but presheaves with transfers. For the
definition of transfers, it is quite important that one can define the degree of a
morphism, which usually equals the cardinality of the Galois group for a Galois
covering. This can be made possible only under the finiteness assumption.
1.10. We remark here on the use of universes. Usually, an author fixes a uni-
verse U and suppresses the appearance by declaring that everything belongs to the
fixed universe. However, the reader will occasionally find in this paper the phrase
“essentially U-small,” which is used because the primary example is the e´tale site
of a scheme in U, the underlying category of which is essentially U-small. There
is a standard technique for changing the universe to a larger one so that proving
statements in an arbitrary fixed universe suffices (which enables one to suppress
the appearance of the universe). However, it was not clear to us if the use of such
a technique should eliminate the phrase.
1.11. We now provide the list of contents of each section. More technical details
are given at the beginning of each section.
In Section 2, we first recall some general definitions and constructions from
sheaf theory in order to make this paper self-contained. Basic notions such as
Grothendieck topology, sieve, and sheaf are recalled. We then define what it means
for a collection of morphisms in a category to be semi-localizing. It is shown that a
Grothendieck topology is associated with a semi-localizing collection, which we call
A-topology. After showing certain general properties of A-topology, we produce a
fairly explicit criterion for a presheaf to be a sheaf in A-topology.
In Section 3, we define Galois covering and what it means for a site to have
enough Galois coverings. We spend few pages on the generality on quotient objects
in a category. This will be useful in our future paper, in which we consider sheaves
with values in a category other than the category of sets.
In Section 4, we define B-sites (Definition 4.2.1) and give some of its properties.
In Section 4.4, we give an explicit description of the sheafification functor on B-sites
when there are enough Galois coverings. This will be used in the proof of our main
theorem.
The aim of Section 5 is to state our main theorem (Theorem 5.8.1). We define
a Y -site as a B-site with some additional conditions. We define cardinality con-
ditions, grid, the absolute Galois monoid, the smooth sets, and the fiber functor
ω(C0,ι0) associated with a grid. Theorem 5.8.1 establishes that the fiber functor
induces an equivalence of categories between the topos and the category of smooth
representations of the absolute Galois monoid under the cardinality conditions.
In Section 6, we prove the existence of a grid under the cardinality conditions.
We first prove the existence of the pregrid, and then of the grid. The proof for the
pregrid follows the same type of formulation as for the proof of the existence of
an algebraically closed field of a field; the construction of the grid follows a novel
approach. We note that when the topology is the atomic topology, the pregrid is
already a grid.
In Section 7, we begin the proof of our main theorem. We show that the fiber
functor is fully faithful. In Section 8, we show the essential surjectivity, finishing
the proof of Theorem 5.8.1.
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In Section 9, we show that the grid if existed is essentially unique under some
finiteness condition and is not unique if we drop the finiteness assumption.
In Section 10, we show that the fiber functor has a left adjoint, thereby showing
that we have a point of the topos. As an application of our main theorem, we see
that the topos has enough points.
In Section 11, we show how to equip the absolute Galois monoid with the struc-
ture of a topological monoid. We then give a precise form of Theorem 1.4.1.
In Section 12, we give examples of Y-sites and grids that do not meet the cardinal-
ity conditions, making in such cases the absolute Galois monoids locally prodiscrete
groups.
We give more examples of Y -sites with grids in Section 13. The simplest example
in which the absolute Galois monoid is the monoid of non-negative integers is given
in Section 13.1. The example in Section 13.2 gave us the motivation to write this
article; its details and an application will be given in a future paper.
In Section 14, we show how our Y -site and a grid give rise to an ultrahomogeneous
object used in Caramello’s work [3].
In Section 15, we give an example where the fiber functor is not full, when we
do not assume the cardinaility condition.
In Section 16, we start with an admissible topological monoid, and construct a
Y -site and a grid whose associated absolute Galois monoid is related to the given
monoid. It is also shown that a topological monoid M equals the absolute Galois
monoid for some grid if and only if M is locally prodiscrete.
In Section 17, we construct a grid out of a fiber functor, which is an equivalence,
to the category of continuous M -sets where M is a locally prodiscrete monoid.
In Section 18, we give examples of B-sites which do not have enough Galois
coverings, yet the toposes are isomorphic to the category of G-sets for some profinite
groups G.
In Section 19, we introduce higher derived limits of pro-groups and describe our
theorems in terms of them.
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2. A-topology
First, we recall the definitions of Grothendieck topology and sieve.
A collection of morphisms in a category is defined (Definition 2.3.1) to be semi-
localizing, when it satisfies the first three of the four axioms for the collection to
admit ‘right calculus of fractions’ in the sense of Gabriel and Zisman [10]. We
arrived at this definition when considering the class of Grothendieck topologies
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that is generated by coverings of the form {Xi → Y }i∈I where the cardinality of I
is one.
2.1. Presheaves. Throughout the paper we fix once for all a Grothendieck uni-
verse U.
Recall from [23, EXPOSE I, 1.0, and De´finition 1.1] that a setX is called U-small
if X is isomorphic to an element in U, and that a category C is called an U-category
if for any objects X , Y of C, the set HomC(X,Y ) is U-small. From now on, unless
otherwise stated, a set is assumed to be U-small and a category is assumed to be
a U-category. We use the terminology “collection” to refer to a set that is not
necessarily U-small. A category C is called U-small if the collection of objects of C
is a set.
2.1.1. Let C and D be categories. We call a contravariant functor from C to D
a presheaf on C with values in D. When D is the category of U-small sets (resp.
U-small abelian groups, resp. U-small rings with units), a presheaf on C with values
in D is called a presheaf (resp. an abelian presheaf, resp. a presheaf of rings ) on C.
In this article, we will only consider presheaves of sets. In our future article, we
will consider some more general categories.
2.1.2. Let C be a category and let X be an object of C. We let hC(X) =
HomC(−, X) denote the presheaf on C that associates, to each object Y of C,
the set HomC(Y,X). The presheaf hC(X) on C is called the presheaf represented by
X .
We denote by hC : C → Presh(C) the functor that associates, to each object X
of C, the presheaf hC(X) = HomC(−, X) represented by X on C. It follows from
Yoneda’s lemma that the functor hC is fully faithful.
2.1.3. A category C is called essentially U-small if C is equivalent to a U-small
category, or equivalently, if there exists a set S of objects of C such that any object
of C is isomorphic to an object that belongs to S. Let C be an essentially U-small
category and let D be a category. Then the presheaves on C with values in D form
a category, which we denote by Presh(C,D). When D is the category of U-small
sets, we simply write Presh(C) for the category Presh(C,D).
2.1.4. Let C be an essentially U-small category and let F be a presheaf on C. Let
X be an object of C. We denote by yF,X the map
(2.1) yF,X : HomPresh(C)(hC(X), F )→ F (X)
which sends a morphism φ : hC(X) → F of presheaves on C to the image of
idX ∈ HomC(X,X) under the map φ(X) : HomC(X,X) → F (X). It follows from
Yoneda’s lemma that the map yF,X is bijective.
2.1.5. Let C and D be categories and let F : C → D be a covariant functor. For
an object X of D, we denote by IFX the following category. The objects of I
F
X are
the pairs (Y, f) of an object Y of C and a morphism f : F (Y )→ X in D. For two
objects (Y1, f1) and (Y2, f2) of I
F
X , the morphisms from (Y1, f1) to (Y2, f2) in I
F
X
are the morphisms g : Y1 → Y2 in C satisfying f1 = f2 ◦ F (g).
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2.1.6. Let C be an essentially U-small category. Let us choose a full subcategory
C′ ⊂ C such that C′ is U-small and that the inclusion functor C′ →֒ C is an equiva-
lence of categories. We call such a full subcategory C′ of C a U-small skeleton of C.
We denote by hC |C′ : C′ → Presh(C) the composite of the inclusion functor C′ →֒ C
with the functor hC .
For an object G of Presh(C), let IG denote the category I
hC|C′
G . By definition, the
objects of IG are the pairs (X, ξ) of an objectX of C′ and a morphism ξ : hC(X)→ G
in Presh(C).
For two objects (X1, ξ1) and (X2, ξ2) of IG, the morphisms from (X1, ξ) to
(X2, ξ2) in IG are the morphisms f : X1 → X2 in C
′ satisfying ξ1 = ξ2 ◦ hC(f).
This shows that the category IG is U-small. For an object (X, ξ) of IG, we let
yG,X(ξ) denote the element of G(X) that is the image of ξ under the bijection
yG,X : HomPresh(C)(hC(X), G)
∼=
−→ G(X) in (2.1).
Let g : G→ H be a morphism in Presh(C). For an object (X, ξ) of IG, let gX,ξ ∈
H(X) denote the image of yG,X(ξ) ∈ G(X) under the map G(X)→ H(X) given by
g. By varying (X, ξ), we obtain an element (gX,ξ) in the limit lim←−(X,ξ)∈Obj IG
H(X).
It then can be checked easily that the map
(2.2) HomPresh(C)(G,H)→ lim←−
(X,ξ)∈Obj IG
H(X)
that sends g to (gX,ξ) is bijective.
2.2. Sieves and Grothendieck topologies.
2.2.1. Let us recall the notion of sieve (cf. [23, EXPOSE I, De´finition 4.1], [24,
Arcata, (6.1)]). Let C be a category and let X be an object of C. A sieve on X is
a full subcategory R of the overcategory C/X satisfying the following condition: let
f : Y → X be an object of C/X and suppose that there exist an object g : Z → X
of R and a morphism h : Y → Z in C satisfying f = g ◦ h. Then f is an object of
R.
For a sieve R on X , we denote by hC(R) the following subpresheaf of hC(X): for
each object Y of C, the subset hC(R)(Y ) ⊂ hC(X)(Y ) = HomC(Y,X) consists of
the morphisms f : Y → X in C such that f is an object of R.
2.2.2. Let C and D be categories, let X be an object of C, and let Y be an object
of D. Suppose that a covariant functor F : C/X → D/Y is given. For a sieve R on
Y , we denote by F ∗R the full subcategory of C/X whose objects are those objects
f : Z → X of C/X such that F (f) is an object of R. It is then easy to check that
F ∗R is a sieve on X .
Let G : C → D be a covariant functor. Suppose that G(X) = Y and that F is
equal to the covariant functor C/X → D/Y induced by G. In this case we denote
the sieve F ∗R on X by G∗R.
Let f : X → Z be a morphism in C. Suppose that C = D, Y = Z, and F is equal
to the covariant functor C/X → C/Z which sends an object g : W → X of C/X to
the object f ◦ g of C/Z . In this case we denote the sieve F
∗R on Y by R×Z X and
call it the pullback of R with respect to the morphism f .
2.2.3. For a morphism f : Y → X in a category C, we let Rf denote the full
subcategory of C/X whose objects are the morphisms g : Z → X in C such that
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g = f ◦ h for some morphism h : Z → Y in C. It is then easy to check that Rf is a
sieve on X .
More generally, suppose that X is an object of a category C and that a family
(fi : Yi → X)i∈I of objects of C/X indexed by a set I is given. We then let R(fi)i∈I
denote the full subcategory of C/X whose objects are the morphisms g : Z → X in
C such that g = fi ◦ hi for some i ∈ I and for some morphism hi : Z → Yi in C. It
is then easy to check that R(fi)i∈I is a sieve on X .
2.2.4. Let us recall the notion of Grothendieck topology (cf. [23, EXPOSE II,
De´finition 1.1], [24, Arcata, (6.2)]). Let C be a category.
Definition 2.2.1. A Grothendieck topology J on C is an assignment of a collection
J(X) of sieves on X to each object X of C satisfying the following conditions:
(1) For any object X of C, the overcategory C/X is an element of J(X).
(2) For any morphism f : Y → X in C and for any element R of J(X), the
sieve R×X Y on Y is an element of J(Y ).
(3) Let X be an object of C, and let R, R′ be two sieves on X . Suppose that
R is an element of J(X) and that for any object f : Y → X of R, the sieve
R′ ×X Y on Y is an element of J(Y ). Then R′ is an element of J(X).
Let J be a Grothendieck topology on C and let X be an object of C. We say
that a morphism f : F → hC(X) of presheaves on C is a covering of X with respect
to J if the image of f is equal to the subpresheaf hC(R) of hC(X) for some sieve R
on X which belongs to J(X). We say that a morphism f : F → G of presheaves
on C is a covering with respect to J if for any object X of C and for any element
ξ ∈ G(X), the first projection from the fiber product hC(X)×G F of the diagram
hC(X)
y−1G,X (ξ)
−−−−−→ G
f
←− F
to hC(X) is a covering of X with respect to J . When G = hC(X) for some object
X of C, it follows from Condition (2) in Definition 2.2.1 that f is a covering with
respect to J if and only if f is a covering ofX with respect to J . Let (fi : Yi → X)i∈I
be a family of objects of C/X indexed by a set I. We say that (fi)i∈I is a family
covering X with respect to J if the sieve R(fi)i∈I on X belongs to J(X).
2.3. Semi-localizing collections.
Definition 2.3.1. Let C be a category. We say that a collection T of morphisms
in C is semi-localizing if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) For any object X of C, the identity morphism idX belongs to T .
(2) The collection T is closed under composition.
(3) Let Y1
f1
−→ X
f2
←− Y2 be a diagram in C. Suppose that f1 belongs to T . Then
there exist an object Z in C and morphisms g1 : Z → Y1 and g2 : Z → Y2
such that g2 belongs to T and f1 ◦ g1 = f2 ◦ g2.
Remark 2.3.2. The three conditions above are taken from [10, I.2.2]. In their
book, Gabriel and Zisman give a list of four conditions on a collection of morphisms
in a category. They say that a collection admits a right calculus of fractions when
the four conditions are met. In [9, III.2.6], Gelfand and Manin call such collections
“localizing.” Our conditions are the first three of the four conditions. Therefore we
say that the collection is “semi-localizing.” We note also that in Definition 10.3.4
of the textbook [19], Condition (3) is called the Øre condition.
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2.3.1.
Definition 2.3.3. Let C be a category and let T be a collection of morphisms in
C. For an object X of C, we let JT (X) denote the collection of sieves R on X such
that there exists an object f : Y → X of R that belongs to T .
Lemma 2.3.4. Let T be a semi-localizing collection of morphisms in a category
C. Then the assignment JT of the collection JT (X) to each object X in C is a
Grothendieck topology on the category C.
Proof. We prove that JT satisfies the three conditions in Definition 2.2.1.
Let X be an object of C. It follows from Condition (1) in Definition 2.3.1 that
the identity morphism idX : X → X in C belongs to T . This shows that the sieve
C/X of X belongs to JT (X). Hence JT satisfies Condition (1) in Definition 2.2.1.
Let f : Y → X be a morphism in C and let R be a sieve on X that belongs to
JT (X). By the definition of JT (X), there exist an object Z of C and a morphism
g : Z → X in C such that g belongs to T and that g is an object of R. It follows from
Condition (3) in Definition 2.3.1 that there exist an object W of C and morphisms
g′ :W → Y and f ′ : W → Z in C such that g′ belongs to T and that f ◦ g′ = g ◦ f ′.
Because f ◦ g′ = g ◦ f ′ is an object of R, the morphism g′ is an object of R×X Y .
Because g′ belongs to T , the sieve R ×X Y on Y belongs to JT (Y ). This shows
that JT satisfies Condition (2) in Definition 2.2.1.
Let us turn to the proof of (3). Suppose R belongs to JT (X). Then there exists
an object f : Y → X of R that belongs to T . As R′ ×X Y belongs to JT (Y ),
there exists a morphism g : Z → Y in C such that g belongs to T and that the
composite f ◦ g is an object of R′. It follows from Condition (2) in Definition 2.3.1,
that f ◦ g belongs to T . This shows that R′ belongs to JT (X). Hence JT satisfies
Condition (3) in Definition 2.2.1. This completes the proof. 
2.3.2.
Definition 2.3.5. Let C be a category. For a collection T of morphisms in C, we let
T̂ denote the set of morphisms f : Y → X in C such that there exists a morphism
g : Z → Y satisfying f ◦ g ∈ T .
Lemma 2.3.6. Let T be a semi-localizing collection of morphisms in C. Then the
collection T̂ contains T and is semi-localizing.
Proof. As the identity morphisms are contained in T , we see that T ⊂ T̂ holds. In
particular, Condition (1) is satisfied.
Let f : Y → X and g : Z → Y be morphisms in C that belong to T̂ . There then
exist objects Y ′, Z ′ of C and morphisms f ′ : Y ′ → Y and g′ : Z ′ → Z in C such
that the composites f ◦ f ′ and g ◦ g′ are morphisms in C that belong to T . Because
T is semi-localizing, there exist an object W of C and morphisms g′′ : W → Y ′
and f ′′ : W → Z ′ in C such that g′′ belongs to T and that f ′ ◦ g′′ = g ◦ g′ ◦ f ′′.
As T is semi-localizing, there exist an object V of C and a morphism h : V → W
such that the composite f ◦ f ′ ◦ g′′ ◦ h is a morphism in C belonging to T . As
(f ◦ g)◦ (g′ ◦ f ′′ ◦h) = f ◦ f ′ ◦ g′′ ◦h is a morphism in C that belongs to T , it follows
from the definition of T̂ that we have f ◦ g ∈ T̂ . This shows that Condition (3) is
satisfied.
Let Y1
f1
−→ X
f2
←− Y2 be a diagram in C and suppose that f1 belongs to T̂ . Let
us take a morphism f3 : Y3 → Y1 in C such that f1 ◦ f3 belongs to T . As the
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collection T satisfies Condition (3) in Definition 2.3.1, there exist an object Z in
C and morphisms g2 : Z → Y2 and g3 : Z → Y3 such that g2 belongs to T and
(f1 ◦ f3) ◦ g3 = f2 ◦ g2. As T ⊂ T̂ , the morphism g2 belongs to T̂ and we have
f1 ◦ (f3 ◦ g3) = f2 ◦ g2. This shows that Condition (3) in Definition 2.3.1 is satisfied
for T̂ . 
2.3.3.
Lemma 2.3.7. Let T be a collection of morphisms in a category C. Then, for any
object X of C, we have JT (X) = JT̂ (X).
Proof. Let X be an object of C. As T ⊂ T̂ , we have JT (X) ⊂ JT̂ (X). Hence it
suffices to prove JT̂ (X) ⊂ JT (X). Let R be a sieve belonging to JT̂ (X). Then there
exists an object f : Y → X of R that belongs to T̂ . It follows from the definition
of T̂ that there exists a morphism g : Z → Y in C such that the composite f ◦ g
belongs to T . As f ◦ g is an object of R, it follows that the sieve R belongs to
JT (X). This proves that JT̂ (X) ⊂ JT (X). This completes the proof. 
2.4. A-topologies.
Definition 2.4.1. We say that a Grothendieck topology J on a category C is an
A-topology if there exists a semi-localizing collection T of morphisms in C such that
J = JT . Such a collection T is called a basis of the A-topology J .
Definition 2.4.2. For a Grothendieck topology J on a category C, we let T (J)
denote the collection of morphisms f : Y → X in C such that Rf belongs to J(X).
Proposition 2.4.3. Let J = JT be an A-topology on a category C. Then T (J) = T̂ ,
and it is a basis of the A-topology.
Proof. It follows from the definition of T (J) that we have T (J) = T̂ . Hence from
Lemma 2.3.6, we conclude that T (J) is semi-localizing. Using Lemma 2.3.7, we
have J = JT (J). This proves the claim. 
It follows immediately from the definition that any basis of an A-topology J is
contained in T (J).
2.4.1. Semi-cofiltered, atomic topology.
Definition 2.4.4. We say that a category C is semi-cofiltered if the collection
Mor(C) of the morphisms in C is semi-localizing.
Set T = Mor(C). Then, Conditions (1)(2) of Definition 2.3.1 are satisfied auto-
matically. Hence, a category C is semi-cofiltered if and only if T satisfies Condition
(3). In [12, A.2.1.11 (h)], the terminology “the right Øre condition” is suggested
for this Condition (3).
When C is semi-cofiltered, we call, following [1] and [15, p. 115], the Grothendieck
topology JMor(C) on C the atomic topology on C.
2.5. Sheaves for A-topology.
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2.5.1. Let C be an essentially U-small category and let J be a Grothendieck topol-
ogy on C. Let F be a presheaf on C. For an object X of C and for an element R of
J(X), we let
cF,X,R : F (X)
y−1F,X
−−−→ HomPresh(C)(hC(X), F )→ HomPresh(C)(hC(R), F )
denote the map given by the composition with the inclusion hC(R)→ hC(X).
We say that a presheaf F on C is J-separated (resp. a J-sheaf, or simply a
sheaf if the topology is clear from the context) if the map cF,X,R is injective (resp.
bijective) for every object X of C and for every element R of J(X). We denote by
Shv(C, J) ⊂ Presh(C) the full subcategory of J-sheaves on C. We will use separated
presheaves in our future paper.
Proposition 2.5.1. Let T be a semi-localizing collection of morphisms in an es-
sentially U-small category C. Then a presheaf F on C is a JT -sheaf if and only if
the following condition is satisfied:
(*): For any object X of C and for any morphism f : Y → X in C which
belongs to T , the map cF,X,Rf is bijective.
Proof. The “only if” part is easy as, for any f : Y → X in T , it follows from the
definition of JT that the sieve Rf belongs to JT .
We now prove the “if” part. Let F be a presheaf on C that satisfies the condi-
tion (*). Let X be an object of C and let R be an element of JT (X). We prove
that the map cF,X,R is bijective. It follows from the definition of JT (X) that there
exist an object Y of C and a morphism f : Y → X in C such that f belongs to T
and f is an object of R. Then Rf is a full subcategory of R and hence hC(Rf ) is a
subpresheaf of hC(R). Let
c : HomPresh(C)(hC(R), F )→ HomPresh(C)(hC(Rf ), F )
denote the map given by the composition with the inclusion hC(Rf )→ hC(R). We
then have cF,X,Rf = c◦cF,X,R. By assumption, the map cF,X,Rf is bijective. Hence,
it suffices to prove that the map c is injective.
Suppose that the map c is not injective. There then exist two elements α1, α2 ∈
HomPresh(C)(hC(R), F ) such that α1 6= α2 and c(α1) = c(α2). For i = 1, 2 and for
an object Z of C, we let αi(Z) : hC(R)(Z)→ F (Z) denote the map induced by αi
on the sections over Z. As α1 6= α2, there exists an object g : Z → X in R such
that α1(Z)(g) 6= α2(Z)(g). As T is semi-localizing, there exists an object W in C
and morphisms f ′ : W → Z and g′ : W → Y such that f ′ belongs to T and that
g ◦ f ′ = f ◦ g′.
As g ◦ f ′ = f ◦ g′, the composite g ◦ f ′ is an object of Rf . As c(α1) = c(α2),
the two elements α1(Z)(g), α2(Z)(g) ∈ F (Z) are mapped to the same element of
F (W ) under the pullback map F (Z)→ F (W ) with respect to f ′. This shows that
the images of α1(Z)(g), α2(Z)(g) ∈ F (Z) under the map cF,Z,Rf′ coincide. As f
′
belongs to T , the map cF,Z,Rf′ is bijective. Hence we have α1(Z)(g) = α2(Z)(g),
which leads to a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.5.2. Let C be a category and let f : Y → X be a morphism in C.
Let us consider the sieve Rf on X. Let ef : hC(Y ) → hC(Rf ) denote the mor-
phism of presheaves on C defined as follows: for each object Z of C, the map
ef(Z) : hC(Y )(Z) = HomC(Z, Y ) → hC(Rf )(Z) sends g ∈ HomC(Z, Y ) to f ◦ g ∈
hC(Rf )(Z). Then for any presheaf F on C, the map HomPresh(C)(hC(Rf ), F ) →
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HomPresh(C)(hC(Y ), F )
yF,Y
−−−→ F (Y ) is injective and its image is equal to the equal-
izer of the two maps HomPresh(C)(hC(Y ), F )⇒ HomPresh(C)(hC(Y )×hC(X)hC(Y ), F )
given by the composition with the first and the second projections hC(Y ) ×hC(X)
hC(Y )→ hC(Y ).
Proof. It follows from the definition that the subpresheaf hC(Rf ) of hC(X) is equal
to the image of the morphism hC(f) : hC(Y )→ hC(X) and the induced epimorphism
hC(Y )→ hC(Rf ) is equal to ef . From this we see that the inclusion hC(Y )×hC(X)
hC(Y )→ hC(Y )×hC(Y ) is an equivalence relation in Y in the sense of [22, EXPOSE´
IV, 3.1], and that the object hC(Rf ) together with morphism ef is the quotient
object (in the category Presh(C)) of hC(Y ) by this equivalence relation. Hence the
claim follows. 
Corollary 2.5.3. Let C be a category and let T be a semi-localizing collection of
morphisms in C. Then a presheaf F on C is a JT -sheaf if and only if for any
morphism f : Y → X in C belonging to T , the map F (f) : F (X) → F (Y ) is
injective and its image is equal to the equalizer of
F (Y )
yF,Y
←−−−
∼=
HomPresh(C)(hC(Y ), F )⇒ HomPresh(C)(hC(Y )×hC(X) hC(Y ), F ).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.5.1 and Lemma 2.5.2. 
3. Galois coverings
We define what it means for a morphism in a category to be a Galois covering.
Then, we define what it means for a topology to have enough Galois coverings.
In Section 3.2, we collect some abstract theory concerning quotient objects in a
category. As we deal with automorphisms of an object, it is necessary to make this
notion precise.
3.1. Galois coverings.
3.1.1. Let X be an object of a category C. Let Y1 and Y2 be objects of C and
suppose that morphisms f1 : Y1 → X and f2 : Y2 → X are given. We say that
a morphism (resp. an isomorphism) g : Y1 → Y2 in C is a morphism (resp. an
isomorphism) over X if f2 ◦ g = f1. In other words, g is a morphism (resp. an
isomorphism) over X if it is a morphism (resp. an isomorphism) from f1 to f2 in
the overcategory C/X . The set of morphisms (resp. an isomorphism) from Y1 to
Y2 over X is denoted by HomX(Y1, Y2) (resp. by IsomX(Y1, Y2)). For a morphism
f : Y → X in C, we write EndX(Y ) (resp. AutX(Y )) for HomX(Y, Y ) (resp.
IsomX(Y, Y )). The set EndX(Y ) forms a monoid with respect to the composition
of morphisms, and AutX(Y ) is equal to the group of invertible elements of EndX(Y ).
Definition 3.1.1. Let S be a set on which a group G acts from the left. We say
that a map φ : S → S′ of sets is a pseudo G-torsor if the following three conditions
are satisfied:
(1) We have φ(gs) = φ(s) for any g ∈ G and for any s ∈ S.
(2) The group G acts freely on S.
(3) The map G\S → S′ induced by φ is injective.
Definition 3.1.2. Let C be a category and let f : Y → X be a morphism in C. We
say that f is a Galois covering in C if there exists a group G and a homomorphism
ρ : G → AutX(Y ) of groups such that the following condition is satisfied: for any
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object Z of C, the map HomC(Z, Y )→ HomC(Z,X) given by the composition with
f is a pseudo G-torsor. Here each g ∈ G acts on HomC(Z, Y ) by the composition
with ρ(g).
3.1.2. Let f : Y → X be a Galois covering. The fiber product of f and f has the
following description. Let ρ : G → AutX(Y ) be a homomorphism as in Definition
3.1.2. Then it can be checked easily that the diagram∐
g∈ρ(G) hC(Y )
p2
−−−−→ hC(Y )
p1
y yhC(f)
hC(Y )
hC(f)
−−−−→ hC(X)
is cartesian, which induces an isomorphism from the coproduct
∐
g∈ρ(G) hC(Y )
to the fiber product hC(Y ) ×hC(X) hC(Y ). Here p1 (resp. p2) is the morphism∐
g∈ρ(G) hC(Y ) → hC(Y ) whose component g ∈ ρ(G) is the morphism hC(g) (resp.
the identity morphism on hC(Y )).
Lemma 3.1.3. Let C be a category and let f : Y → X in C be a Galois covering in
C. Let ρ : G → AutX(Y ) be the group homomorphism satisfying the condition in
Definition 3.1.2. Then, we have AutX(Y ) = EndX(Y ), and ρ is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let φ : HomC(Y, Y ) → HomC(Y,X) denote the map given by the composi-
tion with f . Then, φ is a pseudo G-torsor. As φ−1(f) = φ−1(φ(idY )) is non-empty,
the group G acts simply transitively on φ−1(f). As G ⊂ AutY (X) ⊂ φ−1(f), it
follows that G = AutY (X) = φ
−1(f). This proves the claim. 
3.1.3. Enough Galois coverings.
Definition 3.1.4. Let C be a category and T be a collection of morphisms in C.
Let T ′ ⊂ C be the collection of Galois coverings. We say that T has enough Galois
coverings if T̂ ′ = T̂ . We say that an A-topology J on C has enough Galois coverings
if T (J) has enough Galois coverings
Corollary 3.1.5. Let C be a category and let J be an A-topology on C. Suppose
that J has enough Galois coverings. Then a presheaf F on C is a sheaf if and only
if for any object X of C and for any Galois covering f : Y → X in C which belongs
to T (J), the map F (f) : F (X) → F (Y ) is injective and its image is equal to the
AutX(Y )-invariant part F (Y )
AutX(Y ) of F (Y ).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1.3, Corollary 2.5.3, and the remark in Sec-
tion 3.1.2. 
3.2. Quotient objects. In this paragraph, we recall the notion of a quotient object
by an action of a group in a general category and prove some of its basic properties.
Definition 3.2.1. Let C be a category, Y an object in C, and G a subgroup of
AutC(Y ). A quotient object X of Y by G is an object in C equipped with a
morphism c : Y → G\Y in C satisfying the following universal property: for any
object Z in C and for any morphism f : Y → Z in C satisfying f ◦ g = f for all
g ∈ G, there exists a unique morphism f : X → Z such that f = f ◦ c. In other
words, a quotient object X is an object in C that co-represents the covariant functor
from C to the category of sets that associates, to each object Z ∈ C, the G-invariant
part HomC(Y, Z)
G of the set HomC(Y, Z). We call the morphism c : Y → X the
canonical quotient morphism.
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3.2.1. A quotient object of Y by G is unique up to unique isomorphism in the
following sense. Suppose that both Y ′1 and Y
′
2 are quotient objects of Y by G. We
denote by c1 : Y → Y ′1 and c2 : Y → Y
′
2 the canonical quotient morphisms. Then,
there exists a unique isomorphism α : Y ′1
∼=
−→ Y ′2 satisfying α ◦ c1 = c2. This claim
follows easily from the universality of quotient objects. We use the symbol G\Y to
denote any quotient object of Y by G.
3.2.2. There is another equivalent way of defining a quotient object. Let ∗G denote
the category such that ∗G has only one object ∗, that the set Hom∗G(∗, ∗) is equal
to G, and the composite of morphisms and the identity morphism are given by the
group structure of G. Then, the quotient object of Y by G is nothing but a colimit
in the category C of the diagram ∗G → C that sends ∗ to Y and sends g : ∗ → ∗ to
g : Y → Y for all g ∈ G.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let the notation be as in Definition 3.2.1. Then, the canonical
quotient morphism c : Y → G\Y is an epimorphism.
Proof. Suppose that there exist an object Z ∈ C and morphisms f1, f2 : G\Y → Z
satisfying f1 ◦ c = f2 ◦ c. We prove that f1 = f2.
We set f = f1 ◦ c = f2 ◦ c. It follows from the definition of G\Y that there exists
a unique morphism f : G\Y → Z such that f = f ◦ c. By the uniqueness of f , we
have f1 = f2 = f . This proves the claim. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let C be a category and let C′ ⊂ C be a full subcategory. Let Y be
an object in C′, and G a subgroup of AutC(Y ). Suppose that a quotient object G\Y
of Y by G in C exists and that G\Y is isomorphic in C to an object Z in C′. Then,
Z is a quotient object of Y by G in C′.
Proof. The universality of Z can be checked easily. 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let C be a category and let J be a Grothendieck topology on C.
Suppose that any representable presheaf on C is a J-sheaf. Let f : Y → X be a
Galois covering in C such that the sieve Rf on X belongs to J(X). Then the object
X of C together with the morphism f is a quotient object of Y by AutX(Y ).
Proof. Let Z be an arbitrary object of C. It suffices to show that the map Hom(X,Z)→
Hom(Y, Z) given by the composition with f is injective and its image is equal to
the AutX(Y )-invariant part Hom(Y, Z). As hC(Z) is a J-sheaf and Rf belongs to
J(X), this follows from Corollary 3.1.5. 
4. B-sites
We define B-sites in this section and study their properties. The reader will find
in Section 4.2 that the basic statements from Galois theory also hold true in our
setting. Section 4.3 contains a technical proposition and its corollary, which are
derived in a manner very different from the classical Galois theory. In the classical
case, the underlying category of the site contains a final object and the proofs
of these statements are much easier. In Section 4.4, we assume that the B-site
has enough Galois coverings, and give an explicit description of the sheafification
functor in terms of the Galois coverings. This will be used in Section 10.1.
We will use the convention for the terminology “poset” used in Section 5.1.
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4.1. E-categories.
Definition 4.1.1. We say that a category C is an E-category if every morphism
in C is an epimorphism.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let C be a category. Let Y1
f1−→ X
f2←− Y2 be a diagram in C. Suppose
that f2 is a Galois covering in C. Then, for any two morphisms h1, h2 : Y1 → Y2
that are over X, there exists a unique element g ∈ AutX(Y2) satisfying h1 = g ◦h2.
Proof. Let α : HomC(Y1, Y2)→ HomC(Y1, X) denote the map given by the compo-
sition with f2. We have α(h1) = α(h2) = f1. As f2 is a Galois covering, it follows
from Lemma 3.1.3 that α is a pseudo AutX(Y2)-torsor, i.e., the group AutX(Y2)
acts simply transitively on the set α−1(f1). This proves the claim. 
Lemma 4.1.3. Let C be an E-category. Let f : Y → X be a Galois covering in
C. Suppose that f is written as the composite f = f1 ◦ f2 of two morphisms in C.
Then f2 is a Galois covering in C.
Proof. Let X ′ denote the target of the morphism f2. The group AutX′(Y ) is a
subgroup of the group AutX(Y ). It suffices to show that, for any commutative
diagram
Z
h
−−−−→ Y
h′
y yf2
Y
f2
−−−−→ X ′,
there exists a unique automorphism g ∈ AutX′(Y ) satisfying h′ = g ◦ h. As f
is a Galois covering, there exists a unique automorphism g ∈ AutX(Y ) satisfying
h′ = g ◦ h. Hence to prove the claim it suffices to prove that g ∈ AutX′(Y ). We
have f2 ◦ g ◦ h = f2 ◦ h′ = f2 ◦ h. As h is an epimorphism, we have f2 ◦ g = f2.
Hence we have g ∈ AutX′(Y ), which completes the proof. 
4.2. B-sites. We write (C, J) to denote a site whose underlying category is C and
whose Grothendieck topology is J .
Definition 4.2.1. A B-site (C, J) is a site satisfying the following conditions:
(1) C is an E-category.
(2) J is an A-topology
(3) For any diagram Z
g
−→ Y
f
−→ X in C, the composite g ◦ f belongs to T (J) if
and only if f and g belong to T (J).
It follows from Proposition 2.4.3 that if g ◦ f ∈ T (J), then g ∈ T (J). Hence we
may replace Condition(3) above by the weaker condition: If g ◦ f ∈ T (J), then
f ∈ T (J).
Let (C, J) be a B-site. We say that a morphism f : Y → X in C is a Galois
covering in T (J) if f belongs to T (J), and f is a Galois covering in C.
Example 4.2.2. Here we give a basic example of a B-site. Let S be a connected
noetherian scheme. Let us consider the full subcategory EtConnS of the category of
schemes over S whose objects are connected S-schemes that are finite e´tale over S.
Then, the category EtConnS is semi-cofiltered, and the pair of EtConnS and the
atomic topology is B-site.
If we do not assume them to be connected, Condition (3) is not satisfied.
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Lemma 4.2.3. Let (C, J) be a B-site. Let Y1
f1
−→ X
f2
←− Y2 be a diagram in C.
Suppose that f1 is a Galois covering in T (J) and that there exists a morphism
h : Y1 → Y2 over X. Then
(1) For any commutative diagram
Z
f ′2−−−−→ Y1
f ′1
y yf1
Y2
f2
−−−−→ X
in C, there exists an automorphism g ∈ AutX(Y1) such that f ′1 = h ◦ g ◦ f
′
2.
Moreover, the morphism h ◦ g is uniquely determined by the commutative
diagram above.
(2) The group AutX(Y1) acts transitively on the set HomX(Y1, Y2) and the
diagram ∐
h∈HomX (Y1,Y2)
hC(Y1)
f ′2−−−−→ hC(Y1)
f ′1
y yhC(f1)
hC(Y2)
hC(f2)
−−−−→ hC(X)
in Presh(C) is cartesian. Here, f ′1 denotes the morphism whose component
at h is the identity map for every h, and f ′2 denotes the morphism whose
component at h is equal to hC(h).
Proof. Let the notation be as in claim (1). Observe that by Condition (3) of
Definition 4.2.1 the morphism h belongs to T (J). As T (J) is semi-localizing, there
exists an object Z ′ of C and morphisms h′ : Z ′ → Z and f ′′1 : Z
′ → Y1 in C such
that h′ belongs to T (J) and that the diagram
Z ′
h′
−−−−→ Z
f ′′1
y yf ′1
Y1
h
−−−−→ Y2
is commutative.
Set h′′ = f ′2 ◦ h
′ : Z ′ → Y1. As both h′′ and f ′′1 are morphisms over X and
f1 is a Galois covering, it follows from Lemma 4.1.2 that there exists an element
g ∈ AutX(Y1) satisfying f ′′1 = g ◦h
′′. Hence, we have f ′1 ◦h
′ = h ◦ f ′′1 = h ◦ g ◦h
′′ =
h ◦ g ◦ f ′2 ◦ h
′. As C is an E-category, the morphism h′ is an epimorphism. Hence
we have f ′1 = h ◦ g ◦ f
′
2. The uniqueness of h ◦ g follows as f
′
2 is an epimorphism.
This proves claim (1).
Let the notation be as in claim (2). Let h2 : Y1 → Y2 be any morphism in C over
X . We apply claim (1) to the commutative diagram
Y1
idY1−−−−→ Y1
h2
y yf1
Y2
f2
−−−−→ X.
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There exists an automorphism g ∈ AutX(Y1) such that h2 = h ◦ g. This proves
that the action of AutX(Y1) on HomX(Y1, Y2) is transitive. The rest of claim (2)
follows as an immediate consequence of claim (1). 
Corollary 4.2.4. Let (C, J) be a B-site. Let Y1
f1
−→ X
f2
←− Y2 be a diagram in
C. Suppose that f1 is a Galois covering in T (J) and that there exists a morphism
h : Y1 → Y2 over X. Then, for any morphism f ′ : Z → Y1 in C, the map
HomX(Y1, Y2)→ HomX(Z, Y2) given by the composite with f
′ is bijective.
Proof. The injectivity follows because f ′ is an epimorphism. We prove the surjec-
tivity as follows. Let h′ : Z → Y2 be a morphism over X . It follows from Lemma
4.2.3 (1) that there exists an automorphism g ∈ AutX(Y1) such that h
′ = h ◦ g ◦ f ′.
This proves the surjectivity. 
4.2.1. Let f : Y → X be a morphism in a category C. Let α˜ : Y
∼=
−→ Y and
α : X
∼=
−→ X be automorphisms in C. We say that α˜ descends to α via f , or that α
ascends to α˜, if the diagram
(4.1)
Y
α˜
−−−−→
∼=
Y
f
y yf
X
α
−−−−→
∼=
X
is commutative. We say that an automorphism α˜ ∈ AutC(Y ) descends to X via
f if it descends to some element in AutC(X). Suppose that the morphism f is an
epimorphism. Then, if α˜ ∈ AutC(Y ) descends to X via f , it descends to a unique
element in AutC(X) via f .
Lemma 4.2.5. Let C be a category. Let Y
f
−→ X
f ′
−→ W be a diagram in the
category C. Suppose that f ′ is a Galois covering in C.
(1) Any automorphism g˜ ∈ AutW (Y ) descends to a unique element in g ∈
AutW (X) via f .
(2) The map AutW (Y ) → AutW (X) which sends g˜ to g is a group homomor-
phism.
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.1.2 to the two morphisms f, f ◦ g˜ : Y → X over W .
There exists a unique element g ∈ AutW (X) satisfying f ◦ g˜ = g ◦ f . Hence, g˜
descends to g via f . This proves claim (1).
Claim (2) follows from the uniqueness of g ∈ AutC(X) to which g˜ descends via
f . 
Lemma 4.2.6. Let (C, J) be a B-site. Let Y
f
−→ X
f ′
−→ W be a diagram in C such
that the composite f ′ ◦ f is a Galois covering in T (J).
(1) Any automorphism in AutW (X) ascends to an automorphism in AutW (Y )
via f .
(2) f ′ is a Galois covering if and only if any automorphism in AutW (Y ) de-
scends to an automorphism in AutW (X) via f .
(3) Suppose that f ′ is a Galois covering. Then the group homomorphism AutW (Y )→
AutW (X) in Lemma 4.2.5 induces a short exact sequence
1→ AutX(Y )→ AutW (Y )→ AutW (X)→ 1
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of groups.
Proof. Claim (1) follows from Lemma 4.2.3.
Suppose that any automorphism in AutW (Y ) descends to an automorphism in
AutW (X). Let f
′′ : W ′ → W be a morphism in C. As C is an E-category, the
group AutW (X) acts freely on the set HomW (W
′, X). Hence to prove that f ′ is
a Galois covering, it suffices to prove that the group AutW (X) acts transitively
on the set HomW (W
′, X). Let h1, h2 : W
′ → X be morphisms over W . As f
belongs to T (J) and T (J) is semi-localizing, there exist an object W ′′ of C and
morphisms h′1 : W
′′ → Y and f ′2 : W
′′ → W ′ such that f ′2 belongs to T (J) and
that f ◦ h′1 = h1 ◦ f
′
2. It then follows from Lemma 4.2.3 (1) that there exists
an automorphism g˜ ∈ AutW (Y ) satisfying h2 ◦ f
′
2 = f ◦ g˜ ◦ h
′
1. By assumption,
the automorphism g˜ descends to an automorphism g ∈ AutW (X) via f . Hence,
h2 ◦ f ′2 = f ◦ g˜ ◦ h
′
1 = g ◦ f ◦ h
′
1 = g ◦ h1 ◦ f
′
2. As f
′
2 is an epimorphism, we have
h2 = g ◦h1. Hence, the group AutW (X) acts transitively on the set HomW (W ′, X).
This proves that f ′ is a Galois covering if any automorphism in AutW (Y ) descends
to an automorphism in AutW (X). The converse follows immediately from Lemma
4.2.5. This proves claim (2).
It follows from claim (1) that the homomorphism AutW (Y ) → AutW (X) is
surjective. It is easy to see that the kernel of this homomorphism is equal to
AutX(Y ), which proves claim (3). 
4.3. Cofinality.
4.3.1. For a poset P , we denote by Pop the dual of the poset P , regarded as a
U-small category. Let C be a category and let F : Pop → C be a covariant functor.
Let (X, (fy)y∈P ) be a pair of an object X of C and a morphism fy : X → F (y) in
C for each y ∈ P . We say that the pair (X, (fy)y∈P ) is an object of C over F if for
any y1, y2 ∈ P with y1 ≤ y2, we have fy1 = F (g) ◦ fy2 , where g denotes the unique
morphism from y2 to y1 in Pop.
Proposition 4.3.1. Let C be a category that is semi-cofiltered. Let P be a non-
empty finite poset. Suppose that P is a rooted tree, which means that P has the
bottom element and for any element y ∈ P , the subset {z ∈ P | z ≤ y} is a totally
ordered set. Let Pop denote the dual of the poset P , regarded as a U-small category.
Let F : Pop → C be a covariant functor from Pop to C. Then there exists an object
(X, (fy)y∈P ) of C over F .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of P . If P consists of a single
element y, thenX = F (y) and fy = idX satisfies the desired property. Suppose that
P consists of more than two elements. As P is a finite poset, there exists a maximal
element z ∈ P . Set P ′ = P \ {z}. Then P ′ is again a tree. Let F : Pop → C be a
covariant functor. We denote by F ′ the restriction of F to P ′op. By the induction
hypothesis, there exists an object (X ′, (f ′y)y∈P ′) in C over F
′. We let z′ ∈ P ′
denote the maximal element of the finite totally ordered set {y ∈ P ′ | y ≤ z}. Let
f : z → z′ denote the unique morphism in Pop. Let us consider the diagram
F (z)
F (f)
−−−→ F (z′)
f ′
z′←−− X ′
in C. (We wrote X ′ for the source of f ′z′). As C is semi-cofiltered, there exist an
object X of C and morphisms f ′ : X → F (z) and g′ : X → X ′ in C satisfying
F (f) ◦ f ′ = f ′z′ ◦ g
′. We set fy = f
′
y ◦ g
′ for y ∈ P ′ and fz = f
′. It then logically
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follows to check that the pair (X, (fy)y∈P ) is an object in C over F . This proves
the claim. 
4.3.2. When T is a semi-localizing collection of morphisms in C, recall that we
have T̂ = T (J) where J is the A-topology associated with T . We let C(T (J))
denote the following subcategory of C. The objects of C(T (J)) are the objects of
C. For two objects X , Y of C, the morphisms from X to Y in C(T (J)) are the
morphisms from X to Y in C belonging to T̂ . It follows from Lemma 2.3.6 that the
composition of morphisms in C(T (J)) is well-defined.
Corollary 4.3.2 (cofinality). Let (C, J) be a B-site. Suppose that T (J) has enough
Galois coverings. Let P be a finite poset. Suppose that P is a rooted tree. Let Pop
denote the dual of the poset P regarded as a small category. Let F : Pop → C
be a covariant functor such that F (h) belongs to T (J) for any morphism h in
Pop. Then there exists an object (X, (fy)y∈P ) of C over F such that the morphism
fy : X → F (y) is a Galois covering in T (J) for each y ∈ P .
Proof. Set T = T (J). Recall that T̂ = T . It follows from the definition that
C(T (J)) is semi-cofiltered.
We regard F as a covariant functor from Pop to C(T (J)). It follows from Propo-
sition 4.3.1 that there exists an object (X ′, (f ′y)y∈P ) of C(T (J)) over F . Let y0 ∈ P
denote the bottom element. As T (J) has enough Galois coverings, there exist an
object X of C and a morphism h : X → X ′ in C such that h belongs to T (J) and
that the composite f ′y0 ◦ h is a Galois covering. For each y ∈ P , we set fy = f
′
y ◦ h.
Then (X, (fy)y∈P ) is an object in C over F . As the morphism fy0 factors through
fy, it follows from Lemma 4.1.3 that fy is a Galois covering in T (J). This proves
the claim. 
4.4. An explicit construction of the sheafification functor. Let (C, J) be a
B-site. Suppose that C is essentially U-small. In the paragraphs below, we give an
explicit description of the sheafification functor aJ : Presh(C) → Shv(C, J) when
there are enough Galois coverings. Let us assume throughout this subsection that
there are enough Galois coverings.
4.4.1. Let us fix a set G of objects of C such that any object of C is isomorphic
to an object that belongs to G. Let F : Cop → (Sets) be a presheaf on C. In
the following paragraphs we give a description of the sheaf aJ (F ) : Cop → (Sets)
associated with F .
4.4.2. For an object X of C, we let (Gal/X)′ denote the following category. The
objects in (Gal/X)′ are the pairs (Y, f) of an object Y of C that belongs to G and
a morphism f : Y → X in C that is a Galois covering in T (J). For two objects
(Y1, f1) and (Y2, f2) of (Gal/X)
′, the set of morphisms from (Y1, f1) to (Y2, f2) in
(Gal/X)′ is the set AutX(Y2)\HomX(Y1, Y2). It is clear that the category (Gal/X)′
has a U-small full subcategory whose embedding into (Gal/X)′ is an equivalence
of categories. We fix such a U-small full subcategory of (Gal/X)′ and denote it by
Gal/X . It follows from Lemma 4.1.2 that for any two objects (Y1, f1) and (Y2, f2)
of Gal/X , there exists at most one morphism from (Y1, f1) to (Y2, f2) in Gal/X .
Hence, the composition of two morphisms is well-defined. It follows from Lemma
4.3.2 that the category Gal/X is cofiltered.
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Let X be an object of C. For an object (Y, f) of Gal/X , we set F/X(Y, f) =
F (Y )AutX (Y ). Let (Y1, f1) and (Y2, f2) be two objects of Gal/X and let h : Y1 → Y2
be a morphism over X . It then follows from Lemma 4.1.2 that the map F (h) :
F (Y2) → F (Y1) sends an element in the AutX(Y2)-invariant part F/X(Y2, f2) ⊂
F (Y2) to an element in F/X(Y1, f1). The induced map F/X(h) : F/X(Y2, f2) →
F/X(Y1, f1) depends only on the class of the class of h in AutX(Y2)\HomX(Y1, Y2).
We obtain a contravariant functor F/X from Gal/X to the category of sets.
For an object (Y, f) of Gal/X , Lemma 2.5.2 gives a bijection F/X(Y, f) ∼=
HomPresh(C)(hC(Rf ), F ) that is functorial in (Y, f). It follows from Definition 2.3.1
that as there are enough Galois coverings, the set {Rf |f ∈ ObjGal/X} is cofinal
in the collection J(X). Hence, it follows from the construction of the sheafifiction
functor, given in Section 3 of [23, EXPOSE II], that we have a bijection
(4.2) aJ (F )(X) ∼= lim−→
F/X := lim−→
(Y,f)
F/X(Y, f)
where the colimit is taken over the objects in the U-small category Gal/X .
4.4.3. Let f : X → X ′ be a morphism in C. We give a description of the restriction
map aJ(F )(f) : aJ (F )(X
′)→ aJ(F )(X) via the bijection (4.2). Let Gal/f denote
the full subcategory of Gal/X whose objects are the pairs (Y, h) in Gal/X such
that the composite f ◦h : Y → X ′ is a Galois covering in C. It follows from Lemma
4.3.2 that the subcategory Gal/f is cofinal in Gal/X .
To each object (Y, h) in Gal/f , we associate the object (Y, f ◦ h) in Gal/X ′. It
is easy to check that this defines a functor Gal/f → Gal/X ′.
Lemma 4.4.1. The functor Gal/f → Gal/X ′ is fully faithful, and its image is
cofinal in Gal/X ′.
Proof. First we prove that the functor is fully faithful. Let f ′1 : Y1 → X and
f ′2 : Y2 → X be Galois coverings such that both f ◦ f
′
1 and f ◦ f
′
2 are Galois
coverings, and let h : Y1 → Y2 be a morphism over X ′. It suffices to prove that
there exists an automorphism g ∈ AutX′(Y2) such that g ◦h is a morphism over X .
We apply Lemma 4.2.3 (1) to the commutative diagram
Y1
h
−−−−→ Y2
f ′1
y yf◦f2
X
f
−−−−→ X ′.
There exists g ∈ AutX′(Y2) such that f ′1 = f
′
2 ◦ g ◦ h. This proves that the functor
is fully faithful.
The cofinality of the image of this functor follows from Corollary 4.3.2. 
4.4.4. We define the map f∗ : lim
−→
F/X′ → lim−→
F/X as follows. As Gal/f is cofinal
in Gal/X , the set lim−→F/X is equal to the colimit
lim
−→
F/X |Gal/f := lim−→
(Y,h)∈ObjGal/f
F/X(Y, h)
of the restriction of F/X to Gal/f . It follows from Lemma 4.4.1 that lim−→F/X
′ is
equal to the colimit
lim
−→
F/X′ |Gal/f := lim−→
(Y,h)∈ObjGal/f
F/X′(Y, f ◦ h)
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of the restriction of F/X′ to Gal/f . The inclusion map F/X′(Y, f◦h) = F (Y )
AutX′ (Y ) →֒
F (Y )AutX (Y ) = F/X(Y, f) for each object (Y, h) in Gal/f gives a natural trans-
form F/X′ |Gal/f → F/X |Gal/f . Passing to the colimit, we obtain the desired map
f∗ : lim
−→
F/X′ → lim−→
F/X .
It then follows from the construction of aJ (F ) given in Section 3 of [23, EXPOSE
II] that via the bijections (4.2) for X and X ′, the map f∗ gives the restriction map
aJ(f) : aJ(F )(X)→ aJ(F )(X ′).
5. Grid, fiber functor, Galois monoid of a Y -site
The primary aim of this section is to state our main theorem (Theorem 5.8.1).
We define what we call a Y -site, which is a B-site satisfying additional conditions.
We define a pregrid and a grid of such a site. When we are considering the e´tale site
of the spectrum of a field, the pregrid and the grid are analogues of the algebraic
closure of the field. A pregrid may also be regarded as an analogue of the maximal
tree associated with a graph.
To a grid, we associate an analogue of the fiber functor (in the sense of Galois
category theory). We also have an analogue of the absolute Galois group, which
turns out to be a monoid (not necessarily a group) with a certain family of specified
submonoids.
We prove in Section 6 that under certain cardinality conditions, a grid of Y -site
exists.
The main theorem states that, under some cardinality assumptions, when a grid
exists we have the equivalence of categories of sheaves on the site and the smooth
sets of the absolute Galois monoid.
In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we develop some conventions regarding the term poset
and define the term quasi-poset. To clarify terminology, we regard a partially
ordered set naturally as a category, and we call it a poset in this article. A quasi-
poset is a category that is similar to and almost a poset. In Section 5.3, we prove
a lemma on the non-emptiness of certain projective limit. This will be used in
Section 6, where we construct a pregrid of a Y -site assuming certain cardinality
conditions.
5.1. Convention: Posets. By a partially ordered set, or a poset, we mean a set
equipped with a partial order. We assume throughout that the partial order is
antisymmetric.
Let P be a poset. Let CP denote the following category. The objects of CP
are the elements of P . For two elements x and y of P , there exists at most one
morphism from x to y in CP and there exists a morphism from x to y if and only if
x ≤ y. The assignment that sends a partially ordered set P to the category CP is
a functor from the category of partially ordered sets to the category of categories.
This functor is faithful.
In what follows, we regard a poset as a category by the functor above. By abuse
of notation, we say that a category is a poset if it lies in the image of the functor
above.
5.2. Quasi-posets.
Definition 5.2.1. We say that a category C is a quasi-poset if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
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(1) The category C is non-empty and essentially U-small.
(2) The category C is thin, i.e., for any two objects X , Y of C, there exists at
most one morphism from X to Y in C.
Let C be a quasi-poset satisfying the following condition.
(3) The category C is skeletal, i.e., any two objects of C that are isomorphic
are equal.
Then C is a poset.
5.2.1. Let C be a quasi-poset. Then there exists a poset subcategory (i.e., a sub-
category that is a poset) C1 of C such that the inclusion functor i : C1 →֒ C is an
equivalence of categories. The subcategory C1 is unique in the following sense: for
any other such poset subcategory i′ : C′1 →֒ C, there exists a unique isomorphism
α : C1 ∼= C′1 of categories such that the functor i is naturally isomorphic to the
composite functor i′ ◦ α. We call the poset subcategory C1 a poset skeleton of C.
The following lemma can be checked easily:
Lemma 5.2.2. Let C and C′ be quasi-posets and let C1 and C′1 be their poset skele-
tons. Then, for any functor F : C → C′, there exists a unique functor F1 : C1 → C′1
such that the diagram
C1
F1−−−−→ C′1
i
y yi′
C
F
−−−−→ C′,
where i and i′ denote the inclusion functors, is commutative up to natural isomor-
phisms. 
Corollary 5.2.3. Any equivalence of categories between two posets is an isomor-
phism of categories. 
It follows from condition (3) that any category C and for any poset C′, the natural
isomorphisms between two functors from C to C′ are the identities. In particular,
the 2-category of posets (the full subcategory of the category of U-small categories
where the objects are posets) can be regarded as a 1-category.
5.3. Torsors under pro-groups. Let I be a directed partially ordered set and
let G = (Gi)i∈I be a projective system of groups indexed by the elements of I. For
i, j ∈ I with i ≤ j, we denote by φj,i : Gj → Gi the transition homomorphism in
the projective system G. A (left) G-torsor is a projective system (Si)i∈I of sets
equipped with a left action of the group Gi on Si for each i ∈ I such that Si is
a left Gi-torsor for each i ∈ I and that for any two i, j with i ≤ j and for any
g ∈ Gj , s ∈ Sj , we have fj,i(g · s) = φj,i(g) · fj,i(s), where fj,i : Sj → Si denotes
the transition map.
We say that the projective system G has trivial first non-abelian cohomology if
for any G-torsor (Si)i∈I , the limit lim←−i∈I
Si of sets is non-empty.
Lemma 5.3.1. Let I be a directed partially ordered set and let G = (Gi)i∈I be a
projective system of groups. Suppose that at least one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
(1) For every i ∈ I, Gi is a finite group.
(2) I is a finite set.
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(3) I is a countable set, and the transition maps are surjective.
Then, G has trivial first non-abelian cohomology.
Proof. In the case in which Condition (1) is satisfied, the claim follows, as any
filtered limit of non-empty finite sets is non-empty. In the case in which Condition
(2) is satisfied, the claim can be checked directly. Suppose Condition (3) is satisfied.
Observe that then there exists a cofinal partially ordered subset J ⊂ I which is
isomorphic to the opposite of the partially ordered set of natural numbers Z≥0.
The claim follows by using J and the surjectivity. 
We can rephrase the condition that G has trivial first non-abelian cohomology by
introducing the notion of the first non-abelian cohomology R1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi. This is a
pointed set defined as follows. Let J denote the set of pairs (i, j) ∈ I×I with i ≤ j.
Let Z1 lim
←−i∈I
(Gi) denote the set of elements (gi,j)(i,j)∈J ∈
∏
(i,j)∈J Gi satisfying
gi,jφj,i(gj,k) = gi,k for any i, j, k ∈ I with i ≤ j ≤ k. We say that two elements (gi,j)
and (g′i,j) in Z
1 lim
←−i∈I
(Gi) are equivalent if there exists an element (hi) ∈
∏
i∈I Gi
satisfying g′i,j = h
−1
i gi,jφj,i(hj) for any (i, j) ∈ J . We define R
1 lim←−i∈I Gi to be
the quotient of Z1 lim
←−i∈I
(Gi) under the equivalence relation above. We regard
R1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi as the set pointed at the class of (1)(i,j)∈J ∈ Z
1 lim
←−i∈I
(Gi).
Lemma 5.3.2. Let G = (Gi)i∈I be a projective system of groups. Then, G has
trivial first non-abelian cohomology if and only if R1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi consists of one point.
Proof. Let J denote the set of pairs (i, j) with i ≤ j. For (i, j) ∈ J , let φj,i : Gj →
Gi denote the transition map.
For an element z = (gi,j)(i,j)∈J of Z
1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi, we associate a left G-torsor
(Sz,i)i∈I as follows. For i ∈ I, we set Sz,i = Gi, and for (i, j) ∈ J , let fj,i : Sz,j →
Sz,i denote the map that sends g ∈ Gj to φj,i(g)g
−1
i,j . Then (Sz,i)i∈I with the system
(fj,i)(i,j)∈J of transition maps is a left G-torsor, which we denote by Sz. One can
then easily check that the map that sends z ∈ Z1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi to the isomorphism
class of Sz induces a bijection from R
1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi to the set of isomorphism classes
of left G-torsors. Thus, the claim follows. 
5.4. Y -sites.
Definition 5.4.1. We say that a category C is Λ-connected if, for any two objects
X , Y in C, there exists an object Z in C and morphisms Z → X and Z → Y in C.
Definition 5.4.2. Let (C, J) be a B-site. Recall that T (J) = T̂ (J). We say that
a B-site (C, J) is a Y -site if the following properties hold:
(1) C is essentially U-small.
(2) C(T (J)) is Λ-connected.
(3) T (J) has enough Galois coverings.
5.5. Pregrids.
Definition 5.5.1. A pregrid of a Λ-connected category C is a pair (C1, ι1) of a
U-small category C1 and a covariant functor ι1 : C1 → C satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) The category C1 is a poset and is Λ-connected.
(2) The functor ι1 is essentially surjective.
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(3) For any object X of C1, the functor C1,/X → C/ι1(X) between the overcate-
gories induced by ι1 is essentially surjective.
(4) For any object X of C1, the functor C1,X/ → Cι1(X)/ between the undercat-
egories induced by ι1 is an equivalence of categories.
Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Let (C0, ι0) be a pair of a category C0 and a functor
ι0 : C0 → C.
Definition 5.5.2. (edge objects) A morphism f of C0 is called of type J if the
morphism ι0(f) belongs to T (J). An object X of C0 is called an edge object of C0
if any morphism f : Y → X in C0 is of type J .
For any object X of C0, we let ι0,X/ denote the functor ι0,X/ : C0,X/ → Cι0(X)/
between undercategories induced by ι0.
Definition 5.5.3. (grids) Let (C, J) be a Y -site. We define a grid of (C, J) to be
a pair (C0, ι0) of a U-small category C0 and a functor ι0 : C0 → C satisfying the
following properties:
(1) The category C0 is a poset and is Λ-connected.
(2) For any object X ′ of C, there exists an edge object X of C0 such that ι0(X)
is isomorphic to X ′ in C.
(3) For any object X of C0 and for any morphism f : Y → ι0(X) in C that
belongs to T (J), there exists a morphism f ′ : Y ′ → X in C0 and an
isomorphism α : Y
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′) in C satisfying f = ι0(f ′) ◦ α.
(4) For any object X of C0, the functor ι0,X/ : C0,X/ → Cι0(X)/ is an equivalence
of categories.
5.6. The absolute Galois monoid associated with a grid. Let (C0, ι0) be a
grid of a Y -site (C, J).
5.6.1. The absolute Galois monoid M(C0,ι0). We denote by M(C0,ι0) the set of pairs
(α, γα) of an endomorphism α : C0 → C0 of the category C0 and a natural isomor-
phism γα : ι0
∼=
−→ ι0 ◦ α. For two elements (α, γα) and (β, γβ) of M(C0,ι0), we define
the composite (α, γα) ◦ (β, γβ) ∈M(C0,ι0) to be
(α, γα) ◦ (β, γβ) = (α ◦ β, (β
∗γα) ◦ γβ)
where β∗γα denotes the natural isomorphism ι0 ◦β
∼=
−→ ι0 ◦α◦β induced by γα. The
binary operation − ◦ − on M(C0,ι0) gives a monoid structure on the set M(C0,ι0),
whose unit element of M(C0,ι0) is equal to (idC0 , idι0). We call this monoid the
absolute Galois monoid associated with the grid (C0, ι0).
5.6.2. The associated submonoids. Let X be an object of C0. We define the sub-
monoid KX ⊂M(C0,ι0) to be
KX = {(α, γα) ∈M(C0,ι0) | α(X) = X, γα(X) = idι0(X) : ι0(X)
∼=
−→ ι0(α(X)) = ι0(X)}.
We use this monoid only when X is an edge object. We will see later (Lemma 7.5.4)
that when X is an edge object, KX is a group.
5.7. The fiber functor associated with a grid.
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5.7.1. A grid is cofiltered.
Lemma 5.7.1. Let C′ be a category that is non-empty, thin, and Λ-connected.
Then the category C′ is cofiltered.
Remark 5.7.2. Here we assume that the notion “cofiltered” is defined as in I.2.7
of [23]. There are several equivalent definitions for this notion, and for some of
these, the statement of Lemma 5.7.1 below may be an immediate consequence of
the definition.
Proof. As C′ is non-empty and thin, it suffices to show that C′ is semi-cofiltered.
Let Y1
f1
−→ X
f2
←− Y2 be a diagram in C
′. As C′ is Λ-connected, there exists a
diagram Y1
g1
←− Z
g2
−→ Y2 in C′. By noting that C′ is thin again, we have f1 ◦ g1 =
f2 ◦ g2, which proves the claim. 
Corollary 5.7.3. Let (C0, ι0) be a grid of a Y -site (C, J) such that C is non-empty.
Then C0 is cofiltered.
Proof. The claim follows immediately from the definition. 
5.7.2. The fiber functor associated with a grid. Let (C0, ι0) be a grid of a Y-site
(C, J) such that C is non-empty. Let C1 denote the full subcategory of C0 whose
objects are the edge objects of C0.
Lemma 5.7.4. Let X be an edge object of C0 and let f : Y → X be a morphism
in C0. Then, Y is an edge object of C0.
Proof. Let g : Z → Y be an arbitrary morphism in C0. As X is an edge object
of C0, the morphisms f and f ◦ g are of type J . Hence, it follows from Condition
(3) of Definition 4.2.1 that morphism g is of type J . This shows that Y is an edge
object of C0. 
Lemma 5.7.5. The edge objects are cofinal in C0.
Proof. Let X be an object of C0. Let us choose an edge object Y of C0. Then,
C0 is Λ-connected, and there exists an object Z of C0 and morphisms Z → X and
Z → Y . It follows from Lemma 5.7.4 that Z is an edge object of C0. We thus
obtain a morphism Z → X from an edge object of C0 to X . As X is arbitrary, this
shows that the edge objects are cofinal in C0. 
Lemma 5.7.6. The category C1 is cofiltered.
Proof. The category C1 is non-empty and thin as it is a full subcategory of C0.
Hence, it suffices to show that C1 is semi-cofiltered. Let Y
f
−→ X
g
←− X ′ be a
diagram in C1. It follows from Corollary 5.7.3 that there exists an object Y
′ of C0
and morphisms f ′ : Y ′ → X ′ and g′ : Y ′ → Y in C0 satisfying g ◦ f ′ = f ◦ g′. As it
follows from Lemma 5.7.4 that Y ′ is an object of C1, this shows that the category
C1 is semi-cofiltered, which proves the claim. 
For a presheaf F on C, we define ω(C0,ι0) to be the filtered colimit
ω(C0,ι0)(F ) = lim−→
X∈Obj (C1)
F (ι0(X)).
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We note that, as the objects of C1 are cofinal in C0 by Lemma 5.7.4, the natural
map
ω(C0,ι0)(F )→ lim−→
X∈Obj (C0)
F (ι0(X))
is bijective. By associating ω(C0,ι0)(F ) to each presheaf F on C, we obtain the
functor ω(C0,ι0) from Presh(C) to the category of sets. By abuse of notation, we
denote by the same symbol ω(C0,ι0) the restriction of ω(C0,ι0) to the full subcategory
Shv(C, J) ⊂ Presh(C).
5.7.3. The action of the absolute Galois monoid. Let F be a presheaf on C. We
define the action of the monoid M(C0,ι0) on the set ω(C0,ι0)(F ). Let (α, γα) ∈
M(C0,ι0). We define the map (α, γα)∗ : ω(C0,ι0)(F )→ ω(C0,ι0)(F ) to be the composite
ω(C0,ι0)(F ) = lim−→
X
F (ι0(X))
(γ−1α )
∗
−−−−→ lim
−→
X
F (ι0(α(X)))
j
−→ lim
−→
Y ∈Obj (C0)
F (ι0(Y )) ∼= ω(C0,ι0)(F ),
where X runs over the edge objects of C0 and j is the map induced by the inclusion
{α(X) | X ∈ Obj (C1)} ⊂ Obj (C0).
Definition 5.7.7. We say that a left M(C0,ι0)-set S is smooth if for any s ∈ S there
exists an edge object X of C0 such that s = gs holds for any g ∈ KX . We denote
by (M(C0,ι)-set)sm the category of smooth M(C0,ι0)-sets.
Remark 5.7.8. We remark here on the use of the term smooth above. A locally
profinite group is defined to be a locally compact Hausdorff group such that the
compact open subgroups form a basis for the neighborhoods of the unit. A smooth
representation of such groups is defined to be a representation in which each vector
has an open isotropy subgroup. We refer to Casselman’s article [5] for generalities.
Smooth representations of locally profinite groups are of interest in the theory of
automorphic forms. Examples of such groups include GLn(Af ) or GLn(F ), where
Af denotes the ring of finite adeles of some global field, and F is a nonarchimedian
local field.
Remark 5.7.9. We will see later in Section 11.1 that the absolute Galois monoid is
naturally equipped with the structure of a topological monoid such that the category
of smooth sets is equivalent to the category of discrete sets with continuous action
for this structure.
We note that, if F is a presheaf on C, then for each edge objectX of C0, the image
of the map F (X) → ω(C0,ι0)(F ) given by the universality of colimit is contained
in the KX -invariant part ω(C0,ι0)(F )
KX of ω(C0,ι0)(F ), with respect to the action of
M(C0,ι0) defined as above. It follows that ω(C0,ι0)(F ) is a smooth M(C0,ι0)-set. It is
straightforward to check that the action of M(C0,ι0) on ω(C0,ι0)(F ) is functorial on
F . Hence, the functor ω(C0,ι0) factors through the category of smooth M(C0,ι0)-sets.
By abuse of notation, we denote by the same symbol ω(C0,ι0) the latter functor and
its restriction to the full subcategory Shv(C, J) ⊂ Presh(C).
5.8. The statement of the main theorem.
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5.8.1. Conditions on cardinality. The main result of this article is the following.
For a category D, let us consider the following conditions:
(1) For any objects X , Y of D, the set HomD(X,Y ) is a finite set.
(2) There exists a set S, whose cardinality is at most countable, of objects of
D such that to any object X of D, there exists a morphism from an object
of D belonging to S.
These conditions appear in the statement of our main theorem below. Technically,
these will appear only at the following two points:
(1) In the proof of the existence of a pregrid, in which we use Lemma 5.3.1,
and
(2) In the proof of Lemma 7.6.1.
5.8.2. The statement.
Theorem 5.8.1. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Let (C0, ι0) be a grid. Then the functor
(5.1) ω(C0,ι0) : Shv(C, J)→ (M(C0,ι)-set)sm
is faithful.
If we moreover assume that, for each object X of C, the overcategory C(T (J))/X
satisfies at least one of the two conditions in Section 5.8.1, then the functor ω(C0,ι0)
is an equivalence of categories.
6. Existence of a grid of a Y -site
Assuming a certain cardinality condition, in this section, we prove the existence
of a grid of a Y -site.
6.1. Existence of a pregrid.
6.1.1. Existence of a pregrid.
Proposition 6.1.1. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Suppose that there exists an object X0
of C(T (J)) such that the overcategory C(T (J))/X0 satisfies at least one of the two
cardinality conditions in Section 5.8.1. Then there exists a pregrid of C(T (J)).
6.1.2. Construction step 1. For brevity, set D = C(T (J)).
We use the category Gal/X0 introduced in Section 4.4.2 in conjunction with the
following terminology. For an object (Y, f) of Gal/X0, we denote by G(Y, f) the
Galois group of f . For an object (Y, f) of Gal/X0 and for an object h of C/X0 , we
say that (Y, f) dominates h if there exists a morphism from f to h in C/X0 .
As C is essentially U-small, we can take a U-small set V of objects of D/X0
such that any object of D/X0 admits a morphism from an object that belongs to
V . When C satisfies Condition (2), we may and will assume that V is at most
countable. Let S ⊂ V be a subset. For each object (Y, f) of Gal/X0 we set
U˜S(Y, f) =
∏
s∈S
HomC/X0 (f, s)
and US(Y, f) = G(Y, f)\U˜S(Y, f), where the quotient is taken with respect to the
diagonal action of G(Y, f). When S = ∅ is an empty set, we understand that the
set U˜∅(Y, f) consists of a single element. Let (Y, f) and (Y
′, f ′) be two objects of
Gal/X0. Let h : Y
′ → Y be a morphism from f ′ to f in C/X0 . The composition with
h gives a map US(h) : US(Y, f)→ US(Y
′, f ′). It can be checked easily that the map
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US(h) depends only on the class of h in HomGal/X0((Y
′, f ′), (Y, f)). Hence, by as-
sociating US(Y, f) to each object (Y, f) of Gal/X0, we obtain a presheaf on Gal/X0,
which we denote by US . As the topology has enough Galois coverings, there exists
an object (Y, f) of D/X0 that dominates s for every s ∈ S. For such an object (Y, f),
the set US(Y, f) is non-empty. Let (Y, f) and (Y
′, f ′) be two objects of Gal/X0 such
that both US(Y, f) and US(Y
′, f ′) are non-empty. Let h be a morphism from f ′ to
f in D/X0 , It follows from Lemma 4.2.6 that the morphism h induces a surjective
homomorphism G(Y ′, f ′)։ G(Y, f) of groups. It follows from Corollary 4.2.4 that
the composition with h gives a bijection HomD/X0 (f, s) → HomD/X0 (f
′, s). This
shows that the map US(h) : US(Y, f)→ US(Y
′, f ′) is bijective.
Let us fix a U-small subcategory Gal′/X0 of Gal/X0 that is equivalent to Gal/X0.
For a finite subset S ⊂ V , we set
U(S) := lim
−→
(Y,f)
US(Y, f)
where the colimit is taken over the objects in the category Gal′/X0. We note that,
for any object (Y, f) of Gal′/X0, the map US(Y, f)→ U(S) is bijective if US(Y, f)
is non-empty. Let S and S′ be two finite subsets of V with S′ ⊂ S. The projection
U˜S(Y, f)→ U˜S′(Y, f) for each object (Y, f) of Gal/X0 gives a morphism US → US′
of presheaves on Gal/X0. The collection (US)S⊂V forms a projective system of
presheaves on Gal/X0 indexed by the finite subsets of V . Hence, (U(S))S⊂V forms
a projective system of sets indexed by the finite subsets of V .
Lemma 6.1.2. A filtered projective limit U = lim
←−S
U(S) is non-empty.
Proof. It is easy to see that U(S) is non-empty for any finite subset S ⊂ V and
the transition map U(S) → U(S′) is surjective for any finite subsets S, S′ ⊂ V
with S′ ⊂ S. Recall that we have assumed Condition (1) or (2) on C. If C satisfies
Condition (1), then U(S) is a finite set for every finite subset S ⊂ V . If C satisfies
Condition (2), then V is at most countable. In the first case, one can use the fact
that the projective limit of non-empty finite sets is non-empty to conclude.
Now let us consider the second case. Observe that if I is a cofiltered partially
ordered set whose cardinality is countably infinite, then there exists a cofinal par-
tially ordered subset which is isomorphic to the opposite of the partially ordered
set of natural numbers Z≥0. Using the surjectivity of the transition maps, we see
that U = lim←−S U(S) is non-empty. 
6.1.3. Construction step 2. Let us fix an element (xS) ∈ U . For each finite subset
S ⊂ V , let us fix an object (YS , fS) of Gal
′/X0 such that US(YS , fS) is non-empty.
Let yS denote the element of US(YS , fS) that is mapped to xS via the bijection
US(YS , fS) → U(S). Let us take a representative y˜S = (y˜S,s)s∈S ∈ U˜S(YS , fS) of
yS. By definition, y˜S,s is a morphism from fS to s in D/X0 for each s ∈ S. Let
C′1,S = C
′
1,S,y˜S
denote the full subcategory of the undercategory DYS/, whose objects
are the morphisms f : YS → Z in D satisfying f = g ◦ y˜S,s for some s ∈ S and for
some morphism g in D. As D is essentially U-small and all morphisms in D are
epimorphisms, it follows that the category C′1,S is a quasi-poset. Let us choose a
poset skeleton C1,S of C
′
1,S.
For each pair (S1, S2) of finite subsets of V with S1 ⊂ S2, we construct a fully
faithful functor C1,S1 → C1,S2 as follows. Let us choose an object (W, f) of Gal/X0
that dominates both fS1 and fS2 . For i = 1, 2, let us choose a morphism hi from
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f to fSi in D/X0 . Let y˜
′
Si
∈ U˜Si(W, f) denote the image of y˜Si under the map
U˜Si(YSi , fSi)→ U˜Si(W, f) given by the composition with hi. As xS2 is mapped to
xS1 under the map U(S2)→ U(S1), there exists an element α ∈ G(W, f) such that
y˜′S1 is equal to the image of α · y˜
′
S2
under the projection U˜S2(W, f) → U˜S1(W, f).
We have a diagram
DYS1/
−◦h1−−−→ DW/
−◦α
−−−→
∼=
DW/
−◦h2←−−− DYS2/
of undercategories, which induces a diagram
C1,S1,y˜S1
(1)
−−→ C1,S1,y˜′S1
(2)
−−→ C1,S2,αy˜′S2
(3)
−−→ C1,S2,y˜′S2
(4)
←−− C1,S2,y˜S2 .
Lemma 6.1.3. The functors (1), (3), and (4) are equivalences of categories and
the functor (2) is fully faithful.
Proof. It can be checked easily that the functor (2) is fully faithful, that the functor
(3) is an equivalence of categories, and that the functors (1) and (4) are essentially
surjective. As the morphisms h1 and h2 in D are epimorphisms, it follows that the
functors (1) and (4) are fully faithful, which proves the claim. 
By taking the composite of (1), (2), (3) and the inverse of (4), we obtain a
fully faithful functor iS1,S2 : C1,S2 → C1,S2 between posets. When we fix (W, f),
h1, and h2, the element α ∈ G(W, f) is not uniquely determined and the functor
− ◦ α : DW/ → DW/ may depend on the choice of α. However, the functor (3)
induced by −◦α is independent of the choice of α. Using this observation, one can
check straightforwardly that the functor iS1,S2 does not depend on the choice of
(W, f), h1, h2, and α. For three finite subsets S1, S2, S3 ⊂ V with S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ S3,
we have iS1,S3 = iS2,S3 ◦ iS1,S2 . Hence, the pair ((C1,S)S⊂V , (iS′,S)S′⊂S) forms an
inductive system in the category of poset categories. We define C1 to be the colimit
of this inductive system. (The notation C1 has already appeared in Section 5.7.2.
The conflict is explained in Remark 6.2.7.) By taking a limit of the composite
C1,S → C′1,S → D, we obtain a functor ι1 : C1 → D, that is uniquely determined up
to natural equivalences.
6.1.4. Proof of Proposition 6.1.1. We claim that the pair (C1, ι1) is a pregrid of D.
By definition, the category C1 is a poset. We show that C1 is Λ-connected. Let Z1
and Z2 be two objects of C1. For i = 1, 2, take a finite subset Si ⊂ V such that Zi
belongs to the image of the functor C1,Si → C1. We set S = S1 ∪ S2. For i = 1, 2,
there exists an object zi of C1,S whose image under the functor C1,S → C1 is equal
to Zi. Then, zi is, by definition, a morphism from YS to an object Z
′
i of D. Let
us take an object f : W → X0 of D/X0 that is isomorphic to fS in D/X0 and that
belongs to V . Let us choose an isomorphism α from f to fS . We set T = S ∪ {f}.
Observe that the morphism y˜T,f : YT →W is an object of C′1,T . Hence, the diagram
Z ′1
z1◦α←−−−W
z2◦α−−−→ Z ′2
in D gives a diagram z1 ◦ α ◦ y˜T,f ← y˜T,f → z2 ◦α ◦ y˜T,f in C′1,T . The last diagram
induces a diagram of the form Z1 ← Z ′ → Z2 for some Z ′ in C1. This proves that
the category C1 is Λ-connected. Next, we prove that the functor ι1 is essentially
surjective. Let us take an arbitrary object X of D. As D is Λ-connected, there
exists a diagram
X0
f0
←− Y
f
−→ X
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in D. We may choose this diagram in such a way that f0 belongs to V . Let
S = {f0}. Then y˜S,f0, regarded as a morphism in D, is an object of C
′
1,S . Let X
′
denote the object of C1 given by the object f ◦ y˜S,f0 of C
′
1,S . It then follows from
the definition of ι1 that the object ι1(X
′) of D is isomorphic to X , which proves
that the functor ι is essentially surjective.
Lemma 6.1.4. The pair (C1, ι1) satisfies the condition (3) in Definition 5.5.1.
Proof. Let X be an object of C1 and let f : Y → ι1(X) be a morphism in D. Let
us choose a finite subset S ⊂ V such that X belongs to the image of an object h of
C1,S under the functor C1,S → C1. The object h of C1,S is, by definition, a morphism
from YS to an object X
′ of D, and there exists an element s ∈ S such that the
morphism h is the composite of the morphism y˜S,s and a morphism h1 : Ys → X ′,
where Ys denotes the domain of s. Observe that X
′ and ι1(X) are isomorphic in
D. Let us fix an isomorphism α : ι1(X)
∼=
−→ X ′. As D is semi-cofiltered, there exists
a commutative diagram
W
h′
−−−−→ Y
f ′
y yα◦f
YS
h
−−−−→ X ′
in D. We may and will assume that the composite fS ◦ f ′ is a Galois covering and
belongs to V . We set T = S ∪ {fS ◦ f ′}. As xT is mapped to xS under the map
U(T )→ U(S), there exists an element β ∈ G(YT , fT ) such that y˜S,s ◦ f ′ ◦ y˜T,fS◦f ′
is equal to y˜T,s ◦ β and that the image of h under the functor C1,S → C
′
1,T is
isomorphic to h ◦ f ′ ◦ y˜T,fS◦f ′ ◦ β
−1. As fS ◦ f ′ is a Galois covering, there exists
an element β′ ∈ G(W, fS ◦ f ′) satisfying y˜T,fS◦f ′ ◦ β = β
′ ◦ y˜T,fS◦f ′ . Hence h ◦
f ′ ◦ y˜T,fS◦f ′ ◦ β
−1 = α ◦ f ◦ h′ ◦ β′−1 ◦ y˜T,fS◦f ′ . Hence, the morphism α ◦ f can be
regarded as a morphism from h′ ◦ β′−1 ◦ y˜T,fS◦f ′ to h ◦ f
′ ◦ y˜T,fS◦f ′ ◦ β
−1 in C′1,T .
This morphism induces an object of the overcategory C1,/X whose image under the
functor C1,/X → D/X induced by ι1 is isomorphic to f . This proves that the pair
(C1, ι1) satisfies Condition (3) in Definition 5.5.1. 
Lemma 6.1.5. The pair (C1, ι1) satisfies Condition (4) in Definition 5.5.1.
Proof. Let X be an object of C1. Let us choose a finite subset S ⊂ V such that X
belongs to the image of an object h of C1,S under the functor C1,S → C1. For any
finite subset T ⊂ V with S ⊂ T , let hT denote the image of h under the functor
iS,T : C1,S → C1,T . The object hT of C1,T is, by definition, a morphism from YT to
an object XT of D. It can then be checked easily that the inclusion functor C1,T →
DYT / induces an equivalence C1,T,hT /
∼=
−→ DXT / of undercategories. This shows that
the functor ι1 induces an equivalence C1,X/
∼=
−→ Dι1(X)/ of undercategories. This
completes the proof. 
6.2. Existence of a grid. The goal of this section is to prove the following propo-
sition. Its proof is given at the end of this subsection.
Proposition 6.2.1. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Suppose that there exists an object X0
of C(T (J)) such that the overcategory C(T (J))/X0 satisfies at least one of the two
cardinality conditions in Section 5.8.1. Then there exists a grid of (C, J).
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6.2.1. Construction of a grid from a pregrid. We construct a pair (C0, ι0) of a U-
small category C0 and a covariant functor ι0 : C0 → C, from a pregrid (C1, ι1 : C1 →
D = C(T (J)), as follows.
For each object X of C1, the undercategory Dι1(X)/ is a quasi-poset, as C is an E-
category and is essentially U-small. Let us choose a poset skeleton C0,X of Dι1(X)/.
When f : Y → X is a morphism in C1, the functor Dι1(X)/ → Dι1(Y ) /, given by
the composition with f , is fully faithful. Hence it induces a fully faithful functor
C0,X → C0,Y between posets. We define C0 to be the colimit C0 = lim−→X∈ObjC1
C0,X .
(Consider the diagram over X ∈ Obj C1 in the category of partially ordered sets,
take the colimit as a partially ordered set, and regard it as a category using the
functor in Section 5.1).
By associating, to each object Y of C1, the image of the initial object of C0,Y
under the functor C0,Y → C0, we obtain a functor  : C1 → C0. One can check easily
that the functor  is fully faithful.
By patching the functors C0,X → Dι1(X)/ → C for various X , we obtain a functor
ι0 : C0 → C satisfying ϕ◦ ι1 = ι0 ◦ , where ϕ : D → C denotes the inclusion functor.
6.2.2.
Lemma 6.2.2. The pair (C0, ι0) constructed above is a grid.
We check below that the conditions of a grid (Definition 5.5.3) are satisfied.
Lemma 6.2.3. Conditions (1) is satisfied.
Proof. It follows from the construction of C0 that given an object X of C0, there
exist an object X ′ of C1 and a morphism (X ′) → X . Note that the category C1
is Λ-connected, as (C1, ι1) is a pregrid. Hence, C0 is Λ-connected. This shows that
Condition (1) is satisfied. 
Lemma 6.2.4. Condition (3) is satisfied.
Proof. Let X be an object of C0 and let f : Y → ι0(X) be a morphism in C(T (J)).
Let us choose an object X ′ in C1 and a morphism g : (X ′) → X in C0. As
T (J) is semi-localizing, there exist an object Y ′ of C and morphisms f ′ : Y ′ →
ι1(X
′) and g′ : Y ′ → Y in C such that f ′ belongs to T (J) and that the equality
f ◦ g′ = ι0(g) ◦ f ′ holds. As (C1, ι1) is a pregrid, there exists an object Y ′1 of C1,
a morphism f ′1 : Y
′
1 → X
′ in C1, and an isomorphism α : Y ′
∼=
−→ ι1(Y ′1) in C(T (J))
satisfying f ′ = ι1(f
′
1)◦α. As the inclusion functor C0,Y ′1 →֒ Cι1(Y ′1 )/ and the functor
Cι1(Y ′1 )/ → CY ′/ given by the composition with α are equivalences of categories,
there exists an object ι1(Y
′
1) → Y1 of C0,Y ′1 and an isomorphism β : Y1
∼=
−→ Y such
that the map g′ is equal to the composite Y ′
α
−→ ι1(Y ′1)→ Y1
β
−→ Y . Let Y2 denote
the image of the object ι1(Y
′
1) → Y1 of C0,Y ′1 under the functor C0,Y ′1 → C0. Then,
there exists a morphism f2 : Y2 → X in C0, and the isomorphism β induces an
isomorphism β2 : ι0(Y2)
∼=
−→ Y satisfying ι0(f2) = f ◦ β2. This shows that the pair
(C0, ι0) satisfies property (3). 
Lemma 6.2.5. Condition (4) is satisfied.
Proof. We prove that the pair (C0, ι0) satisfies property (3). It remains to be
proven that the pair (C0, ι0) satisfies property (4). Let X be an object of C0. Let us
choose an object X ′ in C1 and an object g in C0,X′
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C0,X′ → C0 is equal to X . We regard g as a morphism g : (X ′) → ι0(X) in
C. Then the inclusion functor C0,X′ → Cι1(X′)/ induces equivalences of categories
C0,X′,g/
∼=
−→ (Cι0(X′)/)g/
∼= Cι0(X). For any morphism f : Y → X
′ in C1, the
functor f∗ : C0,X′ → C0,Y induced by the composition with f gives an equivalence
of categories from C0,X′,g/ to C0,Y,f∗(g)/. Passing to the colimit, we see that the
functor C0,X → C0 induces an equivalence of categories from C0,X′,g/ to C0,X/.
Hence the functor C0,X/ → Cι0(X)/ induced by ι0 is an equivalence of categories.
This shows that that the pair (C0, ι0) satisfies property (4), which completes the
proof. 
Lemma 6.2.6. Condition (2) is satisfied.
Proof. Via the functor , we regard C1 as a full subcategory of C0. Note that the
restriction of ι0 to C1 is equal to ι1. As ι1 is essentially surjective, it suffices to
show that any object of C1 is an edge object of C0. Let X be an object of C1 and
let f : Y → X be a morphism in C0. It follows from the construction of category
C0 that there exists an object Z of C1 and morphisms g : Z → X and h : Z → Y .
As C0 is thin, we have g = f ◦ h. As g is a morphism in C1, the morphism ι0(g)
belongs to T (J). Hence, ι0(f) belongs to T (J). As f is arbitrary, this shows that
X is an edge object of C0. This completes the proof. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.2.2. 
Remark 6.2.7. More strongly, one can show that an object of C0 is an edge object
if and only if it belongs to Obj (C1). The “if” part follows from the argument of
the proof of the lemma above. The “only if” part can be proved as follows. Let
X be an edge object of C0. It follows from the construction of C0 that there exists
an object Y of C1 and a morphism f : Y → X . in C0. As X is an edge object,
f is of type J . As (C0, ι0) is a grid of (C, J), and (C1, ι1) is a pregrid of C(T (J)),
the functor ι0,Y/ : C0,Y/ → Cι0(Y )/ is an equivalence of categories and its restriction
to C1,Y/ induces an equivalence C1,Y/ ∼= C(T (J))ι0(Y )/ of categories. Hence, if we
regard f as an object of C0,Y/, then f is isomorphic to an object of C1,Y/ in C0,Y/.
As C0 is skeletal, this shows that f is a morphism in C1. Hence X is an object of
C1.
Proof of Proposition 6.2.1. This follows from Proposition 6.1.1 and Lemma 6.2.2.

7. Proof of Theorem 5.8.1: the fiber functor is fully faithful
7.1. Properties of a grid. In this subsection, we will supply some preliminaries
required in our proof of Theorem 5.8.1, most of which follow from Lemma 6.2.2.
Let (C, J) be a Y -site and let (C0, ι0) be a grid of (C, J).
Lemma 7.1.1. Let Y1
f1
−→ X
f2
←− Y2 be a diagram in C0. Suppose that ι0(f1) is a
Galois covering and that there exists a morphism from ι0(Y1) to ι0(Y2) over ι0(X).
Then there exists a morphism from Y1 to Y2 over X.
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Proof. The category C0 is Λ-connected (Lemma 6.2.2). Hence, there exist an object
Z of C0 and morphisms g1 : Z → Y1 and g2 : Z → Y2 making the diagram
Z
g1
−−−−→ Y1
g2
y yf1
Y2
f2
−−−−→ X
commutative. Let us apply the functor ι0 to this diagram. It then follows from
Lemma 4.2.3 (1) that there exists a morphism in the undercategory Cι0(Z)/ from
ι0(g1) to ι0(g2). Hence, it follows from (4) of Lemma 6.2.2 that there exists a
morphism in the undercategory C0,Z/ from g1 to g2. In particular, there exists a
morphism h : Y1 → Y2 in C0. As C0 is thin, any diagram in C0 is commutative.
Hence, h is a morphism over X , which proves the claim. 
Corollary 7.1.2. Let X be an object of C0 and let f1 : Y1 → X and f2 : Y2 → X be
two morphisms in C0 such that ι0(f1) and ι0(f2) are Galois coverings in C. Suppose
that there exists an isomorphism ι0(Y1) ∼= ι0(Y2) over ι0(X) in C. Then, we have
Y1 = Y2 and f1 = f2.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 7.1.1 that there exist a morphism from Y1 to Y2 and
a morphism from Y2 to Y1. As C0 is a poset, the claim follows. 
Lemma 7.1.3. Let X and X ′ be objects of C0 and let β : ι0(X)
∼=
−→ ι0(X ′) be an
isomorphism in C. Then, for any morphism f : X → Y in C0, there exists a unique
morphism f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ in C0 satisfying the following property: there exists an
isomorphism β′ : ι0(Y )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′) in C that makes the diagram
ι0(X)
β
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(X
′)
ι0(f)
y yι0(f ′)
ι0(Y )
β′
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(Y
′)
commutative. (We note that such an isomorphism β′ is unique, as f is an epimor-
phism.)
Proof. From the given data, we obtain a morphism ι0(f) ◦ β−1 : ι0(X ′) → ι0(Y ).
Using the fact that the functor C0,X′/ → Cι0(X′)/ induced by ι0 is an equivalence of
categories (Lemma 6.2.2(4)), we obtain morphisms f ′ and β′ that make the diagram
commutative. The uniqueness of f ′ follows, as C0 is skeletal. 
Lemma 7.1.4. Let X and X ′ be objects of C0 and let β : ι0(X)
∼=
−→ ι0(X ′) be an
isomorphism in C. Then, for any morphism f : Y → X in C0 such that ι0(f) is a
Galois covering in T , there exists a unique morphism f ′ : Y ′ → X ′ in C0 satisfying
the following property: there exists a (not necessarily unique) isomorphism β′ :
ι0(Y )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′) in C that makes the diagram
ι0(Y )
β′
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(Y
′)
ι0(f)
y yι0(f ′)
ι0(X)
β
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(X
′)
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commutative.
Proof. The existence of f ′ follows from (3) of Lemma 6.2.2. We prove the unique-
ness. Suppose that the two morphisms f ′1 : Y
′
1 → X
′ and f ′2 : Y
′
2 → X
′ satisfy the
property of the lemma. As both ι0(Y
′
1) and ι0(Y
′
2 ) are isomorphic to ι0(Y ) over
X , there exists an isomorphism from ι0(Y
′
1) to ι0(Y
′
2) over ι0(X). Hence, it follows
from Lemma 7.1.1 that there exist morphisms Y ′1 → Y
′
2 and Y
′
2 → Y
′
1 over X . As
the category C0 is a poset, it follows that Y ′1 = Y
′
2 and f
′
1 = f
′
2, which proves the
claim. 
Lemma 7.1.5. Let X be an object of C0 and let ι0(X)
f
←− Z → Y be a diagram in
C such that f belongs to T . Then, there exist a diagram X ← Z ′ → Y ′ in C0 and
isomorphisms ι0(Z
′) ∼= Z and ι0(Y ′) ∼= Y that make the diagram
(7.1)
ι0(X) ←−−−− ι0(Z ′) −−−−→ ι0(Y ′)∥∥∥ ∼=y ∼=y
ι0(X)
f
←−−−− Z −−−−→ Y
in C commutative.
Proof. It follows from (3) of Lemma 6.2.2 that there exist an object Z ′ of C0 and
the isomorphism ι0(Z
′) ∼= Z in C that make the left square of (7.1) commutative.
It then follows from (4) of Lemma 6.2.2 that there exist an object Y ′ of C0 and
the isomorphism ι0(Y
′) ∼= Y in C that make the right square of (7.1) commutative.
This proves the claim. 
7.2. Proof of Theorem 5.8.1: the functor ω(C0,ι0) is faithful.
Lemma 7.2.1. Let F be a sheaf on (C, J). Then for any edge object X of C0, the
map F (X)→ ω(C0,ι0)(F ) given by the universality of colimit is injective.
Proof. Let f : Y → X be a morphism in C0. Then, ι0(f) belongs to T . As F is
a sheaf on (C, J), it follows from Corollary 2.5.3 that the map F (X) → F (Y ) is
injective. Hence, the map F (X)→ ω(C0,ι0)(F ) is injective. 
Proof of Theorem 5.8.1 : faithfulness. We next will prove the faithfulness of the
functor (5.1). Let F and F ′ be sheaves on (C, J) and let f, g : F → F ′ be two
morphisms of sheaves on (C, J). Suppose that ω(C0,ι0)(f) = ω(C0,ι0)(g). We show
that f = g. Let us take an arbitrary object X of C. It suffices to show that
f(X) = g(X). As ι0 is essentially surjective, there exists an object X
′ of C0 and an
isomorphism ι0(X
′)
α
−→ X in C. Hence, the claim follows from the commutativity
of the diagram
F (X)
α∗
−−−−→ F (ι0(X ′)) −−−−→ ω(C0,ι0)(F )
f(X),g(X)
y y yω(C0,ι0)(f),ω(C0,ι0)(g)
G(X)
α∗
−−−−→ G(ι0(X ′)) −−−−→ ω(C0,ι0)(G)
and Lemma 7.2.1. 
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7.3. The category IX . Let X be an edge object of C0. We denote by IX the full-
subcategory of the overcategory C0,/X whose objects are the morphisms f : Y → X
in C0 such that ι0(f) is a Galois covering in T . For an object f : Y → X of IX , we
write Gal(f) for Gal(ι0(f)).
Lemma 7.3.1. The category IX is cofiltered and the objects of IX are cofinal in
C0,/X.
Proof. As C0 is Λ-connected and thin, the overcategory C0,/X is Λ-connected and
thin. It follows from Lemma 5.7.1 that C0,/X is cofiltered. Hence, it suffices to prove
that the objects of IX are cofinal in C0,/X . Let f : Y → X be an object of C0,/X
and let us regard it as a morphism in C0. As T (J) has enough Galois coverings,
there exists a morphism g′ : Z ′ → ι0(Y ) in C such that g′ belongs to T (J) and
the composite ι0(f) ◦ g′ is a Galois covering in C. It follows from property (3) of
the grid (C0, ι0) that there exist a morphism g : Z → Y in C0 and an isomorphism
α : ι0(Z)
∼=
−→ Z ′ in C satisfying ι0(g) = g′ ◦ α. The morphism f ◦ g in C0, regarded
as an object of C0,/X is an object of IX , as ι0(f ◦ g) = ι0(f) ◦ g
′ ◦ α is a Galois
covering in C. This proves the claim. 
Lemma 7.3.2. Let X be an edge object of C0 and let Z be an object of C0. Then
there exist an object f : Y → X of IX and a morphism Y → Z in C0.
Proof. As C0 is Λ-connected, there exist an object Y ′ of C0 and morphisms h1 :
Y ′ → X and h2 : Y ′ → Z in C0. It follows from Lemma 7.3.1 that there exists a
morphism h : Y → Y ′ such that the composite f = h1 ◦ h : Y → X is an object of
IX . This proves the claim, as h2 ◦ h is a morphism from Y to Z in C0. 
Corollary 7.3.3. Let X be an edge object of C0. Then the functor
lim
−→
(f :Y→X)∈Obj IX
C0,Y/ → C0
given by the forgetful functors C0,Y/ → C0 is an isomorphism of categories.
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemma. 
7.4. The functor θZ,Z′,h. Let Z,Z
′ be objects of C0 and let h : ι0(Z) → ι0(Z ′)
be a morphism in C. Let − ◦ h : Cι0(Z′)/ → Cι0(Z)/ denote the functor given by the
composition with h. As C is an E-category, the two undercategories Cι0(Z)/ and
Cι0(Z′)/ are thin and the functor −◦ h is fully faithful. Let us consider the diagram
C0,Z′/
ι0,Z′/
−−−−→ Cι0(Z′)/
−◦h
−−−→ Cι0(Z)/
ι0,Z/
←−−− C0,Z/
of categories and functors. As the two functors in this diagram other than − ◦ h
are equivalences of categories, this diagram gives a functor C0,Z′/ → C0,Z/ which is
fully faithful. We denote this functor by θZ,Z′,h. As the category C0,Z/ is skeletal,
the following statement holds (although it is a simple observation, we state it as a
lemma because we will refer to the statement several times):
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Lemma 7.4.1. Let Z, Z ′ and h be as above. Then, θZ,Z′,h is the unique functor
from C0,Z/ to C0,Z′/ that makes the diagram
(7.2)
C0,Z′/
θZ,Z′,h
−−−−−→ C0,Z/
ι0,Z′/
y yι0,Z/
Cι0(Z′)/
−◦h
−−−−→ Cι0(Z)/
commutative up to natural equivalence. 
Corollary 7.4.2. Let Z ′′ be another object of C0 and h′ : ι0(Z ′) → ι0(Z ′′) be a
morphism in C. Then, we have θZ,Z′′,h′◦h = θZ,Z′,h ◦ θZ′,Z′′,h′ . 
Corollary 7.4.3. Suppose that h is an isomorphism in C. Then, the functor θZ,Z′,h
is an isomorphism of categories. 
Let f ′ : Z ′ → Y ′ be an object of C0,Z′/, and denote the object θZ,Z′,h(f
′) of
C0,Z/ by f : Z → Y . It follows from Lemma 7.4.1 that there exists an isomorphism
α : ι0(Y )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′) such that the diagram
ι0(Z)
h
−−−−→ ι0(Z ′)
ι0(f)
y yι0(f ′)
ι0(Y )
α
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(Y
′)
is commutative. As ι0(f) is an epimorphism, such an isomorphism α is unique.
Lemma 7.4.4. Let the notation be as above. Then the functor θ′ : C0,Y ′/ → C0,Y/
induced by the functor θZ,Z′,h is equal to the functor θY,Y ′,α.
Proof. It follows from the definition of the functor θ′ that the diagram (7.2) induces
a diagram
C0,Y ′/
θ′
−−−−→ C0,Y/
ι0,Y ′/
y yι0,Y/
Cι0(Y ′)/
−◦α
−−−−→ Cι0(Y )/
of categories and functors, that is commutative up to natural isomorphisms. Hence
the claim follows from Lemma 7.4.1. 
Let Z, Z ′ and h : ι0(Z) → ι0(Z ′) be as in Lemma 7.4.1. Then, the natural
equivalence from the composite C0,Z′/
θZ,Z′,h
−−−−→ C0,Z/
ι0,Z/
−−−→ Cι0(Z)/ to the composite
C0,Z′/
ι0,Z′/
−−−−→ Cι0(Z′)/
−◦h
−−−→ Cι0(Z)/ is unique, as the category Cι0(Z)/ is thin. We
denote this natural equivalence by ξZ,Z′,h.
7.5. Some properties of the monoids M(C0,ι0) and KX .
Lemma 7.5.1. Let (α, γα) be an element of the monoid M(C0,ι0). Then, for any
object X of C0, the functor α′ : C0,X/ → C0,α(X)/ induced by α on the undercategories
is equal to the isomorphism θα(X),X,γα(X)−1 of categories.
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Proof. We set β = γα(X) : ι0(X)
∼=
−→ ι0(α(X)). Let − ◦ β−1 : Cι0(X)/ → Cι0(α(X))/
denote the functor given by the composition with β−1. Then, the natural isomor-
phism γα induces a natural isomorphism from the composite C0,X/
ι0,X/
−−−→ Cι0(X)/
−◦β−1
−−−−→
Cι0(α(X))/ to the composite C0,X
α′
−→ C0,α(X)/
ι0,α(X)/
−−−−−→ Cι0(α(X))/. Hence, the claim
follows from Lemma 7.4.1. 
Lemma 7.5.2. Let (α, γα) be an element of the monoid M(C0,ι0). Then the functor
α : C0 → C0 is fully faithful.
Proof. Let X1 and X2 be objects of C0 and suppose that there exists a morphism
f : α(X1) → α(X2) in C0. As the category C0 is thin, it suffices to show that
there exists a morphism from X1 to X2 in C0. As C0 is Λ-connected, there exist
an object Y of C0 and morphisms h1 : Y → X1 and h2 : Y → X2. By applying
the functor α, we obtain the diagram α(X1)
α(h1)
←−−− Y
α(h2)
−−−→ α(X2) in C0. As the
category C0 is thin, we have α(h2) = f ◦ α(h1) and therefore f can be regarded as
a morphism from α(h1) to α(h2) in C0,α(Y )/. It follows from Lemma 7.5.2 that the
functor α′ : C0,Y/ → C0,α(Y )/ induced by α is equal to θα(Y ),Y,γα(Y )−1 . Note that
α′ sends the object hi of C0,Y/ to the object α(hi) of C0,α(Y )/. As θα(Y ),Y,γα(Y )−1
is an isomorphism of categories, it follows that there exists a morphism from h1 to
h2 that is sent to the morphism f by θα(Y ),Y,γα(Y )−1 . This proves that α is fully
faithful. 
Lemma 7.5.3. Let X be an edge object of C0 and let (α, γα) be an element of KX .
Let f : Y → X be a morphism in C0 such that ι0(f) is a Galois covering in T .
Then we have α(Y ) = Y , α(f) = f , and γα(Y ) : ι0(Y )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ) is an element of
the Galois group of ι0(f).
Proof. As α(X) = X and γα(X) is the identity, we have the commutative diagram
ι0(Y )
γα(Y )
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(α(Y ))
ι0(f)
y yι0(α(f))
ι0(X) ι0(X).
In particular, ι0(α(f)) is a Galois covering in T . Hence by Corollary 7.1.2, we have
α(Y ) = Y and α(f) = f , from which the claim follows. 
Lemma 7.5.4. Let X be an edge object of C0. Then the submonoid KX ⊂M(C0,ι0)
introduced in Section 5.6.2 is a group.
Proof. Let (α, γα) be an element of KX . It suffices to show that the functor α :
C0 → C0 is an isomorphism of categories. As the category C0 is skeletal, it then
suffices to prove that the functor α gives an equivalence of categories. It follows
from Lemma 7.5.2 that the functor α is fully faithful. We prove that α is essentially
surjective. Let us take an arbitrary object Z of C0. It follows from Lemma 7.3.2
that there exist a morphism f : Y → X in C0 and a morphism h : Y → Z in C0
such that ι0(f) is a Galois covering in T . By Lemma 7.5.3, we have α(Y ) = Y .
We set β = γα(Y )
−1, which is an automorphism of the object ι0(Y ). As θY,Y,β is
an automorphism of the category C0,Y/, there exists an object h
′ : Y → Z ′ of C0,Y/
that is sent to h by the automorphism θY,Y,β. It then follows from Lemma 7.5.2
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that we have α(Z ′) = Z, which proves that the functor α is essentially surjective.
This completes the proof. 
7.6. The isomorphisms ψX and φX .
7.6.1. Let X be an edge object of C0. Let f1, f2 be two objects of IX and suppose
that there exists a morphism g from f2 to f1 in IX . Note that ι0(f1) and ι0(f2) are
Galois coverings in C. It follows from Lemma 4.2.5 (1) that for any α ∈ Gal(f2)
there exists a unique α′ ∈ Gal(f1) satisfying ι0(g) ◦ α = α′ ◦ ι0(g). By sending α
to α′ we obtain a map Gal(f2) → Gal(f1). It follows from Lemma 4.2.5 (2) that
this map is a homomorphism of groups. It follows from Lemma 4.2.6 that this
homomorphism is surjective. We set
HX = lim←−
f∈Obj IX
Gal(f).
Lemma 7.6.1. Let the notation be as above. Suppose that one of the conditions
on cardinality in Section 5.8.1 is satisfied for the category C(T (J))/X . Then, the
canonical map
ρ : HX → Gal(f)
where f ∈ IX , is surjective.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2.6 that the transition maps in the limit in the
definition of HX are surjective. The assumption on the category C(T (J))/X and
Lemma 7.1.1 imply that we have either that Gal(f ′) is a finite group for any f ′ ∈
Obj IX or that the set IX is at most countable. Hence the natural projection
HX → Gal(f) is surjective for any f ∈ IX . 
7.6.2. It follows from Lemma 7.5.4 that KX is a group. Let us construct a homo-
morphism ψX : HX → KX of groups. Let β = (βf )f∈Obj IX ∈ HX . For each object
f : Y → X of IX , we let α(β)Y denote the automorphism θY,Y,β−1f
: C0,Y/
∼=
−→ C0,Y/
of categories. Let f ′ : Y ′ → X be another object of IX and let h : Y
′ → Y be a
morphism in IX . It then follows from Lemma 7.4.4 that the diagram
C0,Y/
α(β)Y
−−−−→
∼=
C0,Y/
−◦h
y y−◦h
C0,Y ′/
α(β)Y ′−−−−→
∼=
C0,Y ′/
is commutative. By taking the colimit with respect to f and by using Corollary
7.3.3, we obtain an isomorphism C0
∼=
−→ C0 of categories which we denote by α(β).
7.6.3. For each object f : Y → X of IX , we denote by E1,Y the composite E1,Y :
C0,Y/
ι0,Y/
−−−→ Cι0(Y )/
−◦β−1f
−−−−→ Cι0(Y )/ and by E2,Y the composite E2,Y : C0,Y/
α(β)Y
−−−−→
C0,Y/
ι0,Y/
−−−→ Cι0(Y )/. We set γα(β),Y = ξ
−1
Y,Y,β−1
f
, which is a natural isomorphism
from the composite E1,Y to the composite E2,Y .
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7.6.4. Let f ′ : Y ′ → X be another object of IX and let h : Y ′ → Y be a morphism
in IX . Let us consider the functors −◦ h : C0,Y/ → C0,Y ′/ and − ◦ ι0(h) : Cι0(Y )/ →
Cι0(Y ′)/ given by the compositions with h and ι(h), respectively.
For i = 1, 2, the functor Ei,Y ′ ◦ (− ◦ h) : C0,Y/ → Cι0(Y ′) is equal to the functor
(−◦ι0(h))◦Ei,Y : C0,Y/ → Cι0(Y ′)/. It follows from the proof of Lemma 7.4.4 that the
natural isomorphism γα(β),Y ′ ◦(−◦h) : E1,Y ′ ◦(−◦h)→ E2,Y ′ ◦(−◦h) is equal to the
natural isomorphism γα(β),Y ′◦(−◦h) : E1,Y ′◦(−◦h)→ E2,Y ′◦(−◦h). By taking the
colimit with respect to f , we obtain a natural isomorphism γα(β) : ι0
∼=
−→ ι0 ◦ α(β).
Thus, we obtain an element (α(β), γα(β)) in M(C0,ι0).
It is easy to check that the element (α(β), γα(β)) belongs to KX and that the
map ψX : HX → KX that sends β ∈ HX to (α(β), γα(β)) is a homomorphism of
groups.
7.6.5. Let us construct a homomorphism φX : KX → HX as follows. Let (α, γα) ∈
KX . For any object f : Y → X of IX , it follows from Lemma 7.5.3 that we have
α(Y ) = Y and γα(Y ) ∈ Gal(f). Let f ′ : Y ′ → X be another object of IX and
let h : Y ′ → Y be a morphism in IX . As γα(Y ) is functorial in Y , we have
ι0(h) ◦ γα(Y
′) = γα(Y ) ◦ ι0(h). This shows that (γα(Y ))f :Y→X is an element of
HX . We define φX : KX → HX to be the map that sends (α, γα) ∈ KX to the
element (γα(Y ))f :Y→X of HX . One can check easily that φX is a homomorphism
of groups.
Lemma 7.6.2. The homomorphism ψX : HX → KX is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is clear from the construction of ψX that the composite φX ◦ψX is equal
to the identity. Hence, to prove that ψX is bijective it suffices to prove that φX is
injective.
Let (α, γα) ∈ KX and suppose that φX((α, γα)) = 1. Then for any object
f : Y → X of IX , we have α(Y ) = Y and γα(Y ) = idι0(Y ). It follows from Lemma
7.5.1 that the automorphism C0,Y/ → C0,Y/ induced by α is equal to the identity.
Hence, it follows from Corollary 7.3.3 that the automorphism α is equal to the
identity. As the category Cι0(Y )/ is thin, any natural auto-equivalence γ of the
functor C0,Y/ → Cι0(Y )/ induced by ι0 is equal to the identity. This shows that
the natural auto-equivalence of the functor ι0,/Y : C0,Y/ → Cι0(Y )/ induced by the
natural auto-equivalence γα is equal to the identity for any object f : Y → X of
IX . It therefore follows from Corollary 7.3.3 that the natural auto-equivalence γα
is equal to the identity, which proves that the homomorphism φX is injective. This
proves the claim. 
Corollary 7.6.3. Let F be a sheaf on (C, J). Then for any edge object X of C0,
the map F (ι0(X))→ ω(C0,ι0)(F ) induces a bijection F (ι0(X))
∼=
−→ ω(C0,ι0)(F )
KX .
Proof. For any object f : Y → X of IX , the pullback map F (ι0(X)) → F (ι0(Y ))
induces an isomorphism F (ι0(X)) → F (ι0(Y ))Gal(f). Passing to the inductive
limit with respect to f , we see that the map F (ι0(X)) → ω(C0,ι0)(F ) induces an
isomorphism F (ι0(X))
∼=
−→ ω(C0,ι0)(F )
HX . Hence, the claim follows from Lemma
7.6.2. 
7.7. The monoid M(C0,ι0) has sufficiently many elements. From now until
the end of Section 10, we will assume that, for any object X of C, the category
C(T (J))/X satisfies at least one of the two conditions in Section 5.8.1.
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Lemma 7.7.1. Let X be an edge object of C0, X ′ an object of C0, and β : ι0(X)
∼=
−→
ι0(X
′) be an isomorphism in C. Then, there exists an element (α, γα) of M(C0,ι0)
that satisfies α(X) = X ′ and γα(X) = β.
Proof. For any object f : Y → X of IX , let Sf denote the set of pairs (f ′, β′) of a
morphism f ′ : Y ′ → X ′ in C0 and an isomorphism β′ : ι0(Y )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′) in C that
make the diagram
ι0(Y )
β′
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(Y
′)
ι0(f)
y yι0(f ′)
ι0(X)
β
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(X
′)
commutative. For (f ′, β′) ∈ Sf and for σ ∈ Gal(f), we set σ · (f ′, β) = (f ′, β ◦σ−1).
This gives an action from the left of the group Gal(f) on the set Sf . It follows from
Lemma 7.1.4 that the set Sf is non-empty. It follows from Corollary 7.1.2 that for
any two elements (f ′, β′), (f ′′, β′′) of Sf , we have f
′ = f ′′. This shows that the set
Sf is a left Gal(f)-torsor. Let g : Z → X be another object of IX and let h : Z → Y
be a morphism in IX . Let (g
′ : Z ′ → X ′, β′′) be an element of Sg. Let us consider
the isomorphism θZ′,Z,β′′−1 of categories, and let us regard f as a morphism from
h to g in C0,Z/ and set f
′ = θZ′,Z,β′′−1(f) and β
′ = ξZ′,Z,β′′−1 . Then (f
′, β′) is
an element of Sf . Let us write f
′ : Y ′ → X ′. It then follows from Lemma 7.1.3
that the isomorphism β′ : ι0(Y ) → ι0(Y ′) in C has the following characterization:
β′ is the unique isomorphism ι0(Y )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′) such that there exists a morphism
h′ : Z ′ → Y ′ that makes the diagram
ι0(Z)
β′′
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(Z
′)
ι0(h)
y yι0(h′)
ι0(Y )
β′
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(Y
′)
commutative. By sending (f ′′, β′′) to (f ′, β′), we obtain a map Sf ′′ → Sf , which
we denote by S(h). The characterization of the isomorphism β′ given above shows
that we have S(h)(σ · (f ′′, β′′)) = h∗(σ) · S(h)((f ′′, β′′)) for any σ ∈ Gal(g), where
h∗ : Gal(g)→ Gal(f) denotes the homomorphism in (2) of Lemma 4.2.5 , and that
we have S(h ◦ h′) = S(h) ◦ S(h) for any composable morphisms h, h′ in IX .
Let H˜X denote the projective system (Gal(f))f∈Obj IX of groups. Then, (Sf )f∈Obj IX
is a left H˜X -torsor. As C/X satisfies at least one of the conditions in Section 6.1,
the partially ordered set corresponding to the poset category IX satisfies at least
one of the conditions in Lemma 5.3.1. Hence, the limit lim
←−f∈Obj IX
Sf is non-
empty. Let us choose an element (hf , βf )f∈Obj IX of lim←−f∈Obj IX
Sf . For an object
f : Y → X of IX , let Y ′ denote the domain of hf . Let us consider the isomorphism
θY ′,Y,β−1f
: C0,Y/
∼=
−→ C0,Y ′/ of categories. Let g : Z → X be another object of IX
and let h : Z → Y be a morphism from g to f in IX . Let Z ′ denote the domain
of hf . It follows from the definition of the transition map of the projective system
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(Sf ) that there exists a morphism h
′ : Z ′ → Y ′ in C0 that makes the diagram
ι0(Z)
βg
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(Z
′)
ι0(h)
y yι0(h′)
ι0(Y )
βf
−−−−→
∼=
ι0(Y
′)
commutative. It follows from Lemma 7.1.3 that θZ′,Z,β−1g sends the object h of
C0,Z/ to the object h
′ of C0,Z/. Hence, it follows from Lemma 7.4.4 that the functor
C0,Y/ → C0,Y ′/ induced by the isomorphism θZ′,Z,β−1g of categories is equal to the
isomorphism θY ′,Y,β−1f
of categories. Thus, by taking the colimit with respect to f ,
we obtain functors
C0 = lim−→
f∈Obj IX
C0,Y/ → lim−→
f∈Obj IX
C0,Y ′/ → C0,
whose composite we denote by α : C0 → C0. We have the natural isomorphism
ξ−1
Y ′,Y,β−1f
for each object f : Y → X of IX . By taking the colimit with respect
to f , we obtain a natural isomorphism γα from ι0 to ι0 ◦ α. We thus obtain an
element (α, γα) ∈ M(C0,ι0). One can check easily that the element (α, γα) satisfies
the desired properties. 
7.8. Proof of Theorem 5.8.1: the functor ω(C0,ι0) is full. Let us prove that the
functor ω(C0,ι0) is full. Let F1 and F2 be sheaves on (C, J), and let t : ω(C0,ι0)(F1)→
ω(C0,ι0)(F2) be a morphism of left M(C0,ι0)-sets. For each object X of C, let us
choose an edge object EX of C0 and an isomorphism βX : ι0(EX)
∼=
−→ X in
C. By Corollary 7.6.3 we have isomorphisms F1(ι0(EX)) ∼= ω(C0,ι0)(F1)
KX and
F2(ι0(EX)) ∼= ω(C0,ι0)(F2)
KX We define the map tX : F1(X) → F2(X) to be the
unique map that makes the diagram
F1(X)
β∗X−−−−→
∼=
F1(ι0(EX))
∼=
−−−−→ ω(F1)KX
tX
y yt
F2(X)
β∗X−−−−→
∼=
F2(ι0(EX))
∼=
−−−−→ ω(F2)KX
commutative. Let f : X → Y be a morphism in C. It follows from (4) of Lemma
6.2.2 that there exists a unique morphism f ′ : EX → Y ′ in C0 and an isomorphism
β′ : ι0(Y
′) ∼= Y in C such that the diagram
ι0(EX)
βX
−−−−→
∼=
X
ι0(f
′)
y yf
ι0(Y
′)
β′
−−−−→
∼=
Y
is commutative. We set β = β′
−1 ◦ βY : ι0(EY )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′). It follows from
Lemma 7.7.1 that there exists an element (α, γα) of M(C0,ι0) satisfying α(EY ) = Y
′
and γα(EY ) = β. It then follows from the definition of the action of (α, γα) on
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ω(C0,ι0)(Fi) that the diagram
Fi(Y )
β∗Y−−−−→ Fi(ι0(EY ))
∼=
−−−−→ ω(C0,ι0)(Fi)
KEY
⊂
−−−−→ ω(C0,ι0)(Fi)
f∗
y yι0(f ′)∗◦β∗ y(α,γα)·−
Fi(X)
β∗X−−−−→ Fi(ι0(EX))
∼=
−−−−→ ω(C0,ι0)(Fi)
KEX
⊂
−−−−→ ω(C0,ι0)(Fi)
is commutative for i = 1, 2. Hence, the diagram
F1(Y )
tY−−−−→ F2(Y )
f∗
y yf∗
F1(X)
tX−−−−→ F2(X)
is commutative. Therefore, the collection of maps (tX : F1(X) → F2(X))X∈ObjC
gives a morphism t′ : F1 → F2 of sheaves on (C, J) such that the map ω(C0,ι0)(F1)→
ω(C0,ι0)(F2) induced by t
′ is equal to t. This proves that the functor ω(C0,ι0) is full.
8. Proof of Theorem 5.8.1: the fiber functor ω(C0,ι0) is essentially
surjective
Until the end of Section 10, we assume that, for any object X of C, the category
C(T (J))/X satisfies at least one of the two conditions in Section 5.8.1.
8.1. Lemmas on edge objects.
Lemma 8.1.1. Let (α, γα) be an element of M(C0,ι0). Then for any morphism
f : Y → X in C0 of type J , the morphism α(f) is of type J .
Proof. In the commutative diagram
ι0(Y )
ι0(f)
−−−−→ ι0(X)
γα(Y )
y yγα(X)
ι0(α(Y )) −−−−→ ι0(α(X)),
the upper horizontal arrow belongs to T (J), and the vertical arrows are isomor-
phisms. Hence, the lower horizontal arrow belongs to T (J), which proves the
claim. 
Lemma 8.1.2. Let (α, γα) be an element of M(C0,ι0). Let X be an edge object of
C0 and set X ′ = α(X). Then, for an object Y ′ of C0, the following two conditions
are equivalent.
(1) There exists an object Y of C0 satisfying Y ′ = α(Y ).
(2) There exists an object Z ′ of C0 and a diagram X ′
f ′
←− Z ′ → Y ′ such that f ′
is of type J .
Proof. First we prove that condition (1) implies condition (2). Suppose that condi-
tion (1) is satisfied. Let us choose an object Y of C0 satisfying Y ′ = α(Y ). It follows
from Lemma 7.3.2 that there exists an object Z of C0 and a diagram X
f
←− Z → Y
in C0 such that f is of type J . We set Z ′ = α(Z) and f ′ = α(f). By applying α to
the diagram above, we obtain a diagram X ′
f ′
←− Z ′ → Y ′. It follows from Lemma
8.1.1 that the morphism f ′ is of type J . Hence, condition (2) is satisfied.
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Next, we prove that condition (2) implies condition (1). Suppose that condition
(2) is satisfied. Let us choose an object Z ′ of C0 and a diagramX
′ f
′
←− Z ′
g′
−→ Y ′ such
that f ′ is of type J . By replacing f ′ with its composite with a suitable morphism
Z ′′ → Z ′ in C0, we may assume that ι0(f ′) is a Galois covering in C. Let us consider
the isomorphism ι0(X)
γα(X)
−−−−→ ι0(X ′) in C and the morphism f ′ : Z ′ → X ′ in C0.
It follows from Lemma 7.1.4 that there exists a morphism f : Z → X in C0 and an
isomorphism γ′ : ι0(Z) ∼= ι0(Z ′) that make the diagram
ι0(X)
ι0(f)
←−−−− ι0(Z)
γα(X)
y yγ′
ι0(X
′)
ι0(f
′)
←−−−− ι0(Z ′)
commutative. As ι0(f
′) ◦ γ′ = γα(X) ◦ ι0(f) = ι0(α(f)) ◦ γα(Z), we have a commu-
tative diagram
ι0(α(Z))
γ′◦γα(Z)
−1
−−−−−−−−→ ι0(Z ′)
ι0(α(f))
y yι0(f ′)
ι0(X
′) ι0(X
′)
in C. As we have assumed that ι0(f ′) is a Galois covering, ι0(α(f)) is a Galois
covering. Hence, it follows from Corollary 7.1.2 that Z ′ = α(Z) and f ′ = α(f). Let
us consider the isomorphism γα(Y ) : ι0(Y )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′) and the morphism g′ : Y ′ →
Z ′ in C0. It follows from Lemma 7.1.3 that there exist a morphism g : Z → Y in
C0 and an isomorphism γ′′ : ι0(Y ) ∼= ι0(Y ′) that make the diagram
ι0(Z)
ι0(g)
−−−−→ ι0(Y )
γα(Z)
y yγ′′
ι0(Z
′)
ι0(g
′)
−−−−→ ι0(Y ′)
commutative. As γ′′−1 ◦ ι0(g′) = ι0(g) ◦ γα(Z)−1 = γα(Y )−1 ◦ ι0(α(g)), we have a
commutative diagram
ι0(Z
′) ι0(Z
′)
ι0(α(g))
y yι0(g′)
ι0(α(Y ))
γ′′◦γα(Y )
−−−−−−→ ι0(Y ′)
in C. Because the functor ι0,Z′/ : C0,Z′/ → Cι0(Z′)/ is an equivalence of categories
and C0 is skeletal, we have Y
′ = α(Y ) and g′ = α(g). This in particular shows that
condition (1) is satisfied. 
Lemma 8.1.3. Let X be an edge object of C0 and let (α, γα) be an element of KX .
Then for any morphism f : X → Y in C0, we have α(Y ) = Y and γα(Y ) = idι0(Y ).
Proof. We have a commutative diagram
ι0(X) ι0(X)
ι0(f)
y yι0(α(f))
ι0(Y )
γα(Y )
−−−−→ ι0(α(Y ))
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in C. As the functor ι0,X/ : C0,X/ → Cι0(X)/ is an equivalence of categories and C0
is skeletal, we have α(Y ) = Y and f = α(f). Hence, ι0(f) = γα(Y ) ◦ ι0(f). As
ι0(f) is an epimorphism, we have γα(Y ) = idι0(Y ). This proves the claim. 
Lemma 8.1.4. Let (α, γα) and (α
′, γα′) be two elements of M(C0,ι0). Suppose that
for any object X of C0, there exists an object X ′ of C0 satisfying α′(X) = α(X ′).
Then, there exists a unique element (α′′, γα′′) of M(C0,ι0) satisfying (α
′, γα′) =
(α, γα) ◦ (α
′′, γα′′)
Proof. Let X be an arbitrary object of C0. By assumption, there exists an object
of C0 whose image under the functor α is equal to α′(X). We denote this object by
α′′(X). It follows from Lemma 7.5.2 that the object α′′(X) is uniquely determined
by this property and that, if X ′ → X is a morphism in C0, there exists a morphism
from α′′(X ′) to α′′(X) in C0. Hence, by associating α′′(X) to each object X of C0,
we obtain a functor α′′ : C0 → C0. By construction, we have α′ = α ◦ α′′. For any
object X of C0, we have the diagram
ι0(X)
γα′(X)−−−−→
∼=
ι0(α
′(X))∥∥∥
ι0(α
′′(X))
γα(α
′′(X))
−−−−−−−→
∼=
ι0(α ◦ α′′(X))
in C. Hence there exists a unique isomorphism γα′′ (X) : ι0(X)
∼=
−→ ι0(α′′(X))
such that the equality γα(α
′′(X)) ◦ γα′′(X) = γα′(X) holds. As γα and γα′ are
isomorphisms of functors, it follows that the isomorphism γα′′(X) is functorial in
X in the following sense: for any morphism f : X ′ → X in C, the diagram
ι0(X
′)
ι0(f)
−−−−→ ι0(X)
γα′′ (X
′)
y yγα′′ (X)
ι0(α
′′(X ′))
ι0(α
′′(f))
−−−−−−→ ι0(α′′(X))
is commutative. Hence, the isomorphisms γα′′(X) for the objects X of C0 give an
isomorphism γα′′ : ι0
∼=
−→ ι0 ◦ α′′ of functors and the pair (α′′, γα′′) is an element
of M(C0,ι0) satisfying (α
′, γα′) = (α, γα) ◦ (α′′, γα′′). The uniqueness of (α′′, γα′′)
follows from the uniqueness of α′′(X) for each object X of C0. This completes the
proof. 
Lemma 8.1.5. Let X be an edge object of C0. Let (α, γα) and (α′, γα′) be two
elements of M(C0,ι0). Suppose that α(X) = α
′(X) and γα(X) = γα′(X). Then,
there exists an element (α′′, γα′′) of KX satisfying (α′, γα′) = (α, γα) ◦ (α′′, γα′′).
Proof. Let Y be an arbitrary object of C0. It follows from Lemma 7.3.2 that there
exists a diagram
X
f
←− Z → Y
in C0 such that f is of type J . By applying α′, we have a diagram
α′(X)
α′(f)
←−−− α′(Z)→ α′(Y ).
It follows from Lemma 8.1.1 that α′(f) is of type J . Hence, it follows from Lemma
8.1.2 that there exists an object of C0 whose image under the functor α is equal
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to α′(Y ). Thus, it follows from Lemma 8.1.4 that there exists a unique element
(α′′, γα′′) of M(C0,ι0) satisfying (α
′, γα′) = (α, γα) ◦ (α′′, γα′′).
To prove the claim, it remains to be shown that (α′′, γα′′) is an element of
KX . As α′ = α ◦ α′′ and α(X) = α′(X), we have α(α′′(X)) = α(X). Hence, it
follows from Lemma 7.5.2 that we have α′′(X) = X . By applying the equality
γα(α
′′(Y )) ◦ γα′′(Y ) = γα′(Y ) to Y = X , we have γα(X) ◦ γα′′(X) = γα′(X) =
γα(X). Hence we have γα′′(X) = idι0(X), which proves that (α
′′, γα′′) is an element
of KX . This completes the proof. 
Remark 8.1.6. In the proof of the previous lemma, a stronger statement is proved:
There exists a unique element (α′′, γα′′) of M(C0,ι0) satisfying (α
′, γα′) = (α, γα) ◦
(α′′, γα′′). Moreover, the element (α
′′, γα′′) belongs to KX . As we do not need this
statement, the details are suppressed.
Lemma 8.1.7. Let (α, γα) be an element of M(C0,ι0) and X be an edge object of C0.
Suppose that α(X) is an edge object of C0. Then (α, γα) is an invertible element of
M(C0,ι0).
Proof. By Lemma 8.1.4, we are reduced to proving that the functor α : C0 → C0 is
an isomorphism of categories. It follows from Lemma 7.5.2 that α is fully faithful.
As the category C0 is skeletal, it suffices to show that α is essentially surjective. Let
Y be an arbitrary object of C0. As α(X) is an edge object of C0, it follows from
Lemma 7.3.2 that there exists a diagram
α(X)
f
←− Z → Y
in C0 such that f is of type J . Hence, it follows from Lemma 8.1.2 that there exists
an object Y ′ of C0 satisfying Y = α(Y ′). This shows that α is essentially surjective,
which proves the claim. 
Lemma 8.1.8. Let Y be an edge object of C0 and let f : Y → X be a morphism in
C0 of type J . Then X is an edge object of C0.
Proof. Let g : X ′ → X be an arbitrary morphism in C0. As C0 is semi-cofiltered (see
proof of Lemma 5.7.1), there exist an object Y ′ of C0 and morphisms f ′ : Y ′ → X ′
and g′ : Y ′ → Y satisfying f ◦ g′ = g ◦ f ′. As Y is an edge object, g′ is of type
J . Hence, f ◦ g′ is of type J . It follows from Proposition 2.4.3 that g is of type J .
This proves that X is an edge object of C0. 
8.2. Proof of Theorem 5.8.1: the fiber functor is essentially surjective.
8.2.1. Proof: Step 1. Let T be an arbitrary smooth leftM(C0,ι0)-set. For each object
X of C, let us choose an edge objectEX of C0 and an isomorphism βX : ι0(EX)
∼=
−→ X
in C. We set FT (X) = T
KEX . One can check, by modifying the argument of the
paragraph below, that FT (X) is independent of the choice of the pair (EX , βX) up
to canonical isomorphisms. However we will not use this independence in the proof
of Theorem 5.8.1 given below.
Let f : X → Y be a morphism in C. In this paragraph, we define a map
f∗ : FT (Y )→ FT (X). We use the following notation introduced in Section 7.8. It
follows from (4) of Lemma 6.2.2 that there exist a unique morphism f ′ : EX → Y
′
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in C0 and an isomorphism β′ : ι0(Y ′) ∼= Y in C such that the diagram
ι0(EX)
βX
−−−−→
∼=
X
ι0(f
′)
y yf
ι0(Y
′)
β′
−−−−→
∼=
Y
is commutative. We set β = β′
−1 ◦ βY : ι0(EY )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′). It follows from Lemma
7.7.1 that there exists an element (α, γα) of M(C0,ι0) satisfying α(EY ) = Y
′ and
γα(EY ) = β. We now show that, for any element (α
′, γα′) of KEX , there exists a
unique element (α′′, γα′′) of KEY satisfying (α′, γα′) ◦ (α, γα) = (α, γα) ◦ (α′′, γα′′).
Let (α′, γα′) be an element of KEX . It follows from Lemma 8.1.3 that we have
α′(Y ′) = Y ′ and γα′(Y
′) = idι0(Y ′). Hence, it follows from Lemma 8.1.5 that there
exists an element (α′′, γα′′) of KEY satisfying (α′, γα′)◦(α, γα) = (α, γα)◦(α′′, γα′′).
Hence, the map T → T given by the multiplication by (α, γα) induces a map
FT (Y ) = T
KEY → TKEX = FT (X) which we denote by f∗.
8.2.2. Proof: Step 2. We now show that the map f∗ is independent of the choice of
the element (α, γα). Suppose that (α1, γα1) is another choice of an element M(C0,ι0)
satisfying α1(EY ) = Y
′ and γα1(EY ) = β. Then, it follows from Lemma 8.1.5 that
there exists an element (α′′, γα′′) of KEY satisfying (α1, γα1) = (α, γα) ◦ (α′′, γα′′).
This implies that the map f∗ is independent of the choice of the element (α, γα).
8.2.3. Proof: Step 3. We now show that, for any morphism g : Y → Z in C, we
have (g ◦f)∗ = f∗ ◦g∗. It follows from (4) of Lemma 6.2.2 that there exist a unique
morphism g′ : EY → Z ′ in C0 and an isomorphism β′1 : ι0(Z
′) ∼= Z in C such that
the diagram
ι0(EY )
βY
−−−−→
∼=
Y
ι0(g
′)
y yg
ι0(Z
′)
β′1−−−−→
∼=
Z
is commutative. We set β1 = β
′
1
−1 ◦ βZ : ι0(EZ)
∼=
−→ ι0(Z ′). It follows from Lemma
7.7.1 that there exists an element (α1, γα1) of M(C0,ι0) satisfying α1(EZ) = Z
′ and
γα(EY ) = β1. We set Z
′′ = α(Z) and h = α(g′) ◦ f ′. Then, (h, β′2) is the unique
pair of a morphism h : EX → Z
′′ and an isomorphism β′2 : ι0(Z
′′) ∼= Z such that
the diagram
ι0(EX)
βX
−−−−→
∼=
X
ι0(h)
y yg◦f
ι0(Z
′′)
β′1−−−−→
∼=
Z
is commutative. We set β2 = β
′
2
−1 ◦ βZ : ι0(EZ)
∼=
−→ ι0(Z
′′). Then, the element
(α2, γα2) = (α, γα) ◦ (α1, γα1) of M(C0,ι0) satisfies α2(EZ) = Z
′′ and γα(EZ) = β2.
It follows from the definition that the map (g ◦f)∗ is given by multiplication by the
element (α2, γα2). As the maps f
∗, g∗ are given by multiplication by the elements
(α, γα) and (α1, γα1), respectively, we have the desired equality f
∗ ◦ g∗ = (g ◦ f)∗.
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Thus, we obtain a presheaf FT on C. As the action of M(C0,ι0) on T is smooth, we
have ω(C0,ι0)(FT ) = T .
8.2.4. Proof: Step 4. Suppose that f : X → Y is a Galois covering in T . Let
f ′ : EX → Y ′, β′ : ι0(Y ′)
∼=
−→ Y , and β : ι0(EY )
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′) be as in Section 8.2.1
above. It then follows from Lemma 8.1.8 that Y ′ is an edge object of C0. Hence,
it follows from Lemma 8.1.7 that the element (α, γα) ∈M(C0,ι0) is invertible. As f
is a Galois covering in T , the morphism ι0(f ′) is a Galois covering in T . It follows
from Lemma 8.1.3 that KEX is a subgroup of KY ′ . Let i : KEX → KY ′ denote the
inclusion. Let ρ : KY ′ → Gal(f ′) denote the composite of φY ′ : KY ′ → HY ′ with
the projection map HY ′ → Gal(f ′). Let us consider the sequence
(8.1) 1→ KEX
i
−→ KY ′
ρ
−→ Gal(f ′)→ 1.
It is thus obvious that the map i is injective. It follows from the definition of KEX
that the kernel of ρ is equal to the image of i. We have shown in Lemma 7.6.1
that ρ is surjective. when C/Y satisfies one of the conditions in Section 6.1. Hence,
sequence (8.1) is exact. As (α, γα) ∈ M(C0,ι0) is invertible, this implies that the
map f∗ : FT (Y ) → FT (X) induces a bijection FT (Y ) → FT (X)Gal(f). This shows
that FT is a sheaf on (C, J).
Let X be an edge object of C0. Applying Lemma 7.7.1 to the isomorphism
βι0(X) : ι0(Eι0(X))
∼=
−→ ι0(X), we can choose an element (αX , γαX ) of M(C0,ι0)
satisfying αX(Eι0(X)) = X and γαX = βι0(X). It follows from Lemma 8.1.7 that
(αX , γαX ) is an invertible element of M(C0,ι0). Hence the action of (αX , γαX ) on
T induces a bijection FT (X) = T
KEι0(X)
∼=
−→ TKX , which we denote by ǫX . Let
f : X → Y be a morphism in C1. By Lemma 8.1.3 we have the inclusion map
TKY ⊂ TKX . We set (α, γα) = (αX , γαX )
−1 ◦ (αY , γαY ). We set f
′ = α−1X (f). It
is a morphism in C0 whose domain is equal to Eι0(X) Let Y
′ denote the codomain
of the morphism α−1X (f) and set β = γαX (Y
′) : ι0(Y
′)
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ). We then have
ι0(f)◦βι0(X) = β
′ ◦ι0(f ′). Hence, it follows from the argument in Section 8.2.2 that
the map f∗ : FT (Y ) → FT (X) is given by multiplication by (α, γα). This shows
that the diagram
FT (Y )
f∗
−−−−→ FT (X)
ǫY
y∼= ∼=yǫX
TKY
⊂
−−−−→ TKX
is commutative. Hence, the bijections ǫX give a bijection ω(C0,ι0)(FT )
∼= T . It
is straightforward to check that this bijection is an isomorphism of M(C0,ι0)-sets.
Therefore, the functor ω(C0,ι0) is essentially surjective. This completes the proof of
Theorem 5.8.1.
9. On the uniqueness of grids
This section was added later at the request of the referee. The referee asked
to what extent the grids are unique. We show below (Proposition 9.1.1) that two
grids are isomorphic (in a sense made precise below) under a certain finiteness
condition. When we remove the finiteness assumption, there is a Y -site with more
than one grids that are not isomorphic. The key ingredient in the construction is
the non-vanishing of the first derived limit. We present the example in Section 9.2.
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We give a description of the abundance of grids in terms of derived limits in
Section 19.3.
9.1. The aim of this paragraph is to prove the following proposition, which gives
a uniqueness of a grid up to certain isomorphisms of a Y -site under the same
cardinality condition as in Proposition 6.2.1.
Proposition 9.1.1. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Let (C0,i, ι0,i), i = 1, 2, be two grids of
(C, J). Suppose that there exists an object X0 of C(T (J)) such that the overcategory
C(T (J))/X0 satisfies at least one of the two cardinality conditions in Section 5.8.1.
Then there exists a pair (α, γα) of an isomorphism α : C0,1
∼=
−→ C0,2 of categories
and a natural isomorphism γα : ι0,1
∼=
−→ ι0,2 ◦ α.
Proof. For i = 1, 2, let us choose an edge object X0,i of C0,i and an isomorphism
βi : ι0,i(X0,i)
∼=
−→ X0. Let C′ denote the full subcategory of C(T (J))/X0 whose
objects are the morphisms in C(T (J))/X0 which are Galois coverings in C. For
i = 1, 2, let C′0,i denote the full subcategory of the overcategory (C0,i)/X0,i whose
objects are the morphisms f : X → X0,i such that the composite βi ◦ ι0,i(f) :
ι0,i(X) → X0 is an object of C′ (thus C′0,i = IX0,i in the notation in Section
7.3). Since T (J) has enough Galois coverings, Corollary 5.7.3 implies that C0,i
is cofiltered. It follows from Lemma 5.7.4 that for any object f : X → X0,i of
C′0,i, the object X of C0,i is an edge object. Let f : X → X0,1 be an object of
C′0,1. The condition (3) in the definition of grid (Definition 5.5.3) implies that
there exists a pair (f ′, γ′) of an object f ′ : X ′ → X0,2 of C′0,2 and an isomorphism
γ′ : ι0,1(X)
∼=
−→ ι0,2(X ′) satisfying β1 ◦ ι0,1(f) = β2 ◦ ι0,2(f ′) ◦ γ′. Let Sf denote the
set of such pairs (f ′, γ′) (this is a set since C0,2 is U-small). Corollary 7.1.2 implies
that the first component f ′ of an element (f ′, γ′) ∈ Sf is uniquely determined
from f and is independent of γ′. Hence Sf forms a left Gal(ι0,1(f))-torsor. Let us
write f ′ = α′(f). Let g : Y → X0,1 be another object of C′0,1 and suppose that
there exists a morphism h from g to f in C′0,1. It follows from Lemma 7.1.1 that
there exists a morphism α′(h) from α′(g) to α′(f) in C′0,2. For two composable
morphisms h, h′ in C′0,1, we have α
′(h ◦ h′) = α′(h) ◦ α′(h′). Hence by sending h to
α′(h) we obtain a functor α′ : C′0,1 → C
′
0,2. By construction, this functor has the
following characterization: for any object f of C0,1, there exists an isomorphism
from β1 ◦ ι0,1(f) to β2 ◦ ι0,2(α′(f)) in C′. By exchanging the roles of (C0,1, ι0,1)
and (C0,2, ι0,2), we obtain a functor α′′ : C′0,2 → C
′
0,1. The characterization above
implies that the composites α′ ◦ α′′ and α′′ ◦ α′ are identity functors. In particular
the functor α′ is an isomorphism of categories.
Let f ;X → X0,1 and g : Y → X0,1 be objects of C′0,1 and suppose that there
exists a morphism h from g to f in C′0,1. Let (α
′(g), δ′) ∈ Sg. Then it follows
from Lemma 7.1.3 that there exists a unique element (α′(f), γ′) ∈ Sf satisfying
ι0,2(α
′(h)) ◦ δ′ = γ′ ◦ ι0,1(h). By sending (α
′(g), δ′) to (α′(f), γ′), we obtain a map
h∗ : Sg → Sf . It is straightforward to check that, for two composable morphisms
h, h′ in C′0,1, we have (h ◦h
′)∗ = h∗ ◦h′∗. Hence we have a filtered projective system
(Sf ) of nonempty sets indexed by the objects f of C′0,1. The cardinality condition
for C(T (J))/X0 implies that we have either that each Sf is a finite set or that (Sf )
has a cofinal subsystem indexed by an at-most-countable filtered set. This shows
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that there exists an element ((α′(f), γ′f ))f∈Obj (C′0,1) of the projective limit lim←−f
Sf .
Let us fix such an element ((α′(f), γ′f ))f .
Let f : X → X0,1 be an object of C′0,1. Since (C0,1, ι0,1) and (C0,2, ι0,2) are
grids, ι0,1 and ι0,2 induce equivalences ψf,1 : (C0,1)X/ → Cι0,1(α′(X))/ and ψf,2 :
(C0,2)α′(X)/ → Cι0,2(X)/ of categories. The composition with (γ
′
f )
−1 gives an equiv-
alence φf : Cι0,1(X)/ → Cι0,2(α′(X))/ of categories. By taking composite of ψf,1, φf ,
and the quasi-inverse of ψf,2 (that is unique since (C0,2)α′(X)/ is a poset), we obtain
an equivalence θα′,f : (C0,1)X/ → (C0,2)α′(X)/. By construction, the functor θα′,f
has the following characterization: for any object h : X → Z of (C0,1)X/, there
exists an isomorphism δ : ι0,1(Z)
∼=
−→ ι0,2(Z
′) in C, where Z ′ is the codomain of
θα′,f (h) regarded as a morphism in C0,2, such that δ ◦ ι0,1(h) = ι0,2(θα′,f(h)) ◦ γ′f .
Since C is an E-category, such an isomorphism δ is unique. Hence by associating δ
to each object of (C0,1)X/, we obtain a natural isomorphism γ
′
α′,f : ι0,1(X) ◦ψf,1
∼=
−→
ι0,2(α′(X)) ◦ ψf,2 ◦ θα′,f , where for an object Y of C we let Y : CY/ → C denote the
inclusion functor that sends Y → Z to Z. It follows from the charactrization of the
functor θα′,f above that γ
′
α′,f is the unique natural isomorphism from ι0,1(X) ◦ψf,1
to ι0,2(α′(X)) ◦ ψf,2 ◦ θα′,f satisfying γ
′
α′,f (idX) = γ
′
f .
By exchanging the roles of (C0,1, ι0,1) and (C0,2, ι0,2), we obtain a functor θα′′,α′(f) :
(C0,2)α′(X)/ → (C0,1)X/. The characterization of the functor θα′,f above implies that
the composites θα′,f ◦ θα′′,α′(f) and θα′′,α′(f) ◦ θα′,f are the identity functors. In
particular θα′,f is an isomorphism of categories. Let g : Y → X0,1 be another
object of C′0,1 and suppose that there exists a morphism h from g to f in C
′
0,1. It is
then easy to see that the diagram
(C0,1)X/
θα′,f
−−−−→ (C0,2)α′(X)/
(1)
y y(2)
(C0,1)Y/
θα′,g
−−−−→ (C0,2)α′(Y )/,
where the vertical arrows (1), (2) are functors given by the composites with h and
α′(h), is commutative in the strict sense, not only up to natural isomorphisms.
Hence it follows from Lemma 7.3.3, the isomorphism θα′,f ′ for each f gives an
isomorphism α : C0,1
∼=
−→ C0,2 of categories.
Since γ′g is mapped to γ
′
f under the map Sg → Sf , it follows that the restriction
of the natural isomorphism γ′α′,g to (C0,1)X/, where we regard (C0,1)X/ as a subcate-
gory of (C0,1)Y/ via the functor (1) in the diagram above, is equal to γ
′
α′,f . Thus the
natural isomorphisms γ′α′,f give rise to a natural isomorphism γα : ι0,1
∼=
−→ ι0,2 ◦ α.
This completes the proof. 
9.2. On the non-uniqueness of grids. Let (C, J) be a Y -site andX0 be an object
of (C, J). We do not assume that C(T (J))/X0 satisfies the cardinality condition
in Section 5.8.1. Let (C0,1, ι0,1), (C0,2, ι0,2) be two grids of C. For i ∈ {1, 2},
choose an edge object X0,i of C0,i and an isomorphism βi : ι0,i(X0,i)
∼=
−→ X0 in
C. Then the argument in the proof of Proposition 9.1.1 shows that there exists a
unique isomorphism α : C0,1 → C0,2 of categories satisfying the following condition:
α(X0,1) = X0,2 and for any morphism f : X → X0,1 in C0,1 such that ι0,1(f) is a
Galois covering in C, there exist an isomorphism γX : ι0,1(X)
∼=
−→ ι0,2(α(X)) that
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makes the diagram
ι0,1(X)
γX
−−−−→ ι0,2(α(X))
ι0,1(f)
y yι0,2(α(f))
ι0,1(X0,1)
β−12 ◦β1−−−−−→ ι0,2(X0,2)
commutative.
However there is a case where there cannot exist a natural isomorphism from
ι0,1 to ι0,2 ◦ α. We present such an example in this section. The construction is
based on a pro-group such that the first derived limit is nontrivial.
9.2.1. We will be using the following pro-group. Let I be a cofiltered poset with
a final object i0 and let (Gi)i∈I be a projective system (Gi)i∈I of discrete groups
such that Gi0 = {1}, that the transition homomorphism fi,j : Gi → Gj is surjective
for any morphism i→ j in I, and that R1 lim
←−i
Gi is non-empty.
The existence of such a pro-group is due to Todorcevic and is given in [8, Ch.
X, p 350, Lemma 4.4].
9.2.2. Let C denote the following U-small category. The set of objects of C is equal
to the set of objects of I. When we regard i ∈ I as an object of C, we write Xi for
i. For i, j ∈ I, we set
HomC(Xi, Xj) =
{
Gj , if there exists a morphism i→ j,
∅, otherwise.
It follows from the cofilteredness of I and the surjectivity of fi,j that the category
C is semi-cofiltered. Let J be the atomic topology of C. Then (C, J) is a Y -site.
Let C0,1 = C0,2 = I and let ι0,1 : I → C denote the functor given as follows:
ι0,1(i) = Xi for i ∈ I and ι0,1(i→ j) = 1 ∈ Gj for any morphism i→ j in I. Then
the pair (C0,1, ι0,1) is a grid of (C, J).
By definition of the set R1 lim
←−i
Gi, there exists a family (gi,j) of elements gi,j ∈
Gj indexed by the morphisms i → j in I such that for two composable morpihsm
i → j and j → k in I we have gi,k = gj,kfj,k(gi,j) and that there does not exist
a family (hi) of elements hi ∈ Gi such that gi,j = h
−1
j fi,j(hi) for any morphism
i → j in I. Let ι0,2 : I → C denote the functor given as follows: ι0,2(i) = Xi
for i ∈ I and ι0,2(i → j) = gi,j ∈ Gj for any morphism i → j in I. Then the
pair (C0,2, ι0,2) is a grid of (C, J). Let X0 = i0 and X0,1 = X0,2 = Xi0 . For
i ∈ {1, 2}, let βi : ι0,i(X0,i) → X0 denote the unique morphism in C. In this case
the isomorphism α : C0,1 → C0,2 of categories mentioned above is equal to the
identity functor. However the non-existence of (hi) described above implies there
does not exist a natural equivalence from ι0,1 to ι0,2 ◦ α.
10. The topos has enough points
In this section, we show that the topos associated with a Y -site under cardinality
conditions has enough points. We show that the fiber functor ω(C0,ι0) has a left
adjoint. It follows that the fiber functor is a point of the topos Shv(C, J). We then
obtain as a corollary to Theorem 5.8.1 that the topos has enough points.
Within this section, we assume that, for any objectX of C, the category C(T (J))/X
satisfies at least one of the two conditions in Section 5.8.1.
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10.1.
Lemma 10.1.1. The functor ω(C0,ι0) : Presh(C) → (Sets) commutes with finite
limits and arbitrary colimits.
Proof. Recall that we have defined, for any presheaf F on C, the set ω(C0,ι0)(F )
to be a filtered colimit of sections of F . Observe that, in the category Presh(C),
limits and colimits can be taken in a section-wise manner. Hence, claim (1) follows
from the fact that filtered colimits of sets commute with finite limits and arbitrary
colimits in the following sense: for any filtered poset I, for any finite poset J
(resp. for any poset J ′), and for any functor S from I × Jop (resp. I × J) to
the category of sets, the natural map lim
−→i∈I
lim
←−j∈J
S(i, j) → lim
←−j∈J
lim
−→i∈I
S(i, j)
(resp. lim−→i∈I lim−→j′∈J′ S(i, j
′) → lim−→j′∈J′ lim−→i∈I S(i, j
′)) is a bijection. This proves
the claim. 
Lemma 10.1.2. Let F be a presheaf on C and aJ(F ) its associated sheaf on
(C, J). Then the adjunction morphism F → aJ (F ) of presheaves induces a bijection
ω(C0,ι0)(F )
∼=
−→ ω(C0,ι0)(aJ(F )).
Proof. Let C1 denote the full subcategory of C0 whose objects are the edge objects
of C0. Let X be an edge object of C0. As C0 is a poset, the functor C0,/X → C0
that associates to each object f : Y → X of C0,/X , the object Y of C0 is fully
faithful. It follows from Lemma 5.7.4 that this functor induces a fully faithful
functor C0,/X → C1. Via this functor we regard C0,/X as a full subcategory of C1.
Lemma 5.7.6 shows that C1 is Λ-connected. Hence, the objects of C0,/X are cofinal
in C1. It then follows from Lemma 7.3.1 that the objects of IX are cofinal in C1.
Thus, the natural map
(10.1) lim
−→
(f :Y→X)∈Obj IX
F (ι0(Y ))→ ω(C0,ι0)(F )
is bijective.
Lemma 10.1.3. The functor ι0 induces a functor IX → Gal/ι0(X) which we
denote by jX . The functor jX is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. It follows from Condition (3) of Definition 5.5.3 that the functor jX is es-
sentially surjective. Let f1 : Y1 → X and f2 : Y2 → X be two objects of IX .
Suppose that there exists a morphism from jX(f1) to jX(f2) in Gal/ι0(X). Then,
there exists a morphism g : ι0(Y1) → ι0(Y2) in C satisfying ι0(f1) = ι0(f2) ◦ g. It
follows from Condition (4) of Definition 5.5.3 that there exist an object Y ′2 of C0,
morphisms g′ : Y1 → Y ′2 and f
′
2 : Y
′
2 → X , and an isomorphism β : ι0(Y2)
∼=
−→ ι0(Y ′2)
satisfying ι0(g
′) = β ◦ g and ι0(f2) = ι0(f ′2) ◦ β. As ι0(f2) is a Galois covering in C,
it follows that ι0(f
′
2) is a Galois covering in C. Hence, it follows from Corollary 7.1.2
that we have Y2 = Y
′
2 and f2 = f
′
2. This shows that β = idι0(Y2) and g = ι0(g
′).
Hence, g′ gives a morphism from f1 to f2 in IX . As both IX and Gal/ι0(X) are
thin, this shows that the functor jX is fully faithful. This completes the proof of
the claim that jX is an equivalence of categories. 
Therefore, the bijection (4.2) gives a bijection
aJ(F )(ι0(X)) ∼= lim−→
(f :Y→X)∈Obj IX
F (ι0(Y ))
Gal(f).
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As (10.1) is bijective, we have a bijection
aJ(F )(ι0(X)) ∼= ω(C0,ι0)(F )
HX
where HX acts on ω(C0,ι0) via the homomorphism ψX . Hence, it follows from
Lemma 7.6.2 that we have a bijection
aJ(F )(ι0(X)) ∼= ω(C0,ι0)(F )
KX .
By composing the inverse of this bijection with the bijection in Corollary 7.6.3, we
obtain a bijection
δF,X : ω(C0,ι0)(F )
KX
∼=
−→ ω(C0,ι0)(aJ(F ))
KX .
It is then straightforward to check that the diagram
ω(C0,ι0)(F )
KX
δF,X
−−−−→ ω(C0,ι0)(aJ (F ))
KXy y
ω(C0,ι0)(F ) −−−−→ ω(C0,ι0)(aJ (F )),
where the vertical arrows are inclusions and the lower horizontal arrow is a map
induced by the adjunction morphism F → aJ (F ), is commutative. As ω(C0,ι0)(F )
and ω(C0,ι0)(aJ(F )) are smoothM(C0,ι0)-sets, this shows that the map ω(C0,ι0)(F )→
ω(C0,ι0)(aJ (F )) is bijective, which proves the claim. 
10.2. Let us consider the functor ω(C0,ι0) restricted to the full subcategory Shv(C, J)
of sheaves in Presh(C) denoting it by F ∗ : Shv(C, J) → (Sets). Lemma 10.1.1
shows that F ∗ commutes with fiber products. Let us show that the functor F ∗
has a right adjoint. For a set Y , we construct a presheaf F∗(Y ) on C by setting
F∗(Y )(X) = Map(ω(C0,ι0)(hC(X)), Y ) for each object X of C.
Lemma 10.2.1. The presheaf F∗(Y ) is a sheaf on (C, J).
Proof. Let f : X ′ → X in C be an arbitrary Galois covering that belongs to T .
Let us consider the map ω(C0,ι0)(hC(f)) : ω(C0,ι0)(hC(X
′)) → ω(C0,ι0)(hC(X)). By
definition, the map ω(C0,ι0)(hC(f)) is equal to the map
lim
−→
Z∈ObjC1
HomC(ι0(Z), X
′)→ lim
−→
Z∈ObjC1
HomC(ι0(Z), X)
induced by the composition with f . The map ω(C0,ι0)(hC(f)) is a pseudo Gal(f)-
torsor as it is a filtered colimit of pseudo Gal(f)-torsors. It follows from Con-
dition (3) of Definition 2.3.1 and Condition (3) of Definition 5.5.3 that the map
ω(C0,ι0)(hC(f)) is surjective. This shows that the set ω(C0,ι0)(hC(X)) together with
the map ω(C0,ι0)(hC(f)) is a quotient object of ω(C0,ι0)(hC(X
′)) by Gal(f) in the
category of sets. Hence, the pullback map F∗(Y )(X) → F∗(Y )(X ′) induces a bi-
jection F∗(Y )(X)
∼=−→ F∗(Y )(X ′)Gal(f). This completes the proof of the claim that
F∗(Y ) is a sheaf on (C, J). 
Let Y be a set. Using Lemma 10.2.1 above, we can apply F ∗ to F∗(Y ).
Lemma 10.2.2. Let Y be a set. Then, we have a bijection
F ∗(F∗(Y )) ∼= lim−→
Z∈ObjC1
Map(M(C0,ι0)/KZ , Y )
that is functorial in Y .
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Proof. By definition, we have
F ∗(F∗(Y )) = lim−→
Z∈ObjC1
Map(ω(C0,ι0)(hC(ι0(Z))), Y ).
For any sheaf G on (C, J), we have the isomorphisms
HomM(C0 ,ι0)(ω(C0,ι0)(hC(ι0(Z))), ω(C0,ι0)(G))
∼=
←−−
(1)
HomM(C0 ,ι0)(ω(C0,ι0)(aJ(hC(ι0(Z)))), ω(C0,ι0)(G))
∼=
−−→
(2)
HomShv(C,J)(aJ (hC(ι0(Z))), G)
∼=HomPresh(C)(hC(ι0(Z)), G)
∼=G(ι0(Z)) ∼= ω(C0,ι0)(G)
KZ
∼=HomM(C0 ,ι0)(M(C0,ι0)/KZ, ω(C0,ι0)(G)),
where (1) and (2) are isomorphisms given by Lemma 10.1.2 and Theorem 5.8.1,
respectively. Hence, by Yoneda’s lemma, we have an isomorphism
ω(C0,ι0)(hC(ι0(Z)))
∼=M(C0,ι0)/KZ .
of smooth M(C0,ι0)-sets. From this we obtain an isomorphism
F ∗(F∗(Y )) = lim−→
Z∈ObjC1
Map(M(C0,ι0)/KZ, Y ).
It is straightforward to check that the last isomorphism is functorial in Y . 
Lemma 10.2.3. Let H be a sheaf on (C, J) and let Y be a set. Then we have a
bijection
Map(F ∗(H), Y )
∼=
−→ HomShv(C,J)(H,F∗(Y ))
that is functorial in H and Y .
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.8.1 that HomShv(C,J)(H,F∗(Y )) is isomorphic to
HomM(C0,ι0)(F
∗(H), ω(C0,ι0)(F∗(Y ))). Let us consider the map
j : Map(F ∗(H), Y )→ Map(M(C0,ι0) × F
∗(H), Y )
given by the composition with the action M(C0,ι0) × F
∗(H) → F ∗(H) of M(C0,ι0)
on F ∗(H). Let us regard the target Map(M(C0,ι0) × F
∗(H), Y ) of this map as the
set Map(F ∗(H),Map(M(C0,ι0), Y )). Then the image of the map j is contained in the
subset HomM(C0 ,ι0)(F
∗(H),Map(M(C0,ι0), Y )) of Map(F
∗(H),Map(M(C0,ι0), Y )). One
can check easily that the mapMap(F ∗(H), Y )→ HomM(C0,ι0)(F
∗(H),Map(M(C0,ι0), Y ))
induced by j is bijective. We have seen in the last paragraph that ω(C0,ι0)(F∗(Y ))
is equal to the smooth part of the set Map(M(C0,ι0), Y ). As F
∗(H) is a smooth
M(C0,ι0)-set, we have
HomM(C0,ι0)(F
∗(H),Map(M(C0,ι0), Y )) = HomM(C0 ,ι0)(F
∗(H), ω(C0,ι0)(F∗(Y ))).
Thus we have bijections
Map(F ∗(H), Y ) ∼= HomM(C0 ,ι0)(F
∗(H), ω(C0,ι0)(F∗(Y )))
∼= HomShv(C,J)(H,F∗(Y )).
It is straightforward to check that these bijections are functorial with respect to H
and Y . 
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10.3.
Theorem 10.3.1. The pair (F∗, F
∗) of functors gives a point of the topos Shv(C, J).
Proof. Lemma 10.2.3 implies that the functor F ∗ is a right adjoint to the functor
F∗. Thus, the pair (F∗, F
∗) of functors gives a point of the topos Shv(C, J). 
Corollary 10.3.2. The topos Shv(C, J) has enough points.
Proof. Let f : F1 → F2 be a morphism of sheaves. Using Theorem 5.8.1, we know
that f is an isomorphism if and only if ω(C0,ι0)(f) is an isomorphism of smooth
M(C0,ι0)-sets. This is an isomorphism if it is an isomorphism of (the underlying)
sets. This implies the claim. 
11. On locally profinite groups
Suppose we are given a Y -site and a grid. Then, our absolute Galois monoid
M(C0,ι0) comes with the set of subgroups indexed by the edge objects in the grid.
We show in Section 11.1 that M(C0,ι0) is naturally equipped with the structure of
a topological monoid such that the category of smooth M(C0,ι0)-sets is canonically
equivalent to the category of discrete sets with continuous action of the topological
monoid M(C0,ι0).
In Section 11.2, we give one of our main theorems, which states that the topos
associated with a Y -site with an atomic topology that satisfies cardinality condition
(1) is equivalent to the category of discrete sets with continuous action of some
locally profinite group. This may be regarded as a reconstruction theorem for
locally profinite topological groups.
11.1. The absolute Galois monoid as a topological monoid. Let (C, J) be
a Y -site. Suppose we are given a grid (C0, ι0) for this Y -site. Let us equip the
associated Galois monoid M(C0,ι0) with the structure of a topological monoid as
follows.
For each element m ∈M(C0,ι0), consider the set
Vm = {mKX |X an edge object }
of subsets of M(C0,ι0). Let V = (Vm)m∈M(C0,ι0) .
Lemma 11.1.1. The set V is a fundamental system of neighborhood for some
topology on (the underlying set of) M(C0,ι0).
Proof. We check below only some of the axioms for the set of subsets to be a
fundamental system of neighborhoods. The rest is left to the reader.
Let m,m1,m2 ∈ M(C0,ι0) and X1, X2 be edge object. Let us show that, if
m ∈ m1KX1∩m2KX2 , there exists an edge object Y such that Y ⊂ m1KX1∩m2KX2 .
We can write m = m1k1 = m2k2 for some k1 ∈ K1 and k2 ∈ K2. We want to show
that there exists an edge object Y such that k1KY ⊂ KX1 and k2KY ⊂ KX2 . It
suffices to find Y such that KY ⊂ KX1 ∩KX2 .
Using the Λ-connectedness of the grid, we see that for any X,X ′ ∈ C0, there
exists an object Y ∈ C0 such that there are morphisms Y → X and Y → X ′.
Hence we have KY ⊂ KX ∩ KX′ . By Lemma 5.7.4, Y is an edge object, and
therefore the claim follows. 
Lemma 11.1.2. The product map M(C0,ι0) × M(C0,ι0) → M(C0,ι0) is continuous
when M(C0,ι0) is equipped with the topology as above.
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Proof. We will prove the following claim: for any m = (α, γα) ∈ M(C0,ι0) and any
edge object X , there exists an edge object Y such that KYm ⊂ mKX . From
Lemma 8.1.5, it follows that the set mKX equals
{(β, γβ) |β(X) = α(X), γβ(X) = γα(X)}.
From Lemma 5.7.5, it follows that there exists an edge object Y such that there
is a morphism Y → α(X). Now, take (δ, γδ) ∈ KY ; from Lemma 8.1.3, it follows
that δ(α(X) = α(X) and γδ(α(X)) = idα(X). Let (β, γβ) = (δ, γδ) ◦m. We then
have β(X) = α(X) and γβ(X) = γα(X). Hence, (β, γβ) ∈ mKX , and the claim
follows. 
Corollary 11.1.3. The absolute Galois monoid is a topological monoid for the
topology constructed as above.
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemma. 
Remark 11.1.4. The category of smooth M(C0,ι0)-sets defined in Section 5.7.7 is
canonically equivalent to the category of discrete sets with continuous action of the
topological monoid M(C0,ι0). This follows from the definitions; see also [15, p.151].
11.2. Locally profinite groups. As an application of our main theorem, we ob-
tain a ‘reconstruction’ theorem as follows.
Theorem 11.2.1. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Suppose that the topology is atomic and
suppose that Condition (1) of the cardinality conditions holds true. Then, there
exists a locally profinite group G such that the topos Shv(C, J) is equivalent to the
category of discrete sets with continuous action of G.
If, moreover, there exists a final object in C, then the locally profinite group is
profinite.
Proof. As the cardinality Condition (1) holds true, by Proposition 6.2.1, there exists
a grid (C0, ι0) for this Y -site. From Theorem 5.8.1, it follows that the topos is
equivalent to the category of smooth M(C0,ι0)-sets. Now as the topology is atomic
(Section 2.4.1), by definition all objects of C are edge objects. It follows from
Lemma 8.1.7 that the associated absolute Galois monoid M(C0,ι0) is a group.
We can use the procedure in Section 11.1 to equipM(C0,ι0) with the structure of a
topological group. We noted in Remark 11.1.4 that the category of smoothM(C0,ι0)-
sets is canonically equivalent to the category of discrete sets with continuous action
of M(C0,ι0) for this topological group structure. The claim then follows from the
following Lemma 11.2.2. 
Lemma 11.2.2. Let the setup be as above. Then, equipped with the structure of a
topological group as in Section 11.1, the absolute Galois monoid M(C0,ι0) is locally
profinite. Moreover, if there exists a final object in C, then M(C0,ι0) is profinite.
Proof. Let X ∈ C0. Note that under the cardinality condition, HX is by definition
a profinite group. Let us equip KX with the structure of a profinite group via
the isomorphism ψX : HX → KX (see Section 7.6.2). To prove the proposition, it
suffices to show that the inclusion KX ⊂M(C0,ι0) is a continuous and open map of
topological groups.
First, for any morphism Y → X , one can check that the induced inclusion
KX → KY is a continuous open map. Second, given an open subgroup K′ ⊂ KX ,
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one can find a morphism Y → X such that KY ⊂ K′. These two statements can
be used to prove the claim.
Now suppose that there exists a final object. As ι0 is essentially surjective, there
is an object X ∈ C0 that is sent to a final object in C. Let (α, γα) ∈M(C0,ι0). Then,
as C0 is thin, we have α(X) = X and γα(X) = idX . This means that the inclusion
KX ⊂M(C0,ι0) is an equality. We saw above that the inclusion is a homeomorphism
onto its image. As KX is profinite, the claim follows. 
12. Y -sites and grids for locally prodiscrete groups
We define locally prodiscrete groups and a class of topological groups in Sec-
tion 12.1.1 which includes locally prodiscrete groups. We then construct a Y -site
and a grid from a group G in this class. It shown that the absolute Galois monoid
is Ĝ (to be defined below), and the fiber functor induces an equivalence.
In [15, p.150, Section 9], given a topological group G, MacLane and Moerdijk
construct a site such that the associated topos is equivalent to the category of
discrete sets with continuous G-action. We use essentially the same site and view
their fiber functor as a guide to the construction of our grid. As the equivalence
is already proved in [15], the emphasis of this section is on the computation of the
absolute Galois monoid.
In Section 16, we have theorems (Theorems 16.2.3, 16.2.5, 16.3.2) generalizing
Lemma 12.1.3 to the case of locally prodiscrete monoids. A different proof (not
using [15]) is provided there.
12.1. The construction of a Y -site and a grid. First, we give the definition of
a locally prodiscrete group.
Definition 12.1.1. By a prodiscrete group, we mean a topological group that is
a filtered limit of discrete groups in the category of topological groups. A locally
prodiscrete group is a topological group such that there exists an open subgroup
which is a prodiscrete group.
12.1.1. A certain class of topological groups. We consider the following class of topo-
logical groups, which is more general than the class of locally prodiscrete groups.
Let G be a topological group. Consider the set of open subgroupsV = {H ⊂ G},
whereH satisfies the following property: For any open subgroup U ⊂ G, there exists
an open subgroup K such that K ⊂ U ∩H and K is a normal subgroup of H . We
consider those topological groups such that the set V is non-empty.
12.1.2. We can construct a Y -site and a grid, starting from a topological group as
in Section 12.1.1.
Let us construct the site. Let G be a topological group as in Section 12.1.1.
Let C be the category of discrete left G-sets consisting of a single G-orbit, which is
isomorphic to the G-set of the form G/H for some H ∈ V. Then the category C is
semi-cofiltered. If we equip C with the atomic topology J , we obtain a Y -site.
We can construct a grid of the Y -site in the following manner. Let PG denote
the set of open subgroups which belongs to V. We regard PG as a partially ordered
set with respect to the inclusions. We denote by C0 the poset (viewed as a category)
CPG associated with the partially ordered set PG. The group G acts from the left
on the set PG by conjugation, i.e., g · K := gKg−1. By associating G/K to each
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element K of PG, we obtain a functor ι0 : C0 → C. Then the pair (C0, ι0) is a grid
for the Y -site (C, J).
12.1.3. Given a topological group G as in Section 12.1.1, we construct a locally
prodiscrete group Ĝ as follows.
We set Ĝ = lim
←−H∈V
G/H to be the limit of discrete sets G/H in the category
of topological spaces. We can equip Ĝ with the structure of a topological group
as follows. For two elements g1 = (g1,H)H∈V, g2 = (g2,H)H∈V ∈ Ĝ, we define the
product g1g2 ∈ Ĝ as follows. We set the H-component of g1g2 to be g˜1,H′g2,HH ∈
G/H . Here, we first take a lift g˜2,H ∈ G of the element g2,H ∈ G/H , set H ′ =
g˜2,HHg˜
−1
2,H , and take a lift g˜1,H′ ∈ G of gH′ ∈ G/H
′. The resulting element does
not depend on the choice of the lifts.
Let us construct the inverse s = (sH)H∈V of g = (gH)H∈V as follows. For
H ∈ V, we take a lift g˜H ∈ G of gH ∈ G/H . Take K ∈ V. By the definition
of V (Section 12.1.1), there exists a normal subgroup K ′ of K such that K ′ ⊂
g˜−1K Kg˜K ∩K. Then, we set sK = g˜
−1
K′K ∈ G/K.
The topological group Ĝ is locally prodiscrete. Take an open subgroup H ⊂ G
belonging to V. Consider its image in Ĝ, which is open. As H belongs to V, the
image is a prodiscrete group.
There is a canonical morphism of topological groups G→ Ĝ. We note that this
morphism induces an equivalence of categories from the category of discrete Ĝ-sets
to the category of discrete G-sets.
Lemma 12.1.2. Let G be a topological group. Then G is locally prodiscrete if and
only if G satisfies the condition in Section 12.1.1 and the morphism G → Ĝ is an
isomorphism of topological groups.
Proof. The “if” part follows from the argument preceding this lemma. Let us
prove the “only if” direction. If G is locally prodiscrete, then there exists an open
subgroup H which is prodiscrete. Write H = lim
←−i
Hi with Hi discrete. Without
loss of generality, we may and will assume each H → Hi is surjective. Let Ui =
Ker(H → Hi). Then Ui is a normal subgroup of H and {Ui}i forms a fundamental
system of neighborhoods of 1 in G. It follows that each Ui belongs to V; we see
that {Ui} is cofinal in V. Hence G satisfies the condition in Section 12.1.1, and we
see that G→ Ĝ is an isomorphism. 
12.1.4. We compute the absolute Galois monoid for the grid above.
Lemma 12.1.3. Let G be a topological group as in Section 12.1.1. The absolute
Galois monoid M(C0,ι0) associated with the grid constructed as in Section 12.1.2 is
isomorphic to Ĝ.
Proof. We construct an isomorphism Ĝ→M(C0,ι0) as follows. Let g = (gH)H∈V ∈
Ĝ. For an object H of PG, we set αgH = g˜HHg˜
−1
H for some lift g˜H of gH ∈ G/H .
We have ι0(H) = G/H and ι0(αg(H)) = G/(gHg
−1). We can construct a map
ι0(H)→ ι0(αg(H))
by sending the coset hH to the coset hg−1 · gHg−1. Then, one can check that
these form a natural isomorphism γαg . Thus we have a map that sends g ∈ Ĝ to
(αg, γαg ) ∈M(C0,ι0).
The proof that this map is an isomorphism is left to the readers. 
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12.2. For the associated fiber functor and the topos, we have the following claim.
Proposition 12.2.1. Let G be a locally prodiscrete group. Then there exists a
Y -site and a grid such that the fiber functor associated with the grid induces an
equivalence of the sheaves and the category of discrete sets with continuous G-
action.
Proof. This proposition essentially follows from [15, p.154, Theorem 2]. The site
constructed above is essentially that of loc. cit. and one can also check that the
fiber functor is essentially the functor considered there. Their theorem says that
the functor induces an equivalence. Using the equivalence of the categories of
discrete G-sets and Ĝ-sets, we obtain the proposition. 
13. Examples
We give two examples. The examples in Section 13.1 are the simplest for which
the Galois groups are the abelian group of integers and the monoid of natural
numbers. The example in Section 13.2 served as the motivation to write this paper.
13.1. The simplest examples. Let C be the following category. The objects of C
are the sets [0], [1], [2], . . . where [n] denote the set {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} for n ≥ 0. For
two integersm,n ≥ 0, the morphisms from [m] to [n] in C are the maps f : [n]→ [m]
satisfying f(i+1) = f(i)+1 for i = 0, . . . , n (this is not a typo: the morphisms go in
the “opposite” direction). The category C is U-small, Λ-connected, semi-cofiltered,
and is an E-category. One can check that any morphism in C is a monomorphism.
Hence, any morphism in C is a Galois covering whose Galois group is isomorphic
to {1}.
Let T = Mor(C) and let T+ denote the set of morphisms f in C satisfying
f(0) = 0. Then both T and T+ are semi-localizing collections of morphisms in
C. The pairs (C, JT ) and (C, JT+) are B-sites that have enough Galois coverings.
We note that T = T (JT ) and T+ = T (JT+). In particular the notation C(T+)
makes sense. As the set HomC([m], [n]) is a finite set for any m,n ≥ 0, it follows
from Lemma 6.2.2 that both (C, JT ) and (C, JT+) admit grids. We can explicitly
construct grids as follows.
Let C0 be the following category: the objects of C0 are the finite sets S of the
form S = {a, a + 1, . . . , b} for some integers a, b ∈ Z with a ≤ b. The morphisms
in C0 are the opposite of the inclusions, i.e., the category C0 is thin, and for any
two objects S1, S2 of C0, there exists a morphism from S1 to S2 in C0 if and only if
S1 ⊃ S2. Let C
′
+,0 denote the full subcategory of C0 whose objects are [0], [1], [2],
. . .. Let ι : C0 → C denote the functor which sends {a, a+1, . . . , b} to [b− a]. Then
one can check easily that the pair (C0, ι) is a grid for C. The pair (C′+,0, ι|C′+,0) is a
pregrid for (C, JT+). Let C+,0 denote the full subcategory of C0 whose objects are
the sets of the form {a, a + 1, . . . , b} for some a, b ∈ Z with 0 ≤ a ≤ b. Then the
pair (C+,0, ι|C+,0) is a grid of (C, JT+).
Let α : C0 → C0 denote the isomorphism of categories that sends {a, a+1, . . . , b}
to {a + 1, a+ 2, . . . , b + 1}. The isomorphism α induces the functor C+,0 → C+,0,
which we denote by α+. We have ι = ι ◦ α and ι|C+,0 ◦ α+ = ι|C+,0 . Hence, the
pairs (α, id) and (α+, id) are elements of the monoids M(C0,ι) and M(C+,0,ι|C+,0),
respectively. We then have isomorphisms Z ∼= M(C0,ι) and Z≥0 ∼= M(C+,0,ι|C+,0),
which sends 1 to (α, id) and (α+, id), respectively.
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13.1.1. We give another example that is essentially the same as the one above.
Below is the less ad hoc, ‘coordinate-free’ version. Note that the underlying category
is essentially U-small but not U-small in general, while in the previous example it
was U-small.
Let C denote the following category. The objects are finite well-ordered sets. The
set of morphisms is the set of maps of sets that sends the successor (if it exists) to
the successor. We set T = Mor(C) and T+ to be those morphisms that send the
least element to the least element.
We regard the totally ordered sets [n] as objects of C in a natural manner. Note
that each object of C is isomorphic to the well-ordered set [n] for some n. The pairs
(C0, ι0) and (C′+,0, ι|C′+,0) defined above make sense in this setup and form the grids
for (C, JT ) and (C, JT+), respectively. The absolute Galois monoids are therefore
respectively Z and Z≥0, as above.
13.2. Our starting example. The following example was the starting point of
this project. The Galois group is the finite adele valued points of the general linear
group. We will come back to this in a future paper.
Let d ≥ 1 be an integer. We define the category Cd as follows. An object in Cd
is a finite abelian group that is generated by at most d elements. For two objects,
N and N ′ in Cd, the set HomCd(N,N
′) of morphisms from N to N ′ is the set of
isomorphism classes of diagrams
N ′ և N ′′ →֒ N
in the category of abelian groups, where the left arrow is surjective and the right
arrow is injective. Here, two diagrams N ′ և N ′′ →֒ N and N ′ և N ′′′ →֒ N are
considered to be isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism N ′′
∼=
−→ N ′′′ of abelian
groups such that the diagram
N ′ և N ′′ →֒ N
‖ ↓ ∼= ‖
N ′ և N ′′′ →֒ N
is commutative. The composition of two morphisms N ′ և M →֒ N and N ′′ և
M ′ →֒ N ′ is seen in the following diagram:
N
↑
N ′ և M
↑  ↑
N ′′ և M ′ և M ×N ′ M ′
where the small box means that the square is cartesian. This definition of mor-
phisms is from Quillen ([17]), except that here we take morphisms in the opposite
direction.
Let T = Mor(Cd) and let T+ denote the set of morphisms in C represented by
diagrams N ′ և N ′′
i
−→ N of abelian groups with i bijective. Then, both T and T+
are semi-localizing collections of morphisms in Cd. In a future paper, we shall show
that the pairs (C, JT ) and (C, JT+) are B-sites that have enough Galois coverings.
We note that T = T (JT ) and T+ = T (JT+). In particular, the notation C
d(T+)
makes sense. As the set HomdC(M,N) is a finite set for any object M , N of C
d, it
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follows from Lemma 6.2.2 that both Cd and Cd(T+) admit grids. We can explicitly
construct grids for (Cd, JT ) and for (Cd, JT+) as follows.
Let Latd denote the set of Z-submodules of Q⊕d that are free and of rank d.
We regard Latd as a partially ordered set with respect to the inclusions. We let
Paird denote the following poset. The elements of Paird are the pairs (L1, L2) of
elements in Latd with L1 ≤ L2. For two elements (L1, L2) and (L
′
1, L
′
2) in Pair
d,
we have (L1, L2) ≤ (L′1, L
′
2) if and only if L
′
1 ≤ L1 ≤ L2 ≤ L
′
2. Let C
d
0 denote the
poset category corresponding to the order dual of Paird. Let C
′,d
+,0 denote the full
subcategory of Cd0 whose objects are the pairs (L1, L2) with L2 = Z⊕d (we regard
Z⊕d ⊂ Q⊕d as the standard lattice).
Let ι : Cd0 → C
d denote the functor that sends an object (L1, L2) of Cd0 to
L2/L1 and sends a morphism from (L1, L2) to (L
′
1, L
′
2) in C
d
0 to a morphism in C
d
represented by the diagram L′2/L
′
1 և L
′
2/L1 →֒ L2/L1. In our future paper, we
shall show that the pair (Cd0 , ι) is a grid for (C
d, JT ) and that the pair (C
′,d
+,0, ι|C′,d+,0
)
is a pregrid for (Cd, JT+). Let C
d
+,0 denote the full subcategory of C
d
0 whose objects
are the pairs (L1, L2) satisfying L2 ⊂ Z⊕d. Then the pair (Cd+,0, ι|Cd+,0) is a grid for
(Cd, JT+).
Let Ẑ = lim
←−n≥1
Z/nZ be the profinite completion of Z and let A∞ = Ẑ ⊗Z Q
denote the ring of finite adeles over Q. Let us consider the group GLd(A∞). It is
a locally compact, totally disconnected topological group. We set Mat− = {g ∈
GLd(A∞) | g−1 ∈ Matd(Ẑ)}. We have inclusions GLd(Ẑ) ⊂ Mat− ⊂ GLd(A∞) of
monoids. Let M be GLd(A∞) or Mat−. We say that a left M -set S is smooth
if, for any s ∈ S, the GLd(Ẑ)-orbit of s in S is a finite set. If M = GLd(A∞)
and S is a left Z[M ]-module, this coincides with the usual notion of smoothness
given, e.g. in [18, I,4.1]. In a future paper, when M = GLd(A∞) (resp. when M =
Mat−), we shall construct an isomorphism M ∼= M(C0,ι) (resp. M
∼= M(C′+,0,ι|C′+,0)
)
of monoids and show that this isomorphism induces a one-to-one correspondence
between smooth M -modules and smooth M(C0,ι)-sets (resp. smooth M(C′+,0,ι|C′+,0)
-
sets). Therefore, Theorem 5.8.1 gives an equivalence from the category Shv(Cd, JT )
(resp. Shv(Cd, JT+)) to the category of smooth left M -sets.
14. Connection with Caramello’s ultrahomogeneous objects
As discussed in Section 1.7, there is a high degree of overlap between ours and
Caramello’s work [3], [4]. In this section, we illustrate this relation by constructing
from our setup an object in Pro-C that is a key part of the input data in Caramello’s
theorem.
We remark here that the underlying category C of a site (C, J) that we consider
is opposite to that in [3].
14.1. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. We assume the following finiteness condition (Sec-
tion 5.8.1(1)): for any two objects X,Y ∈ C, the Hom set HomC(X,Y ) is finite.
We assume also that J is the atomic topology. In this case, T (J) consists of all of
the morphisms of C. By Proposition 6.2.1, there exists a grid (C0, ι0) of (C, J). Set
u to be the object in Pro-C defined by {ι0(X)}X∈C0 . We will show below that this
object satisfies Caramello’s criteria (note that we work with the opposite category).
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The main theorem in [3] is Theorem 3.5, but we look instead at the author’s
Proposition 4.3, which is very close to the former theorem, and closer to our setup.
Caramello considers two conditions for the underlying category C: the amal-
gamation property (AP) (p.660), and the joint embedding property (JEP). These
are satisfied in our setup by the definition of Y -site. The author also considers an
object u in the ind-category that is C-ultrahomogeneous. We construct such an
object below.
Proposition 14.1.1. The object u ∈ Pro-C is C-ultrahomogeneous in the sense of
opposite of [3, p.661]
We regard an object in C as an object in Pro-C in a natural manner (the
constant). Let a ∈ C. By definition,
HomPro-C(u, a) = lim−→
X∈C0
HomC(ι0(X), a).
Suppose we are given u
f
−→ a and u
g
−→ a. We wish to find a morphism u
αf,g
−−−→ u
such that f = g ◦ αf,g.
Let g′ ∈ HomC(ι0(X ′), a) be a representative of g. We set
Sg′ = {h ∈ HomPro-C(u, ι0(X
′)) | g′ ◦ h = f}.
Lemma 14.1.2. For any representative g′, the set Sg′ is non-empty.
Proof. Take a representative f ′ : ι0(Y0)→ a of f : u→ a. As the topology is atomic,
g ∈ T (J). Then, by Definition 5.4.2(1) there exists a commutative diagram:
Z
α
−−−−→ ι0(X ′)y yg′
ι0(Y0) −−−−→
f ′
a.
By Definition 5.5.3(3), there exists f0 : Z0 → Y0 ∈ C0 and a commutative diagram
extending the preceding diagram:
ι0(Z0)
∼=,β
−−−−→ Z
α
−−−−→ ι0(X ′)
ι0(f0)
y y yg′
ι0(Y0)
=
−−−−→ ι0(Y0) −−−−→
f ′
a.
Note that f ′ ◦ ι0(f0) represents f : u → a. Let γ : u → ι0(X ′) be the morphism
represented by α ◦ β. Then, by definition, we have f = g′ ◦ γ; hence, the claim
follows. 
Lemma 14.1.3. The set Sg′ is finite.
Proof. As (C, J) is a Y -site, there are enough coverings (Definition 5.4.2(3), Defi-
nition 3.1.4). Hence, there exists a morphism ϕ : S → ι0(X ′), which is a Galois
covering of Galois group G such that the composite g′ ◦ ϕ is also a Galois covering
of, e.g., group H . From the finiteness assumption, it follows that the groups G and
H are finite. Let T0 ∈ C0 and consider the maps
HomC(T0, S)→ HomC(T0, ι0(X
′))
uT0−−→ HomC(T0, a)
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obtained by the compositions with ϕ and with g′. The fiber u−1T0 (g
′) of the map
g′ ∈ HomC(T0, a) is then isomorphic to G/H . Now take a morphism δ : T
′
0 → T0 ∈
C0. In this case, there is a map u
−1
T0
(g′)→ u−1T ′0
(g′) which respects the G-structure.
This proves that the cardinality of Sg′ is less than the cardinality of G. 
Lemma 14.1.4. The sets Sg′ form a filtered projective system.
Proof. Let u→ ι0(X ′) ∈ Sg′ . Suppose that we are given a morphism ψ : Q→ X ′.
We want to find a morphism u → ι0(Q) that, when composed with ι0(ψ), gives
f : u→ a. This can be constructed as was done in the proof of Lemma 14.1.2. 
Proof of Proposition 14.1.1. It follows from the previous lemmas that lim
←−g′
Sg′ is
nonempty, as it is the projective limit of nonempty finite sets. Take any element in
lim
←−g′
Sg′ ⊂ HomPro-C(u, u). 
15. An example where the fiber functor is not full
Our main theorem (Theorem 5.8.1) says that under certain cardinality conditions
the fiber functor ω(C0,ι0) associated to a grid (C0, ι0) is an equivalence of categories.
We have also seen the cases (Proposition 12.2.1) where the conditions on cardinality
are not satisfied yet the fiber functor gives an equivalence. This is the case where
the absolute Galois monoid is a locally prodiscrete group, and the equivalence was
proved by a different method than our theorems. In this section, we give examples
where we are given a Y -site and a grid yet the fiber functor does not induce an
equivalence.
The key input in the construction is a pro-group (Gi) with surjective transition
maps such that the limit in the category of topological groups (each Gi is a discrete
topological group) is trivial (cf. [16, p.223, Section 1.3]).
We refer to Section 19.4 where we give a sufficient condition in terms of derived
limits for the fiber functor to be full and essentially surjective. In this section, we
treat the case where the surjectivity of (19.2) fails.
15.1. A pro-group is by definition a functor α : J → (Grp) from a cofiltered
category to the category of groups. For an object j of J , we sometimes write Gj
for α(j). We assume that the transition maps are surjective.
15.2. the Y -site and the grid. Let α be a pro-group. We consider the following
category C. The set of objects of C is the same as the set of objects of J . We define
the morphisms as follows:
HomC(j, j
′) =
{
α(j) if HomJ (j, j
′) 6= ∅,
∅ otherwise.
The composition is defined using the group structure of each α(j). Since J is
cofiltered, the category C is semi-cofiltered (Definition 2.4.4). Let J be the atomic
topology on C. Using that each α(j) is a group, one can check that the category C
is an E-category. It follows that (C, J) is a B-site.
Let f : j → j′ be a morphism in C, i.e., f is an element of Gj′ . One can check
that Autf (j) = Ker(Gj → Gj′ ). Thus, we see that every morphism in C is a Galois
covering. By definition, (C, J) is then a Y -site.
We construct a grid for this Y -site as follows. Let C0 be the category J . We
define a functor ι0 : C0 → C. Let j → j′ be a morphism in C. Then we define
ι0(j → j
′) to be the unit element in Gj′ = HomC(j, j
′). Since the topology is
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atomic, to show that (C0, ι0) is a grid, it suffices to check that it is a pregrid. This
follows by checking the conditions directly.
We may without loss of generality assume that J has a final object corresponding
to the trivial group. This in turn gives a final object j0 of C. Then the absolute Ga-
lois group is isomorphic to Kj0 , which in turn is isomorphic toHX = lim←−f∈IX Gal(f)
by Lemma 7.6.2 (notation in Section 7.6.1). This means that the absolute Galois
monoid is isomorphic to the limit lim
←−j∈J
Gj .
15.3. The aim of this section is to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 15.3.1. Let α be a pro-group with surjective transition maps such
that there exists some j ∈ J for which Gj is nontrivial and that lim←−j∈J
Gj is trivial.
Let (C, J) be the Y-site and (C0, ι0) be the grid constructed in the previous section.
Then the associated fiber functor ω = ω(C0,ι0) is not full.
Proof. By the argument above, the absolute Galois monoid is trivial. This implies
that the category of smooth sets equals the category of sets.
Let j ∈ C be an object. We claim that the presheaf represented by j is a sheaf.
It suffices to check that for any morphism f : j1 → j2 (which is Galois as observed
above), hj(j1)
Gal(f) = hj(j2). This holds true because if one side is not empty, then
both sides equal Gj . We also see that ω(hj) = Gj .
By Yoneda’s lemma (for sheaves), we have
HomShv(C)(hj , hj) ∼= HomC(j, j) = Gj .
On the other hand, we have
HomsmoothM-sets(ω(hj), ω(hj)) = HomSets(ω(hj), ω(hj)) = HomSets(Gj , Gj).
These are not equal when Gj is not trivial, hence the functor ω is not full as
claimed. 
16. Y -sites and grids for locally prodiscrete monoids
We define a class of topological monoids M (admissible topological monoids)
which includes the class of groups of Section 12.1.1 (in particular, prodiscrete groups
of Definition 12.1.1). We construct a Y -site and a grid such that the associated
absolute Galois monoid is isomorphic to M̂ . This generalizes Lemma 12.1.3. The
fiber functor is automatically faithful (Theorem 5.8.1). We show that the fiber
functor is an equivalence.
We record this result in a separate section than Section 12 because the result in
this section was obtained during revision. We will use the argument used in this
section in Section 17.
16.1. Admissible topological monoids.
16.1.1. For a topological monoid M , we use the following terminology: an open
submonoid of M which is a group is called an open subgroup of M . We let V(M)
denote the set of open subgroups H ⊂ M satisfying the following property: for
any open submonoid U ⊂ M , there exists an open subgroup K ⊂ M such that
K ⊂ U ∩H and K is a normal subgroup of H .
Definition 16.1.1. Let M be a topological monoid.
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(1) We say that M is left-integral if for any element m ∈ M , the subset mM
of M is open and the map m · − : M →M given by the multiplication by
m from the left induces a homeomorphism from M to mM .
(2) We say that M is admissible if M is left-integral and V(M) is non-empty.
(3) We say that M is locally prodiscrete if M is left-integral and there exists
an open subgroup U ⊂M which is a prodiscrete group.
We note that any prodiscrete monoid M is admissible, since any prodiscrete
open subgroup is an element of V(M).
16.1.2. The category BM . For a topological monoid M , we let BM denote the
category of discrete sets equipped with continuous left M -actions.
Lemma 16.1.2. Let H be an open subgroup of an admissible topological monoid
M . Then the quotient set M/H equipped with the quotient topology is an object of
BM .
Proof. The left-integrality of M implies that mH is an open subset of M for any
m ∈M . This shows that M/H is discrete and that for any m ∈M there exists an
open neighborhood U of 1 ∈M satisfying Um ⊂ mH . Hence M/H is an object of
BM . 
16.2. The construction of a Y -site and a grid. We can construct a Y -site and
a grid, starting from an admissible topological monoid M .
16.2.1. Statements. We say that an object V of BM is strongly homogeneous if V
is isomorphic toM/H for someH ∈ V(M). Let C = CM denote the full subcategory
of BM whose objects are the strongly homogeneous object of V .
The following proposition will be proved in Section 16.2.3:
Proposition 16.2.1. C is an E-category, i.e., any morphism in C is an epimor-
phism.
Definition 16.2.2. Let V , W be objects of C and let f : V → W be a morphism
in C. We say that f is of type J if f is surjective.
Let T denote the collection of morphisms of type J in C. The following theorem
will be proved in Section 16.2.4:
Theorem 16.2.3. The collection T is semi-localizing and T̂ = T holds. Moreover,
the pair (C, JT ) is a Y -site.
Let C′0 denote the following category. The objects of C
′
0 are the pairs (V, a) of
an object V of C and an element a ∈ V . For two objects (V, a), (W, b) of C′0, the
morphisms from (V, a) to (W, b) in C′0 are the morphisms f : V → W in C satisfying
f(a) = b. Let ι′0 : C
′
0 → C denote the functor that sends an object (V, a) of C
′
0 to
V . The following proposition will be proved in Section 16.2.5.
Proposition 16.2.4. The category C′0 is a quasi-poset.
Let us choose a skeletal subcategory C0 of C′0 such that the inclusion functor
C0 →֒ C′0 is an equivalence of categories. Let ι0 : C0 → C denote the restriction of
ι′0 to C0.
The following theorem will be proved in Section 16.2.6
Theorem 16.2.5. (C0, ι0) is a grid of (C, JT ).
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16.2.2. Preliminary. For an admissible topological monoid M , we let M∗ denote
the set of elements of M having left inverses.
Lemma 16.2.6. Let M be an admissible topological monoid. Then M∗ is an open
subgroup of M .
Proof. Since V(M) is non-empty, there exists an open subgroup H ⊂M . We then
have H ⊂ M∗. The left-integrality of M implies that mH is an open subset of M
for any m ∈ M . This shows that M∗ is an open submonoid of M . It remains to
prove that any element of M∗ is invertible. Let m ∈M∗ and let n be a left inverse
of m. Since nm = 1 we have nmn = n. Then the left-integrality of M implies that
mn = 1. Hence m is invertible. 
Let V be a strongly homogeneous object of BM . An element v ∈ V is called
a generator of V if the map M → V that sends m ∈ M to mv is surjective. Let
V ∗ ⊂ V denote the set of generators of V .
Lemma 16.2.7. Let V be an object of C. Let us choose an element H ∈ V(M)
and an isomorphism α :M/H
∼=
−→ V . Then we have V ∗ = α(M∗/H).
Proof. Let m ∈M . Then it follows from the definition of a generator that mH is a
generator of M/H if and only if m has a left inverse. Hence the claim follows. 
Corollary 16.2.8. Let V be an object of C and let v ∈ V ∗. Then the set U = {m ∈
M | mv = v} is an open subgroup of M that belongs to V(M).
Proof. We may assume that V = M/H for some H ∈ V(M). Choose an element
m ∈M∗ satisfying v = mH . Then we have U = mHm−1. This shows that U is an
open subgroup of M that belongs to V(M). 
Lemma 16.2.9. Let f : V → W be a morphism in C. Let w ∈ W ∗ and suppose
that there exists an element v ∈ V satisfying f(v) = w. Then f is of type J and
v ∈ V ∗.
Proof. It is clear the f is of type J . Let us choose v0 ∈ V ∗ and let us choose
m,m′ ∈ M satisfying v = mv0 and f(v0) = m′w. Then we have mm′w = w.
Hence it follows from Corollary 16.2.8 that mm′ ∈ M∗. This shows that m′ has
a left inverse. Hence m′ ∈ M∗. Since M∗ is a group, we have m ∈ M∗. Hence
v = mv0 ∈M∗. 
Lemma 16.2.10. Let f : V → W and g : W → Z be morphisms in C. Then the
composite g ◦ f is of type J if and only if f and g are of type J .
Proof. The “if” part is clear. We prove the “only if” part.
Suppose that g ◦ f is of type J . It is clear that g is of type J . We prove that f is
of type J . Let us choose z ∈ Z∗ and v ∈ V satisfying g(f(v)) = z. It then follows
from Lemma 16.2.9 that f(v) ∈ W ∗. This shows that f is of type J . 
Lemma 16.2.11. Let (V, a) be an object of C′0. Then there exists a morphism
f : (W, b)→ (V, a) in C′0 satisfying b ∈ W
∗.
Proof. We may assume that V = M/H for some H ∈ V(M). Let us choose an
element m0 ∈ M satisfying a = m0H . Since the set U = {m ∈M | ma = a} is an
open submonoid ofM , there exists an open subgroupK ⊂M satisfyingK ⊂ U∩H .
It is easy to check that K ∈ V(M). Let W = M/K. Then the map M →M given
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by the multiplication by m0 from the right induces a morphism f : W → V in C.
Then the object (W, 1 ·K) of C′0 has the desired property. 
16.2.3. Proof of Proposition 16.2.1.
Proof. Let f : V → W be a morphism in C, and let g1, g2 : W → Z be morphisms
in C satisfying g1 ◦ f = g2 ◦ f . It then suffices to prove that g1 = g2. We may
assume that there exist H,H ′, H ′′ ∈ V(M) satisfying V = M/H , W = M/H ′,
and Z = M/H ′′. Let us choose m,m1,m2 ∈ M such that f sends 1 ·H to m ·H ′
and that gi sends 1 · H ′ to mi · H ′′ for i ∈ {1, 2}. Since g1 ◦ f = g2 ◦ f , we have
mm1H
′′ = mm2H
′′. Since M is left-integral, we have m1H
′′ = m2H
′′. Hence we
have g1 = g2. 
16.2.4. Proof of Theorem 16.2.3.
Proof. First we prove that T is semi-localizing. Let V1
f1
−→ V
f2
←− V2 be a diagram
in C such that f2 is of type J . We prove that there exists an object W of C and
morphisms gi :W → Vi for i ∈ {1, 2} such that g1 is of type J and f1 ◦ g1 = f2 ◦ g2.
To prove this, we may assume that there exist H,H1, H2 ∈ V(M) with H2 ⊂ H
satisfying V = M/H , V1 = M/H1, V2 = M/H2 and that f2 : V/H2 → V/H is
the canonical quotient map. Let us choose m ∈ M such that f1 : M/H1 → M/H
sends 1 ·H1 to mH . Since M is left integral, the set U = {n ∈M | nm ∈ mH2} is
an open mononid of M . Hence there exists an open subgroup H ′ of M satisfying
H ′ ⊂ H1 ∩ U . Set W = M/H ′ and write g1 for the canonical quotient map
W → V1. Let g2 : W → V2 denote the map induced by the map M →M given by
the multiplication by m from the right. Then g2 is well-defined and W , g1, and g2
have the desired property.
Next we prove that T = T̂ . Let f : V → W and g : Z → V be morphisms in
C. Then it is clear from definition that if f ◦ g is of type J , then f is also of type
J . Hence we have T = T̂ . Next we prove that (C, JT ) is a B-site. It follows from
Proposition 16.2.1 and Lemma 16.2.10 that (C, JT ) is a B-site.
Next we prove that C(T ) is Λ-connected. Let V1 and V2 be objects of C. We prove
that there exist an object V of C and morphisms f1 : V → V1 and f2 : V → V2.
We may assume that V1 = M/H1 and V2 = M/H2 for some V1, V2 ∈ V(M). Set
H = H1 ∩H2. Then we have H ∈ V(M). Hence V := M/H is an object of C and
we have canonical projections V → Vi for i ∈ {1, 2}.
It remains to prove that T has enough Galois coverings. Let f : V → W be a
morphism in C(JT ). We prove that there exists a morphism g : V ′ → V in C(JT )
such that the composite f ◦ g is a Galois covering in C. We may assume that there
exist H,H ′ ∈ V(M) with H ⊂ H ′ satisfying V = M/H , W = M/H ′, and that
f : M/H → M/H ′ is the canonical quotient map. Since H ′ ∈ V, there exists
an open subgroup K ⊂ M such that K ⊂ H and K is normal in H ′. We set
V ′ = M/K and write g′ for the canonical quotient map V ′ → V . Then g satisfies
the desired property. 
16.2.5. Proof of Proposition 16.2.4.
Proof. It is clear that the category C′0 is essentially U-small. Let (V, a) and (W, b)
be two objects of C′0. It suffices to show that there exists at most one morphism
from (V, a) to (W, b). Let f1, f2 : (V, a) → (W, b) be two morphisms in C′0. We
prove that f1 = f2. It follows from Lemma 16.2.11 that there exists a morphism
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g : (Z, c) → (V, a) satisfying c ∈ Z∗. The two morphisms f1 ◦ g and f2 ◦ g send
c ∈ Z to b ∈ W . Since c ∈ Z∗, we have f1 ◦ g = f2 ◦ g. It follows from Proposition
16.2.1 that g is an epimorphism as a morphism in C. Hence we have f1 = f2. 
16.2.6. Proof of Theorem 16.2.5.
Lemma 16.2.12. Let (V, a) is an object of C′0. Then (V, a) is an edge object if and
only if a ∈ V ∗.
Proof. First we prove the “if” part. Suppose that a ∈ V ∗. Let f : (W, b) → (V, a)
be a morphism in C′0. Since f(b) = a and a ∈ V
∗, it follows that f is surjective.
Hence f , regarded a morphism in C, is of type J .
Next we prove the “only if” part. Suppose that a 6∈ V ∗. We prove that there
exists a morphism f : (W, b) → (V, a) such that f , regarded as a morphism in C,
is not of type J . Let U = {m ∈ M | ma = a}. Then U is an open submonoid
of M . Since V(M) is non-empty, there exists H ∈ V(M) satisfying H ⊂ U . Set
(W, b) = (M/H, 1 ·H). Then it follows from the construction of H that there exists
a morphism f : W → V that sends b to a. Since b ∈ W ∗, and a 6∈ V ∗ it follows
that f is not surjective. Hence f is a morphism from (W, b) to (V, a) in C′0 which
is, regarded as a morphism in C, is not of type J . This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 16.2.5. It is clear from the definition of C0 that C0 is a poset.
Hence it suffices to prove that C′0 is Λ-connected and the pair (C
′
0, ι
′
0) satisfies
Conditions (2), (3), and (4) in Definition 5.5.3.
First we prove that C′0 is Λ-connected. Let (V1, a1) and (V2, a2) be two objects
of C′0. We prove that there exist an object (V, a) of C
′
0 and morphisms f1 : (V, a)→
(V1, a1) and f2 : (V, a) → (V2, a2) in C′0. For i = 1, 2, the set {m ∈ M | mai = ai}
is an open submonoid of M . Since V(M) is non-empty, there exists H ⊂ V(M)
satisfying H ⊂ U1 ∩ U2. Set V = M/H and a = 1 · H ∈ V . It follows from the
construction of H that, for i ∈ {1, 2}, there exists a morphism fi : V → Vi in C
that sends a to ai. Since fi is a morphism from (V, a) to (Vi, ai), the object (V, a),
and the morphisms f1 and f2 have the desired property.
Next we prove that (C′0, ι
′
0) satisfies Condition (2). Let V be an object of C. Let
us choose a ∈ V ∗. Then it follows from Lemma 16.2.12 that (V, a) is an edge object
of C′0. Hence (C
′
0, ι
′
0) satisfies Condition (2).
Next we prove that (C′0, ι
′
0) satisfies Condition (3). Let (V, a) be an object of C
′
0
and let f :W → V be a morphism of type J in C. Since f is surjective, there exists
b ∈ W satisfying f(b) = a. Hence f is a morphism from (W, b) to (V, a), which
proves that (C′0, ι
′
0) satisfies Condition (3).
Next we prove that (C′0, ι
′
0) satisfies Condition (4). Let (V, a) be an object of
C′0. Let ι
′
0,(V,a)/ denote the functor C
′
0,(V,a)/ → CV/ induced by ι
′
0. We prove that
ι′0,(V,a)/ is an equivalence of categories. We note that, since C
′
0 is a quasi-poset and
C is an essentially U-small E-category, both C′0,(V,a)/ and CV/ are quasi-posets. Let
f : V → W be a morphism in C. Then f is a morphism from (V, a) to (W, f(a))
in C′0. This prove that ι
′
0,(V,a)/ is essentially surjective. It remains to prove that
ι′0,(V,a)/ is fully faithful. For i ∈ {1, 2} let fi : (V, a)→ (Wi, bi) be two morphisms if
C′0. Suppose that there exists a morphism g : W1 → W2 in C satisfying g ◦ f1 = f2
in C. Since fi(a) = bi for i = 1, 2, we have g(b1) = b2, which shows that g is a
morphism from f1 to f2 in C′0,(V,a)/. This proves that ι
′
0,(V,a)/ is fully faithful.
This completes the proof. 
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16.3. The associated topological monoid. Given an admissible topological monoid
M , we construct a locally prodiscrete monoid M̂ as follows.
We set M̂ = limH∈V(M)M/H to be the limit of discrete sets M/H in the
category of topological spaces. We can equip M̂ with the structure of a topological
monoid as follows. For two elements m1 = (m1,H)H∈V(M), m2 = (m2,H)H∈V(M),
we define the product m1m2 ∈ M̂ as follows. Let H ∈ V(M). Since m2H is an
open subset of M , the set U = {m ∈ M |mm2 ∈ m2H} is an open submonoid of
M . Since H ∈ V(M), there exists an open subgroup K ⊂M such that K ⊂ H ∩U .
It is easy to see that K ∈ V(M). Let us take a lift m˜1,K ∈M of m1,K ∈M/K. We
set the H-component (m1m2)H of m1m2 to be m˜1,Km2,H ∈ M/H . The element
(m1m2)H of M/H does not depend on the choice of K or the lift m˜1,K and, when
H varies, the elements (m1m2)H gives an element m1m2 of Ĥ.
It is not obvious but one can check that M̂ is a prodiscrete monoid. There
is a canonical morphism of topological monoids M → M̂ . It is clear from the
definition of M̂ that, if M is a prodiscrete monoid, then the morphism M → M̂
is an isomorphism. We note that the morphism M → M̂ induces an equivalence
BM̂
∼=
−→ BM of categories.
Proposition 16.3.1. A monoid M is the absolute Galois monoid M(C0,ι0) associ-
ated to a grid (C0, ι0) of some Y -site if and only if M is locally prodiscrete.
Proof. We have already mentioned that the “if” part” is true. We prove the “only
if ” part. Suppose that a Y -site (C, J) has a grid (C0, ι0). We prove that the
absolute Galois monoid M(C0,ι0) is locally prodiscrete. It follows from Lemma 7.5.2
and the definition of the topology on M(C0,ι0) given in Section 11.1 that M(C0,ι0) is
left integral. Let us choose an edge object X of C0. It suffices to prove that KX
is a prodiscrete group. In Section 7.6.1 we have introduced a prodiscrete group
HX and constructed an isomorphism ψX : HX
∼=
−→ KX as abstract groups. It
suffices to show that ψX is an isomorphism of topological groups. It follows from
the construction of ψX that, for any object f : Y → X of IX , the image under ψX
of the kernel of HX → Gal(f) is equal to KY . Since {KerHX → Gal(f) | f ∈ IX}
and {KY | (f : Y → X) ∈ IX} form fundamental systems of neighborhoods of 1
in HX and KX , respectively, the isomorphism ψX is an isomorphism of topological
groups. This completes the proof. 
The following is the main result of this paragraph:
Theorem 16.3.2. Let M be an admissible topological monoid. Then the abso-
lute Galois monoid M(C0,ι0) associated with the grid (C0, ι0) constructed above is
isomorphic to M̂ .
Proof. First we construct a continuous homomorphism ξ : M̂ → M(C0,ι0). Let
m = (mH)H∈V(M) be an element of M̂ . Let v = (V, a) be an object of C0. Let
us choose H ∈ V(M) satisfying H · a = a and set ma = mHa. Note that ma ∈
V is independent of the choice of H . Let α(v) denote the unique object of C0
that is isomorphic to (V,ma) in C′0. Let γv : (V,ma)
∼=
−→ α(v) denote the unique
isomorphism in C′0. If g : v
′ = (V ′, a′) → v is a morphism in C0, it is then easy
to see that g is also a morphism from (V ′,ma′) to (V,ma) in C′0. By sending v
to α(v) and by sending f : v → v′ to γv ◦ f ◦ γ
−1
v′ , we obtain a functor α : C0 →
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C0. By associating any object v of C0 to an isomorphism γv, we obtain a natural
isomorphism γα : ι0 → ι0 ◦ α. By sending m ∈ M̂ to the pair (α, γα) constructed
above, we obtain a map ξ : M̂ → M(C0,ι0). It is straightforward to check that ξ is
a continuous homomorphism of topological monoids.
Next we construct a continuous homomorphism z :M(C0,ι0) → M̂ . Let (α, γα) ∈
M(C0,ι0). ForH ∈ V(M), let vH denote the unique object of C0 such that there exists
an isomorphism β : (M/H, 1 ·H)
∼=
−→ vH in C′0. We note that such an isomorphism β
is unique since C′0 is a quasi-poset. Set α(vH) = (W, b) and let mH ∈M/H denote
the unique coset that is mapped to b under the composite γα(vH)◦β :M/H
∼=−→W .
When H,H ′ ∈ V(M) with H ′ ⊂ H , the canonical quotient map M/H ′ → M/H
sends mH′ to mH . Hence the family (mH)H∈V(M) gives an element m ∈ M̂ . By
sending (α, γα) to s we obtain a map z : M(C0,ι0) → M̂ . It is straightforward
to see that z is a continuous homomorphism of topological monoids and that the
composite z ◦ ξ is equal to the identity map.
It remains to prove that the composite ξ ◦ z is equal to the identity map. Let
(α, γ) ∈ M(C0,ι0) and set m = (mH)H∈V(M) = z(α, γ) and (α
′, γ′α′) = ξ(m). We
prove that (α′, γ′α′) = (α, γα). Let v = (V, a) be an edge object of C0. Then v = vH
for some H ∈ V(M). Let us write α(v) = (W, b). It follows from the construction
of m that γα(v) : V → W sends ma to b. Set α′(v) = (W ′, b′). It follow from the
construction of (α′, γ′α′) that (V,ma) is isomorphic to (W
′, b′) and γ′α′(v) : V →W
′
sends ma to b′. Since γ′α′(v) ◦ γα(v) gives an isomorphism (W, b)
∼=
−→ (W ′, b′) in C0
and C0 is a poset, we have (W, b) = (W
′, b′). Since both γα(v) and γ
′
α′(v) sends
ma ∈ V to b, we have γα(v) = γ′α′(v).
Now let v = (V, a) be an arbitrary object of C0. It follows from Lemma 7.3.2
that there exists an edge object v1 = (V1, a1) of C0 and a morphism f : v1 → v
in C0. Set α(v) = (W, b), α′(v) = (W ′, b′) and α(v1) = α′(v1) = (W1, b1) Let us
consider the commutative diagram
V
f
←−−−− V1
f
−−−−→ V
γα(v)
y∼= γα(v1)y∼= ∼=yγ′α′(v)
W
α(f)
←−−−− W1
α′(f)
−−−−→ W ′
It follows from the definition of m that γα(v1) sends ma1 to b1. Since f(a1) = a
and α(f)(b1) = b, we have α(v)(ma) = b. By construction of (α
′, γ′α′), α
′(v) sends
ma ∈ V to b′ ∈W ′. Hence both α(v) and α′(v) are objects of C′0 that are isomorphic
to (V,ma) in C′0. Since C0 is a skeletal full subcategory of C
′
0, we have α(v) = α
′(v).
Let us choose an edge object v2 = (V2, a2) in C′0 and a morphism g : v2 → (V,ma) in
C′0. Since both γα(v)◦g and γ
′
α′(v)◦g are morphisms V2 →W in C that sends a2 to
b, we have γα(v) ◦ g = γ′α′(v) ◦ g. Since C is an E-category, we have γα(v) = γ
′
α′(v).
Since v is arbitrary, we have α = α′ and γα = γ
′
α′ . This completes the proof. 
Proposition 16.3.3. Let M be an admissible topological monoid. Consider the Y -
site and grid that were constructed above. Then the fiber functor ω(C0,ι0) : BM →
BM(C0,ι0) is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Let us consider the following diagram of categories and functors:
BM
ω(C0 ,ι0)−−−−−→ BM(C0,ι0)
∼=
←− BM̂
∼=
−→ BM.
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Here the second functor is the equivalence of categories given by the isomorphism
ξ : M̂ →M(C0,ι0) constructed in the proof of Theorem 16.3.2, and the last functor is
the equivalence of categories given by the homomorphismM → M̂ . Let F : BM →
BM denote the composite. It suffices to prove that F is isomorphic to the identity
functor on BM . Let V of BM . By definition of F , we have F (V ) = lim
−→H∈V(M)
V H .
Hence we have a bijection αV : F (V )
∼=−→ V that is functorial with respect to V .
It is straightforward from the definition of the homomorphism ξ to see that the
bijection αV is compatible with the actions of M . Hence the collection (αV )V of
bijections gives an isomorphism of functors from F to the identity functor on BM .
This completes the proof. 
17. Construction of a grid from a fiber functor
Given a Y -site and a grid, one can construct the absolute Galois monoid M
and the fiber functor to the category of smooth M -sets. In this section, we give a
statement in the converse direction.
Suppose we are given a Y -site, an admissible topological monoid M , and a
functor from the associated topos to the category of continuous M -sets which is
an equivalence. The goal of this section is to construct a grid for the Y -site whose
associated fiber functor is the given functor.
17.1. Setting and notation. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Let M be an admissible
topological monoid. Let BM denote the category of discrete left M -sets. Suppose
one has a functor ω : Shv(C, J)→ BM . We assume that ω is an equivalence. Then
we show that there exists a grid whose associated absolute Galois monoid is M and
the given equivalence is given by the fiber functor associated with the grid.
We use the following terminology: for two open subgroups H,H ′ ⊂ M with
H,H ′ ∈ V(M) and H ′ ⊂ H , the unique morphism M/H ′ → M/H in BM that
sends the coset 1 ·H ′ to 1 ·H is called the canonical quotient map.
17.2. Construction of a grid. We let ωC : C → BM denote the functor that
sends an object X of C to ω(aJ (hC(X))). We define C′0 to be the following category.
An object of C′0 is a pair (X, a) of an object X of C and an element b ∈ ωC(X). A
morphism (X, a) → (Y, b) is a morphism f : X → Y in C such that ωC(f) sends a
to b. The functor ι′0 : C
′
0 → C is defined by ι
′
0(X, a) = X . Let us choose a skeletal
subcategory C0 of C′0 and let ι0 denote the restriction of ι
′
0 to C0. The following is
the main result of this paragraph:
Theorem 17.2.1. The pair (C0, ι0) is a grid for the Y -site (C, J).
17.3. Preliminary.
Lemma 17.3.1. The functor ωC is faithful.
Proof. Let X,Y be objects of C. It suffices to show that the map
(17.1) HomC(X,Y )→ HomShv(C,J)(aJ (hC(X)), aJ (hC(Y )))
is injective. Let F = hC(Y ). By Yoneda’s lemma and adjunction we have bijections
HomC(X,Y ) ∼= F (X) and
HomShv(C,J)(aJ (hC(X)), aJ (F )) ∼= HomPresh(C)(hC(X), aJ(F )) ∼= aJ (F )(X),
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and the map (17.1) can be identified with the map F (X) → aJ(F )(X) given by
the adjunction morphism F → aJ (F ) of presheaves. Since C is an E-category, it
follows that F (f) : F (X ′2)→ F (X
′
1) is injective for any morphism f : X
′
1 → X
′
2 in
C. Hence it follows from the description (4.2) of the sheafification functor aJ that
the map F (X)→ aJ(F )(X) is injective, which proves the claim. 
Proposition 17.3.2. Let (C, J) be a B-site and let f : Y → X be a morphism
in C. Then f belongs to T (J) if and only if aJhC(f) : aJhC(Y ) → aJhC(X) is an
epimorphism in Shv(C, J).
Proof. First we prove the “only if” part. Suppose that f belongs to T (J). Then for
an arbitrary sheaf F on (C, J), the restriction map f∗ : F(X)→ F(Y ) is injective.
Note that we have natural bijections F(X) ∼= HomShv(C,J)(aJhC(X),F). It follows
that aJhC(f) is an epimorphism.
Next we prove the “if” part. Suppose that aJhC(f) is an epimorphism. Let
a ∈ (aJhC(X))(X) denote the section of the sheaf aJhC(X) given by the identity
morphism id : X → X in C. Since aJhC(f) is an epimorphism, there exists a
morphism g : Z → X that belongs to T (J) and an element b ∈ (aJhC(Y ))(Z) such
that The map (aJhC(Y ))(Z) → (aJhC(X))(Z) given by f sends b to the pullback
of a with respect to g. Let us choose a diagram Z
h
←−W
h′
−→ Y in C with h in T (J)
that represents b. Then there exists a morphism t :W ′ → W in T (J) which makes
the diagram
W ′
h′◦t
−−−−→ Y
h◦t
y yf
Z
g
−−−−→ X
commutative. Since g, h′ and t belong to T (J), the composite f ◦ (h′ ◦ t) belongs
to T (J). Since (C, J) is a B-site, it follows that f belongs to T (J). 
Definition 17.3.3. Let D be a category having small colimits. Let X be an object
of D. We say that X is a cyclic object in D if for any small (not necessarily filtered)
inductive system (Yi)i∈I of objects whose transition maps are monomorphisms, the
map lim
−→i∈I
HomD(X,Yi)→ HomD(X, lim−→i
Yi) is bijective.
Remark 17.3.4. We give a remark to justify the terminology. Let BM be the
category of continuous left M -sets. An object V of BM is said to be generated
by one element if there exists a surjection M → V in the category of left M -sets,
where we view M canonically as a left M -set. Then, an object in BM is cyclic if
and only if it is generated by one element. In the proof of Lemma 17.3.7, we see
the proof of the ‘if’ part. The proof of the ‘only if’ part is omitted as we will not
use the claim.
It is immediate that a cyclic object is connected, in the sense that HomD(X,
∐
i Yi) =∐
iHomD(X,Yi) holds for a family of objects Yi indexed by i. A cyclic object X
need not be compact or finitely presented in the sense that the canonical map
lim
−→
HomD(X,Yi)→ HomD(X, lim−→
Yi) for a filtered inductive system Yi need not be
bijective in general. For example, consider the category of R-modules for a commu-
tative ring R that has an ideal a which is not finitely generated. Then the module
R/a is cyclic, connected, not compact, and not finitely presented.
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Proposition 17.3.5. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Then for any object X of C, the sheaf
aJhC(X) is a cyclic object of Shv(C, J).
Remark 17.3.6. The main reason that we restrict ourselves to the case where
(C, J) is a Y -site is that we use Corollary 3.1.5 where J is assumed to have enough
Galois coverings. It seems very likely that we can generalize Corollary 3.1.5 to an
arbitrary category with an A-topology by proving a statement analogous to that of
Lemma 2 in [15, p. 126]. By using such a generalization, it is very probable that
one can extend Proposition 17.3.5 for an arbitrary B-site (C, J).
Proof. Let (Fi)i∈I be an arbitrary small inductive system of sheaves on (C, J)
whose transition maps are monomorphisms. We prove that the map lim
−→i
Fi(X)→
(lim
−→i
Fi)(X) is bijective. Let F denote the colimit of Fi in the category Presh(C).
It suffices to show that F is a sheaf on (C, J). Observe that, for any group G and
for any filtered inductive system (Vj)j∈J of left G-sets whose transition maps are
injective, the map lim−→j V
G
j → (lim−→j Vj)
G is bijective. Hence by using Corollary
3.1.5, we conclude that F is a sheaf on (C, J). This completes the proof. 
Lemma 17.3.7. Let X be an object of C. Then there exists an open subgroup
H ∈ V(M) and a surjective map M/H → ωC(X) of left M -sets.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 17.3.5 that ωC(X) is a cyclic object of BM . Thus
it suffices to prove that for any non-empty cyclic object V of BM , there exists an
open subgroup H ∈ V(M) and a surjective map M/H → V of left M -sets.
Let V be a non-empty cyclic object of BM . Let I denote the set of subsets
S ⊂ V of the form S = {mv| m ∈ M} for some v ∈ V . Then any S ∈ I is a
subobject of V in BM . Moreover I is a poset with respect to inclusions and we
have V = lim
−→S∈I
S. Since V is a cyclic object, there exists S0 ∈ I and a morphism
V → S0 in BM whose composite with the inclusion S0 → V is equal to the identity
map V → V . This implies S0 = V . Choose v ∈ V satisfying S0 = {mv| m ∈ M}
and an open subgroup H ∈ V(M) satisfying Hv = v. Then the map M/H → V
that sends 1 ·H to v satisfies the desired property. 
Lemma 17.3.8. Let x = (X, a) be an object of C′0. Let X1
f1
−→ X
f2
−→ X2 be a
diagram in C. Suppose that f1 belongs to T (J). Then there exist objects x1 =
(X1, a1) and x2 = (X2, a2) of C′0 such that f1 is a morphism from x1 to x in C
′
0 and
that f2 is a morphism from x to x2 in C′0.
Proof. If follows from Proposition 17.3.2 that the map ωC(f1) is surjective. Let us
choose an element a1 ∈ ωC(X1) which is sent to a under the map ωC(f1). We set
a2 = ωC(f2)(a). Then the objects x1 = (X1, a1) and x2 = (X2, a2) of C
′
0 satisfy the
desired property. 
Lemma 17.3.9. Let V be an object of BM and let a ∈ V . Then there exist an
object X of C and a morphism ωC(X)→ V in BM such that a belongs to its image.
Proof. Let F be a sheaf on (C, J) such that ω(F ) is isomorphic to V . Since C is
essentially U-small and any presheaf is a colimit of representables, there exists a
family ((Xi, ai))i∈I of pairs (Xi, ai) of objects Xi of C and elements ai ∈ F (Xi)
such that, if we denote by fi the morphisms aJ (hC(Xi))→ F in Shv(C, J) given by
ai, then the morphism
∐
i fi :
∐
i aJ (hC(Xi)) → F is an epimorphism. It follows
that there exists i0 ∈ I such that a is contained in the image of the composite
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ωC(Xi0)
ω(fi0 )−−−−→ ω(F ) ∼= V . Set X = Xi0 and f = fi0 . Then the composite
ωC(X)
ω(f)
−−−→ ω(F ) ∼= V has the desired property. 
Lemma 17.3.10. Let (X, a) be an object of C′0. Then (X, a) is an edge object of
C′0 if and only if the map f :M → ωC(X) that sends m ∈M to ma is surjective.
Proof. The “if” part follows from Proposition Lemma 17.3.2. We prove the “only
if” part. Suppose that the map f is not surjective. Let us choose an open subgroup
H ∈ V(M) satisfying Ha = {a} and set V =M/H . Let g : V → ωC(X) denote the
morphism in BM that sends mH to ma. It follows from Lemma 17.3.9 that there
exists an object Y of C and a morphism h : ωC(Y ) → V in BM such that 1 · H
belongs to the image of h. Let us choose b ∈ ωC(Y ) satisfying h(b) = 1 · H . Let
s : aJhC(Y )→ aJhC(X) denote the morphism in Shv(C, J) such that ω(s) is equal
to the composite g ◦h : ωC(Y )→ ωC(X). Let us choose a diagram Y
t
←− Y ′
u
−→ X in
C with t ∈ T (J) which represents s. It follows from Proposition 17.3.2 that there
exists b′ ∈ ωC(Y ′) satisfying b = ωC(t)(b′). Then u is a morphism from (Y ′, b′) to
(X, a) in C′0. Since g is not surjective, it follows that ωC(u) is not surjective. Hence
(X, a) is not an edge object of C′0. 
17.4. Proof of Theorem 17.2.1.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the pair (C′0, ι
′
0) satisfies the conditions in the defi-
nition of a grid with the word “poset” replaced by the word “quasi-poset”.
First we prove that C′0 is a quasi-poset. The existence of ω implies that the
category C is non-empty. Hence C′0 is non-empty. Let (X1, a1) and (X2, a2) be two
objects of C′0 and let f1, f2 : X1 → X2 be two morphisms in C
′
0. Let us choose an
open subgroup H ⊂ V(M) satisfying Ha1 = {a1}. Let g : M/H → X1 denote the
morphism in BM that sends mH to ma1 for any m ∈ M . It follows from Lemma
17.3.9 that there exist an object Y of C and a morphism h : ωC(Y )→M/H in BM
such that 1 ·H belongs to the image of h. Let s : aJhC(Y )→ aJhC(X) denote the
morphism satisfying ω(s) = g ◦ h. Let us choose a diagram Y
t
←− Z
u
−→ X in C with
t ∈ T (J) which represents s. Then we have ωC(u) = g ◦h◦ωC(t). Since t ∈ T (J), it
follows from Proposition 17.3.2 that the image of ωC(u) is equal to {ma1 | m ∈M}.
Since both ωC(f1) = ωC(f2) sends a1 to a2, we have ωC(f1 ◦ u) = ωC(f2 ◦ u). Hence
it follows from Lemma 17.3.1 that f1 ◦ u = f2 ◦ u. Since C is an E-category, we
have f1 = f2. Thus C′0 is a quasi-poset.
Let X be an arbitrary object of C. It follows from Lemma 17.3.7 that there
exists a ∈ ωC(X) satisfying Ma = ωC(X). It then follows from Lemma 17.3.10
that the pair (X, a) is an edge object of C′0. Hence (C
′
0, ι
′
0) satisfies Condition (2)
in Definition 5.5.3.
Let x = (X, a) be an object of C′0 and let f : Y → X be a morphism in C that
belongs to T (J). It then follows from Proposition 17.3.2 that ωC(f) is surjective.
Hence it follows from Lemma 17.3.9 that there exists an object y of C′0 satisfying
ι′0(y) = Y and f is a morphism from y to x in C
′
0. Hence (C
′
0, ι
′
0) satisfies Condition
(3) in Definition 5.5.3.
Let x = (X, a) be an object of C′0. We claim that the functor ι
′
0,x/ : C
′
0,x/ → CX/
induced by ι′0 is an equivalence of categories. It follows from Lemma 17.3.8 that
this functor is essentially surjective. Since both C′0,x/ and CX/ are quasi-posets, it
suffices to prove that for any two objects f1 : x → x1 and f2 : x → x2 of C
′
0,x/
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such that there exists a morphism from ι′0,x/(f1) to ι
′
0,x/(f2) in CX/, there exists a
morphism h from f1 to f2 in C′0,x/. Let us write x1 = (X1, a1) and x2 = (X2, a2).
Then we have a commutative diagram
ωC(X)
ωC(f1)
−−−−→ ωC(X1)∥∥∥ yωC(h)
ωC(X)
ωC(f2)
−−−−→ ωC(X2).
in BM . Since the map ωC(fi) sends a to ai for i ∈ {1, 2}, the map ωC(h) sends a1
to a2. Hence h is a morphism from x1 to x2 in C′0. This proves the claim that ι
′
0,x/
is an equivalence of categories.
It remains to prove that C′0 is Λ-connected. Let x1 = (X1, a1) and x2 = (X2, a2)
be two objects of C′0. For i = 1, 2 let us choose an open subgroup Hi ∈ V(M)
satisfying Hiai = {ai}. It follows from Lemma 17.3.7 that the map M → ωC(Xi)
that sends m ∈ M to mai gives a surjective morphism ǫi : M/Hi → ωC(Xi).
It follows from Lemma 17.3.9 that there exist an object Y of C and a surjective
morphism ǫ : ωC(Y )→M/(H1 ∩H2) in BM . Let us choose an element b ∈ ωC(Y )
satisfying ǫ(b) = 1 · (H1 ∩H2) and set y = (Y, b), which is an object of C
′
0. Since ω
is an equivalence of category, there exists a diagram
aJ(hC(X1))
h1←− aJ(hC(Y ))
h2−→ aJ(hC(X2))
in Shv(C, J) such that the diagram
ωC(X1)
ω(h1)
←−−−− ωC(Y )
ω(h2)
−−−−→ ωC(X2)
ǫ1
x ǫy xǫ2
M/H1 ←−−−− M/(H1 ∩H2) −−−−→ M/H2
is commutative in BM , where the bottom arrows are the canonical quotient maps.
This commutativity implies that the map ω(hi) sends b to ai for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Note that HomShv(C,J)(aJ(hC(Y )), aJ(hC(Xi))) ∼= aJ(hC(Xi))(Y ) for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Hence it follows from the description (4.2) of the sheafification functor aJ that
there exist a morphism f : Z → Y in C and morphisms h′i : Z → Xi for i ∈ {1, 2}
satisfying the following conditions:
• f is a Galois covering in C,
• h′i = h
′
i ◦ σ for i ∈ {1, 2} and for any σ ∈ Gal(f),
• ωC(h
′
i) = ω(hi) ◦ ωC(f) holds for i ∈ {1, 2}.
It follows from Lemma 17.3.8 that there exists an object z = (Z, c) of C′0 such that
f is a morphism from z to y in C′0. By construction h
′
i is a morphism from z to xi
in C′0 for i = 1, 2. This shows that C
′
0 is Λ-connected. 
17.5. Computation of the absolute Galois monoid. Let m ∈ M . Let α′m :
C′0 → C
′
0 denote the following functor: for an object x = (X, a) of C
′
0, the object
α′m(x) is (X,ma). For another object x
′ = (X ′, a′), any morphism f : X ′ → X
from x′ to x in C′0 can also be regarded as a morphism from α
′
m(x
′) to α′m(x), since
ωC(f) sends ma
′ to ma. We define α′m(f) to be f regarded as a morphism from
α′m(x
′) to α′m(x). By associating the identity map of ι
′
0(x) = ι
′
0(α
′
m(x)) for each
object x of C′0, we obtain a natural isomorphism γ
′
m : ι
′
0 → ι
′
0 ◦ α
′
m of functors.
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Let (C0, ι0) be the grid of (C, J) in the statement of Theorem 17.2.1. Let αm :
C0 → C0 denote the composite of the inclusion C0 →֒ C′0, the functor α
′
m, and the
unique quasi-inverse of the inclusion C0 → C′0. (Note that, since C0 is thin, the quasi-
inverse of the inclusion functor, which is an isomorphism, is unique.) The natural
isomorphism γ′m induces a natural isomorphism γm : ι0 → ι0 ◦ αm of functors.
By construction, for two elements m,m′ ∈ M , the composite α′m ◦ α
′
m′ is equal
to the functor α′mm′ . This implies that αm ◦ αm′ = αmm′ and that αm is an
isomorphism of functors. Hence by sending m ∈M to the pair (αm, γm), we obtain
a homomorphism ξ :M →M(C0,ι0) of monoids. The following is the main result in
this paragraph:
Theorem 17.5.1. Let the notation be as above. Then the homomorphism ξ induces
an isomorphism M̂
∼=
−→M(C0,ι0) of monoids.
Before proving Theorem 17.5.1, we need the following proposition.
Proposition 17.5.2. Let X be an object of C. Then there exists an open subgroup
H ⊂M such that ωC(X) is isomorphic to M/H.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 17.3.7 that there exists a ∈ ωC(X) satisfying Ma =
ωC(X). Let us choose H ∈ V(M) satisfying Ha = {a} and let f : M/H → ωC(X)
denote the morphism in BM that sends mH to ma for any m ∈M . It follows from
Lemma 17.3.9 that there exist an object Y of C and a morphism g : ωC(Y )→M/H
such that 1 · H belongs to the image of g. Let s : aJhC(Y ) → aJhC(X) denote
the morphism in Shv(C, J) satisfying ω(s) = g ◦ f . Let Y
t
←− Z
s′
−→ X denote the
diagram in C with t ∈ T (J) that represents s. By construction the composite g◦f is
surjective. It follows from Proposition 17.3.2 that ωC(t) is surjective. It follows that
ωC(t) is surjective. Hence it follows again from Proposition 17.3.2 that s
′ belongs to
T (J). Hence there exists a morphism u : Z ′ → Z in C with u ∈ T (J) such that s′◦u
is a Galois covering in C. Set G = Gal(s′ ◦ u). Let us choose b ∈ ωC(Z ′) satisfying
Mb = ωC(Z
′). Since Mg(ωC(t ◦ u)(b)) = M/H , we have g(ωC(t ◦ u)(b)) ∈ M∗/H .
By replacing b by m′b for some suitable m′ ∈ M∗, we may and will assume that
g(ωC(t ◦ u)(b)) ∈ 1 · H . Set H ′ = {m ∈ M | mb = b}. Our assumption implies
H ′ ⊂ H . Hence H ′ is equal to the stabilizer of b with respect to the H-action on
ωC(Z
′). In particular H ′ be an open subgroup of H .
Let σ ∈ G. Let mσ ∈M be an element satisfying ωC(σ)(b) = mσb. Since ωC(σ)
is an automorphism in ωC(Z
′), we have Mmσb = ωC(Z
′). In particular we have
MmσH = M . This shows that mσ ∈ M∗. Since ωcC(σ) is an automorphism of
ωC(Z
′), the stabilizer of mσb with respect to the M
∗-action on ωC(Z
′) is equal to
H ′. This shows that mσ belongs to the normalizer NM∗(H
′) of H ′ in M∗. Set
J = NM∗(H
′) and let mσ denote the class of mσ in J . Then mσ is independent on
the choice of mσ and the map m : G
op → J that sends σ to mσ is a homomorphism
of groups.
Since s′◦u is a Galois covering in C that belongs to T (J), it follows that ωC(X) is
a quotient object of ωC(Z
′) with respect to the action of G. This in particular shows
that the set U = {m ∈ M |ma = a} is equal to the inverse image of m(G) ⊂ J
under the quotient map NM∗(H
′) ։ J . Since the quotient map ωC(s
′ ◦ u) factors
through f , we have H ⊂ U ⊂ NM∗(H ′).
We claim that, for two element m1,m2 ∈ M , we have m1a = m2a if and only
if m1U = m2U . The “if” part is clear. We prove the “only if” part. Suppose
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that m1a = m2a. Then there exists σ ∈ G satisfying m2b = m1σ(b). This im-
plies m2H = m1mσH . Hence we have m2U = m1U . This shows that ωC(X) is
isomorphic to M/U , which proves the claim. 
Proof of Theorem 17.5.1. First we introduce categories D, D′0 and a functor 
′
0 :
D′0 → D. Let D denote the full subcategory of BM whose objects are those objects
V of BM that are isomorphic to ωC(X) for some objects X of C. Let D′0 denote
the following category. The objects of D′0 are the pairs (V, a) of objects V of D
and elements a ∈ V . For two objects (V, a) and (V ′, a′) of D0, a morphism from
(V ′, a) to (V, a) is a morphism V ′ → V in BM that sends a′ to a. Let ′0 : D
′
0 → D
denote the functor that sends an object (V, a) of D0 to V . Let us choose a skeletal
subcategory D0 of D′0 and let 0 denote the restriction of 
′
0 to D0.
It follows from Proposition 17.5.2 that any object V of D is isomorphic to M/H
for some open subgroup H of M .
It follows from Lemma 17.3.9 that for any H ∈ V(M), there exists an open
subgroup H ′ ⊂ H such that M/H ′ is an object of D. Let TD denote the collection
of surjective morphisms in D. By the argument similar to that in the proofs of
Theorem 16.2.3 and Theorem 16.2.5, one can check that TD is semi-localizing, that
D equipped with the topology JD := JTD is a Y -site, and that (D0, 0) is a grid for
(D, JD).
LetM(D0,0) denote the absolute Galois monoid associated with the grid (D0, 0).
We construct a homomorphism M → M(D0,0). Let m ∈ M . Let βm : D0 → D0
denote the functor that sends an object (V, a) of D0 to the unique object of D0
isomorphic to (V,ma) in D′0. For an object (V, a) of D0, we denote by δm,H the
unique isomorphism from (V,ma) to βm((V, a)), regarded as a morphism from V
to 0(βm(V, a)) in BM . When (V, a) varies, the isomorphisms δm,H give a natural
isomorphism δm : 0
∼=
−→ 0 ◦ βm. By sending m ∈ M to (βm, δm) ∈ M(D0,0),
we obtain a map ξ′′ : M → M(D0,0). It is straightforward to check that ξ
′′ is
a continuous homomorphism of monoids, and moreover, by the argument similar
to that in the proof of Theorem 16.3.2, one can check that the map ξ′′ gives an
isomorphism from M̂ to M(D0,0).
Next we construct a homomorphism ξ′ : M(D0,0) → M(C0,ι0) of topological
monoids. Let p′ : C′0 → D0 denote the functor that sends an object (X, a) of C
′
0 to
the unique object p′(x) of D0 which is isomorphic to (ωC(X), a) in D′0. It is easy
to see that p′ is essentially surjective. Let x = (X, a) be an object of C′0. Let ǫx :
(ωC(X), a) → p
′(x) denote the unique isomorphism in D′0. Let (β, δβ) ∈ M(D0,0).
For an object x = (X, a) of C′0, set p
′(x) = (V, b) and β(p′(x)) = (V ′, b′), and let c
denote the unique element of ωC(X) that is mapped to b
′ under the composite
ωC(X)
ǫx−→ V
δβ(p(x))
−−−−−→ V ′
and set α′(x) = (X, c). Let x′ = (X ′, a′) be another object of C′0. If f : X
′ → X is a
morphism from x′ to x in C′0, then as is easily seen, f is also a morphism from α
′(x′)
to α′(x) in C′0. Hence we obtain a functor α
′ : C′0 → C
′
0. By associating the identity
morphism X → X for any object x = (X, a) of C′0, we obtain a natural isomorphism
γ′α′ : ι
′
0
∼=
−→ ι′0 ◦ α
′. Let α : C0 → C0 denote the composite of the inclusion functor
C0 →֒ C′0, the functor α
′, and the unique quasi-inverse of the inclusion functor
C0 →֒ C′0. Then γ
′
α′ induces a natural isomorphism γα : ι0
∼=
−→ ι0 ◦ α and the pair
(α, γα) is an element of M(C0,ι0). By sending (β, δβ) to (α, γα), we obtain a map
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ξ′ : M(D0,0) → M(C0,ι0). It is straightforward to check that ξ
′ is a continuous
homomorphism of topological monoids.
It is easy to see that the map ξ is equal to the composite ξ′ ◦ ξ′′. Hence to prove
the theorem, it suffices to show that ξ′ has a continuous inverse homomorphism.
We construct a homomorphism ζ : M(C0,ι0) → M(D0,0) of topological monoids
which is a continuous inverse to ξ′. We let p : C0 → D0 denote the restriction of p′
to C0. For an object x = (X, a) of C′0, we introduced an isomorphism ǫx : ωC(X)
∼=
−→
0(p
′(x)). When x varies, the isomorphisms ǫx give rise to natural isomorphisms
ǫ′ : ι′0
∼=
−→ 0 ◦ p′ and ǫ : ι0
∼=
−→ 0 ◦ p.
Let (α, γα) be an element of the absolute Galois monoidM(C0,ι0). Let x = (X, a)
be an object of C0. Let us write α(x) = (X ′, a′). Let us consider the composite
δx : 0(p(x))
ǫ−1x−−→ ωC(X)
ωC(γα(X))
−−−−−−−→ ωC(X
′)
ǫα(x)
−−−→ 0(p(α(x))).
We claim that the isomorphism δx depends only on p(x), i.e. if y is an object of
C0 with p(x) = p(y), then p(α(x)) = p(α(y)) and δx = δy. In fact, since C0 is Λ-
connected, there exists a diagram x
f
←− z
g
−→ y in C0. Then we have a commutative
diagram
ι0(x)
ι0(f)
←−−−− ι0(z)
ι0(g)
−−−−→ ι0(y)
γα(x)
y∼= γα(z)y∼= ∼=yγα(y)
ι0(α(x))
ι0(α(f))
←−−−−− ι0(α(y))
ι0(α(g))
−−−−−→ ι0(α(z))
in C that induces a commutative diagram
0(p(x)) ←−−−− 0(p(z)) −−−−→ 0(p(y))
δx
y∼= δzy∼= ∼=yδy
0(p(α(x))) ←−−−− 0(p(α(z))) −−−−→ 0(p(α(y)))
in BM where the horizontal arrows are the canonical quotient maps. This shows
that p(α(x)) = p(α(y)) and δx = δy. For an object (V, a) of D0, choose an element x
of C0 satisfying p(x) = (V, a) and set β((V, a)) = p(α(x)) and δβ((V, a)) = δx. Then
β((V, a)) and δβ((V, a)) do not depend on the choice of x. Since C0 is cofiltered, it
follows that δβ((V, a)) for various (V, a) gives a natural isomorphism δβ : 0
∼=
−→ 0◦β.
Hence (β, δβ) is an element of M(D0,0). By sending (α, γα) to (β, δβ), we obtain a
map ζ : M(C0,ι0) → M(D0,0). It is straightforward to check that ζ is a continuous
homomorphism of topological monoids.
It is easy to see that both ξ′ ◦ ζ and ζ ◦ ξ are the identity maps. Hence ξ′ is an
isomorphism of monoids. This completes the proof of Theorem 17.5.1 
Proposition 17.5.3. Let ω(C0,ι0) : Shv(C, J)→ BM(C0,ι0) denote the fiber functor
associated with the grid (C0, ι0) constructed above. Let ξ : M → M(C0,ι0) be the
homomorphism of topological monoids introduced above. Let ξ∗ : BM(C0,ι0)
∼=
−→ BM
denote the isomorphism of categories induced by ξ. Then we have a canonical
natural isomorphism from Θ : ξ∗ ◦ ω(C0,ι0)
∼=
−→ ω.
Proof. Let F be a sheaf on (C, J). By definition we have ω(C0,ι0)(F ) = lim−→x∈C1
F (ι0(x)),
where C1 denotes the full subcategory of C0 whose objects are the edge objects of
C0. Let x = (X, a) ∈ C0 be an edge object. Set Hx = {m ∈ M | ma = a}. Then
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it follows from Proposition 17.5.2 that the map M → ωC(X) that sends m ∈M to
ma induces an isomorphismM/Hx
∼=
−→ ωC(X) in BM . Then we have isomorphisms
F (ι0(x)) = HomShv(C,J)(aJ (hC(X)), F ) ∼= HomBM (ωC(X), ω(F ))
∼= HomBM (0(p(x)), ω(F )) ∼= ω(F )
Hx ,
where p : C0 → D0 is the functor introduced in the proof of Theorem 17.5.1. Hence
ω(C0,ι0)(F )
∼= lim−→
x∈C1
ω(F )Hx .
Let I denote the set of open subgroups H of M such that M/H is an object of
D. Since C1 is cofiltered, the functor p induces a bijection
lim
−→
x∈C1
ω(F )Hx ∼= lim−→
H∈I
ω(F )H
It follows from Lemma 17.3.9 that I is cofinal in the poset of all open subgroups of
M . Hence we have
lim
−→
H∈I
ω(F )H = ω(F ).
Hence we obtain a bijection
ΘF : ω(C0,ι0)(F )
∼= ω(F ).
It is then straightforward to check that for any m ∈M and for any s ∈ ω(C0,ι0)(F )
we have ΘF (ξ(m)s) = mΘF (s). Hence ΘF is an isomorphism from ξ∗ ◦ ω(C0,ι0)(F )
to ω(F ) in BM . By associating ΘF to each object F of Shv(C, J), we obtain a
desired natural isomorphism Θ : ξ∗ ◦ ω(C0,ι0)
∼=
−→ ω. 
18. On the Enough Galois property
The referee asks if the property “enough Galois” is necessary. Our answer is
negative. Below, we give examples of B-sites which do not have enough Galois
coverings (i.e., not a Y -site) yet the topos is equivalent to the category of continuous
G-sets for some profinite group G.
In the earlier subsections of this section, we give conditions on a profinite group
G such that if the conditions are met, then there is a B-site which does not have
enough Galois coverings yet the topos is equivalent to the category of continuous
G-sets. In Section 18.7, we provide such profinite groups. We thank Yuichiro Hoshi
for an idea on the construction.
18.1. Conditions on a profinite group. We give a condition on a profinite group
in this section. Let G be a profinite group. For an open subgroup H ⊂ G, we
consider the following condition:
(*1) For any open subgroup U of G, there exists an open normal subgroup N of
H such that N ⊂ U and that N is not normal in G.
In other words, there exists a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1 in G
where each is a normal subgroup of H which is not normal in G.
Throughout this section, we assume that the following properties (*2)(*3) hold
for G:
(*2) For any g1, g2 ∈ G, there exists an open subgroup H ( G which is not
normal such that H satisfies (*1) and g1, g2 ∈ H .
(*3) For any proper open subgroup H ⊂ G, the property (*1) for H holds.
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We remark that the condition “H satisfies (*1)” in (*2) is superfluous under
(*3). We leave it as it is because the argument below may work under weaker
assumptions. For example, it is possible that we may weaken (*3) to a certain class
of open subgroups, in which case we need the condition (*2) as stated.
18.2. Let BG denote the category of continuous left G-sets. Let C be the full
subcategory of BG consisting of object G/G and the objects of the form G/K
where K ( G runs over proper open subgroups that are not normal in G. Using
the assumptions on G, one can check that the category is semi-cofiltered, hence it
can be equipped with the atomic topology J .
Lemma 18.2.1. The site (C, J) is a B-site. It does not have enough Galois cov-
erings.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that it is a B-site. Because we take K’s to be
non-normal subgroups, there is no Galois covering of the object G/G, except the
identity map. 
18.3. Let C0 denote the subcategory of C whose objects are the objects of C, and
the morphisms are given by
HomC0(G/K1, G/K2) =
{
f if K1 ⊂ K2,
∅ otherwise,
where f : G/K1 → G/K2 is the map induced by the identity map G → G. Let
ι0 : C0 → C denote the inclusion functor.
18.4. We construct a functor ω : Shv(C, J) → BG as follows. Let F ∈ Shv(C, J)
be a sheaf. We set ω(F ) = lim
−→X∈C0
F (X) as a set.
Let us define a continuous left action of G on ω(F ) as follows. Let g ∈ G. Take
an auxiliary element g1 ∈ G and take an open Hg,g1 ⊂ G, which meets (*1) and
g, g1 ∈ Hg,g1 , that exists by (*2) for g and g1. Let U ⊂ G run over the set of open
subgroups of G. To each U , there is an open subgroup NU,g,g1 ⊂ U ∩Hg,g1 which is
normal in Hg,g1 and not normal in G. Let NH,g,g1 denote the set of such NU,g,g1 ’s.
Then we have ω(F ) = lim
−→N∈NHg,g1
F (N). The action of an element h ∈ Hg,g1 is
given as the composite
lim
−→
F (N)
h∗
−→ lim
−→
F (hNh−1)
f
= lim
−→
F (N).
Here, the three colimits are over N ∈ NHg,g1 . There is a map of left G-sets
G/(hNh−1) → G/N given by sending the coset 1 · (hNh−1) to the coset h · N .
The map h∗ is the limit of the pullback maps with respect to this map at each
N . The map f is given by the identification hNh−1 = N since N is normal in
Hg,g1 . This gives the left action of Hg,g1 on ω(F ), and in particular the action of
the element g on ω(F ).
One can check that the action of g does not depend on the choice of g1 and of
Hg,g1 .
To see that it actually defines a left group action, one needs to check that g1◦g2 =
g1 · g2. Note that g1, g2, g1 · g2 all belong to Hg1,g2 . Hence the equality above holds
true.
One can check that this map actually gives a functor.
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18.5. We recall the construction (slightly modified) in Section 12.1.2. Let D be the
full category of the category of continuous left G-sets where the objects are G/K
for all open subgroups K ⊂ G. The category is cofiltered and may be equipped
with the atomic topology JD. Then (D, JD) is a Y -site. A grid D0 can be defined
in a manner similar to that of C0. The fiber functor will be denoted ωD. Since G is
profinite, the hom sets of the category D are finite. It follows from Theorem 5.8.1
that ωD : Shv(D, JD)→ BG is an equivalence of categories.
18.5.1. There is a natural inclusion functor C ⊂ D. This defines a restriction
functor r : Shv(D, JD)→ Pre(C) to the category of presheaves on C.
Lemma 18.5.1. For F ∈ Shv(D, JD), the presheaf rF is a sheaf on C.
Proof. This follows directly from [15, Lemma 2, p.126] that gives a sheaf criterion
in atomic topology, since C ⊂ D is a full subcategory. 
By abuse of notation, we denote the restriction functor r : Shv(D, JD) →
Shv(C, JC) also by r.
18.5.2. We define a functor τ : BG→ Shv(D) by τ(V )(G/K) = V K (the part fixed
by the action of K). This is a quasi-inverse of ωD.
18.6. The goal is to prove the following. The following corollary means that there
exists (depending on the existence of the profinite group G satisfying some condi-
tions) a B-site with hom finite underlying category which does not have enough
Galois covering yet the topos is equivalent to the category BG.
Proposition 18.6.1. The functor r is an equivalence of categories.
Let us prove that τω is a quasi-inverse of r. We have τωr = τωD ∼= idShv(D,JD).
Let us construct a morphism of functors idShv(C,JC) → rτω and show that it is an
isomorphism.
18.6.1. Let F ∈ Shv(C, JC) be a sheaf and G/K ∈ C be an object. The universality
of colimit gives a map f : F (G/K)→ ω(F ) = lim
−→K′∈C
F (G/K′).
Lemma 18.6.2. The image of f is contained in the fixed part ω(F )K.
Proof. Let K ⊂ G be an open subgroup that satisfies (*1). Then there is a set T of
open subgroups of G that is contained in K and normal in K and is a fundamental
system of neighborhoods. In this case, ω(F )K = (lim
−→N∈T
F (G/N))K. Now, since F
is a sheaf, F (G/K) = F (G/N)K/N for all N ∈ T . By taking the limit, one obtains
the claim in this case.
Let K be general (by assumption (*3), only the case K = G remains). Take a set
of (proper) open subgroups {Ki}i∈I indexed by a set I such that G is generated by
∪i∈IKi and eachKi satisfies (*1). Then since ω(F )G =
⋂
i∈I ω(F )
Ki and F (G/G) ⊂⋂
i∈I F (G/Ki), the claim holds true. 
Let us write f ′ : F (G/K)→ ω(F )K for the map given by f and the lemma above.
Lemma 18.6.3. The map f ′ is an isomorphism.
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Proof. The map f ′ is injective since F is a sheaf and the topology is atomic so that
F (G/K′)→ F (G/K′′) injective for any morphism G/K′′ → G/K′.
Let us prove that the map f ′ is surjective. It suffices to treat the case K = G.
Take an element x ∈ ω(F )G. We want to show that there exists an element x0 ∈
F (G/G) such that f ′(x0) = x. Let us take a representative y ∈ F (G/K) of x for
some K.
By [15, p.126, Lemma 2], it suffices to show the following: For any two morphisms
ϕ1, ϕ2 : G/K′ → G/K, the equality ϕ∗1(y) = ϕ∗2(y) holds.
We note here that if there is a map G/K′ → G/K that sends 1 ·K′ to σ ·K, then
K′ ⊂ σKσ−1 must hold.
We may without loss of generality assume that K′ ⊂ K. We may moreover
assume (by replacingK′ by α−1K′α for some α ∈ G) that ϕ1 sends 1·K′ to 1·K. Take
σ ∈ G such that ϕ2(1·K′) = σ·K. The map ϕ2 factors asG/K′ → G/σKσ−1 ∼= G/K
where the first map is the map induced by the identity map on G and the second
map is the map that sends 1 · (σKσ−1) to σ · K. Hence the map ϕ∗2 factors as
F (G/K) → F (G/σ−1Kσ) → F (G/K′). This means that the images of ϕ∗1(y) and
ϕ∗2(y) in ω(F ) differ by the action of σ. Since they both represent x ∈ ω(F ) and x
is G-invariant, they must be equal. This proves the claim. 
Proof of Proposition 18.6.1. From Lemma 18.6.3 it follows that F (G/K) ∼= ω(F )K
for all K. By definition the right hand side equals (rτω(F ))(G/K). This implies
that idShv(C,JC) → rτω is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 18.6.4. ω is an equivalence.
Proof. By Proposition 18.6.1 and by that ωD is an equivalence, we see that r is an
equivalence of categories. Since ωD is an equivalence of categories, we see that ω is
also an equivalence of categories. 
18.7. Construction. In this subsection, we give a construction of profinite groups
G meeting the conditions in Section 18.1.
Let G be a topologically finitely generated free profinite group. A finite subset
S of G is called a set of free generators of G if the homomorphism from the free
profinite group generated by S to G that sends any s ∈ S to s is an isomorphism
of topological groups. A finite subset T ⊂ G is called a part of free generators of G
if there exists a set S of free generators of G that contains T .
Let G be a topologically finitely generated free profinite group. Note that any
open subgroup of G is a topologically finitely generated free profinite group. For
an open subgroup H of G, let us consider the following condition:
(*): there exist elements h1, h2 ∈ H with h1 6= h2 and positive integers
n1, n2 ≥ 1 such that h
n2
1 and h
n1
2 are conjugate in G and that {h1, h2}
is a part of free generators of H .
Lemma 18.7.1. Let H be an open subgroup of G satisfying Condition (*). Then
H satisfies Condition (*1) in Section 18.1, i.e., for any open subgroup U ⊂ G, there
exists an open normal subgroup N ⊂ H with N ⊂ U such that N is not normal in
G.
Proof. We may and will assume that U ⊂ H and U is normal in H . Let us choose
h1, h2 ∈ H and n1, n2 ≥ 1 satisfying Condition (*) and a set S of generators of H
with h, h′ ∈ S. Let p be a prime number which does not divide n1n2[H : U ] and
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let f : H → Z/pZ denote the homomorphism of groups that sends h1 to 1mod pZ
and sends any element in S \ {h1} to 0mod pZ. Let N denote the kernel of the
homomorphism H → H/U ×Z/pZ that sends g ∈ H to (gU, f(g)). Then the order
of h1N in H/N is a multiple of p and the order of h2N in H/N is prime to p. Since
hn21 and h
n1
2 are conjugate in G, this shows that N is not a normal subgroup of G.
Thus N has the desired property. 
Proposition 18.7.2. Let G be a topologically finitely generated free profinite group,
and let H ⊂ G be an open subgroup. Suppose that G is non-abelian and H 6= G.
Then
(1) There exists an element s ∈ G such that {s} is a part of free generators of
G and that s does not act transitively on G/H.
(2) H satisfies Condition (*).
Proof. First we prove the claim (1). Let us choose a set S of free generators of
G. Since G is non-abelian, S is not a singleton. Choose elements s1, s2 ∈ S with
s1 6= s2. If there exists i ∈ {1, 2} such that si does not act transitively on G/H ,
then we may choose s = si. Suppose otherwise. There exists an integer i ∈ H
satisfying s1H = s
i
2H . Then s = s1s
−i
2 satisfies the desired property.
Next we prove the claim (2). Let us choose s ∈ G satisfying the condition in
(1) and a set S of free generators of G with s ∈ S. Let us consider the affine line
A1
C
over the field C of complex number. Let ξ be a generic geometric point of A1
C
.
Let ι : S → A1
C
(C) = C be an injective map and set C = A1
C
\ ι(S). Then there
exists an isomorphism α : G
∼=
−→ πe´t1 (C, ξ) of topological groups such that for every
h ∈ S, the closed subgroup generated by α(h) is the inertia subgroup at ι(h). Let
f : X → A1
C
denote the finite morphism of smooth complex curves, e´tale outside
ι(S), corresponding to the open subgroup α(H) of πe´t1 (C, ξ). Then the condition
in (1) implies that f−1(ι(s)) consists of at least two points. Set U = f−1(C) and
identify α(H) with πe´t1 (U, ξ). Let us choose x1, x2 ∈ f
−1(ι(s)) with x1 6= x2, and
let n1 and n2 denote the ramification index of f at x1 and x2, respectively. For
i ∈ {1, 2}, one can choose a conjugate gi of α(s) in πe´t1 (C, ξ) in such a way that
gnii belongs to π
e´t
1 (U, ξ), that g
ni
i is a generator of a inertia subgroup at xi, and
that {gn11 , g
n2
2 } is a part of free generators of π
e´t
1 (U, ξ). Set hi = α
−1(gnii ) for
i ∈ {1, 2}. Then the elements h1, h2 ∈ H and the integers n1, n2 ≥ 1 have the
desired properties. 
Corollary 18.7.3. Let G be a non-abelian topologically finitely generated free profi-
nite group, and let H $ G be a proper open subgroup. Then H satisfies Condition
(*1) in Section 18.1, 
Lemma 18.7.4. Let G be a topologically finitely generated free profinite group.
Let S be a set of free generators of G. Suppose that S consists of at least three
elements. Then G satisfies Condition (*2) in Section 18.1, i.e., for any g1, g2 ∈ G,
there exists a non-normal open subgroup H ⊂ G satisfying g1, g2 ∈ H.
Proof. Let Gab denote the quotient of G by the closure of [G,G]. For g ∈ G, let g
denote the class of g in Gab. Since Gab is isomorphic to
∏
s∈S Ẑ, our assumption
on S shows that there exist an element h ∈ G satisfying the following properties:
• {h} is a part of free generators of G,
• the closed subgroup of Gab generated by g1, g2 and h is not open in Gab.
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Hence there exists a proper open subgroup H
′
$ Gab of index at least four such
that g1, g2, h ∈ H
′
. Let H ′ ⊂ G denote the inverse image of H
′
under the quotient
homomorphism G→ Gab. Then there exist four conjugates h1, h2, h3, h4, pairwise
distinct, of h in G such that {h1, h2, h3, h4} is a part of free generators of H ′. Let
H ′ab denote the quotient of H
′ by the closure of [H ′, H ′]. For g ∈ H ′, let g˜ denote
the class of g in H ′ab. Then there exists i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} such that h˜j does not
belong to the closed subgroup of H ′ab generated by g˜1, g˜2 and h˜i. Hence one can
choose an open subgroup H˜ ⊂ H ′ab satisfying g˜1, g˜2, h˜i ∈ H˜ and h˜j 6∈ H˜ . Let H
denote the inverse image of H˜ under the quotient homomorphism H ′ → H ′ab. Then
we have g1, g2, hi ∈ H and hj 6∈ H . Since hi and hj are conjugate in G, this shows
that H is not a normal subgroup of G. 
19. Higher derived limits
In this section, we formulate our results using higher derived limits of pro-groups.
The referee pointed out that our cardinality conditions are merely sufficient condi-
tions for some statements to hold and asked for necessary conditions. Using higher
derived limits, we are able to give necessary and sufficient conditions in some cases
(e.g. for the existence and uniqueness of grids). It then becomes clear that our
cardinality conditions are sufficient conditions for some higher derived limits to be
trivial (in the sense to be made precise below). We also provide an example of
a Y -site such that a grid does not exist. One problem that remains is to find a
necessary condition for the fiber functor to be full and essentially surjective.
19.1. Higher derived limits of pro-groups.
19.1.1. Let I be a cofiltered quasi-poset and (Gi)i∈I a projective system of groups.
For an integer n ≥ 0, let Nn(I) denote the set of (n + 1)-tuples (i0, . . . , in) of
elements of I such that for j = 1, . . . , n, there exists a morphism from ij−1 to ij in
I. For (i, j) ∈ N1(I), we let φij : Gi → Gj denote the transition homomorphism.
19.1.2. First derived limits. We have introduced this notion already in Section 5.3
but since we wish to use Iop instead of I, we reintroduce it here again. Let
Z1((Gi)i∈I) denote the set of elements (gij)(i,j)∈N1(I) ∈
∏
(i,j)∈N1(I)
Gj satisfy-
ing gik = gjkφjk(gij) for any (i, j, k) ∈ N2(I). Two elements (gij)(i,j)∈N1(I) and
(g′ij)(i,j)∈N1(I) of Z
1((Gi)i∈I) are called equivalent if there exists an element (hi)i∈I ∈∏
i∈I Gi such that g
′
ij = higijφij(hj)
−1 holds for any (i, j) ∈ N1(I). This gives an
equivalence relation on the set Z1((Gi)i∈I). We write R
1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi for the quotient
of Z1((Gi)i∈I) with respect to this equivalence relation.
If Gi is an abelian group for any i ∈ I, then this pointed set R1 lim←−i
Gi can be
identified with the derived projective limit lim
←−
1
i
Gi, regarded as a pointed set by
forgetting the group structure.
19.1.3. Surjectivity of the canonical projection and triviality of the first derived
limit. Let I be a cofiltered quasi-poset and let (Gi)i∈I be an I-projective system
of groups with surjective transition homomorphisms.
Now let us fix an object i ∈ I and let J = I/i ⊂ I denote the full subcategory of
objects j ∈ I that admit a morphism to i. For j ∈ J , set Hj = Kerφji. Then J is
a cofiltered poset and (Hj)j∈J is a J-projective system of groups.
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Lemma 19.1.1. Under the notation above, the surjectivity of the canonical pro-
jection homomorphism
pi : lim←−
j∈I
Gj → Gi
is equivalent to the non-emptiness of the limit lim
←−j∈J
φ−1ji (g) of the (Hj)j∈J -torsor
(φ−1ji (g))j∈J for every g ∈ Gi. In particular, if R
1 lim
←−j∈J
Hj is trivial, then the
homomorphism pi is surjective.
Proof. Since J is cofinal in I, the map lim
←−j∈I
Gj → lim←−j∈J
Gj is bijective. Hence the
inclusion φ−1ji (g) ⊂ Gj for each object j of I/i induces a bijection lim←−j∈J φ
−1
ji (g)
∼=
−→
p−1i (g). Hence the claim follows. 
19.1.4. Second derived limits. Let (Grp) denote the following category. An object
of (Grp) is a group. For two groups G, H , a morphism from G to H in (Grp) is an
H-conjugacy class of homomorphisms from G to H of groups.
Let I be a cofiltered quasi-poset and (Gi)i∈I a projective system in the category
(Grp). In this paragraph we introduce a set R2 lim
←−i
Gi and a subset (R
2 lim
←−i
Gi)∗ ⊂
R2 lim
←−i
Gi. If Gi is abelian for any i ∈ I, then the set R2 lim←−i
Gi can be identified
with the derived projective limit lim←−
2
i
Gi, and, under this identification, the subset
(R2 lim
←−i
Gi)∗ is the singleton that consists of the unit element of the abelian group
lim
←−
2
i
Gi.
For (i, j) ∈ N1(I), let φij : Gi → Gj denote the transition homomorphism in
(Grp). Let Z2((Gi)i∈I) denote the set of pairs ((φij)(i,j)∈N1(I), (gijk)(i,j,k)∈N2(I))
satisfying the following properties:
• φij : Gi → Gj is a homomorphism of groups whose Gj-conjugacy class is
equal to φij for any (i, j) ∈ N1(I).
• gijk is an element of Gk for any (i, j, k) ∈ N2(I).
• We have φjk ◦ φij = gijkφikg
−1
ijk for any (i, j, k) ∈ N2(I).
• We have gjklgijl = φkl(gijk)gikl for any (i, j, k, l) ∈ N3(I).
Two elements ((φij)(i,j)∈N1(I), (gijk)(i,j,k)∈N2(I)) and ((φ
′
ij)(i,j)∈N1(I), (g
′
ijk)(i,j,k)∈N2(I))
of Z2((Gi)i∈I) are called equivalent if there exists an element (hij)(i,j)∈N1(I) ∈∏
(i,j)∈N1(I)
Gj satisfying the following properties:
• We have φ′ij(g) = hijφij(g)h
−1
ij for any (i, j) ∈ N1(I) and for any g ∈ Gi.
• We have g′ijk = hjkφjk(hij)gijkh
−1
ik for any (i, j, k) ∈ N2(I).
This gives an equivalence relation on the set Z2((Gi)i∈I). We write R
2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi
for the quotient of Z2((Gi)i∈I) with respect to this equivalence relation.
The set R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi does not always have a canonical structure of pointed set.
However one can define a canonical subset (R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi)∗ ⊂ R2 lim←−i∈I
Gi as the set
of equivalence classes in Z2((Gi)i∈I) that contains an element ((φij)(i,j)∈N1(I), (gijk)(i,j,k)∈N2(I))
of Z2((Gi)i∈I) with gijk = 1 for any (i, j, k) ∈ N2(I).
19.2. Existence of a grid and the second derived limit.
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19.2.1. Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Let X be an object of C and let us consider the
category I = Gal/X introduced in Section 4.4.2. Recall that I is a cofiltered
quasi-poset. For an object i = (Y, f) of I, let us write Gi = AutX(Y ). Then any
morphism i→ j in I induces a morphism φij from Gi to Gj in (Grp). Thus (Gi)i∈I
forms a projective system in (Grp).
For each (i, j) ∈ N1(I), let us choose a morphism fij from i to j in C/X . Then
it follows from Lemma 4.2.5 that for any element g ∈ Gi, there exists a unique
element φij(g) satisfying fij ◦ g = φij(g) ◦ fij . The uniqueness shows that the map
φij : Gi → Gj that sends g ∈ Gi to φij(g) is a homomorphism of groups. For each
(i, j, k) ∈ N2(I), let gijk ∈ Gk denote the unique element satisfying fjk ◦ fij =
gijk ◦ fik. Then the pair
z((fij)(i,j)∈N1(I)) := ((φij)(i,j)∈N1(I), (gijk)(i,j,k)∈N2(I))
is an element of Z2((Gi)i∈I). If (f
′
ij)(i,j)∈N1(I) is another choice of morphisms in
C/X , then it is straightforward to check that z((fij)(i,j)∈N1(I)) and z((f
′
ij)(i,j)∈N1(I))
are equivalent. Hence the class z of z((fi,j)(i,j)∈N1(I)) in R
2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi does not
depend on the choice of fij .
Lemma 19.2.1. The class z belongs to the subset (R2 lim←−i∈I Gi)∗ if and only if
there exists a grid of (C, J).
Proof. First we prove the “only if” part. Suppose that the class z belongs to the
subset (R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi)∗. We prove that there exists a grid of (C, J).
In Proposition 6.2.1, we have proved the existence of a grid of (C, J) under the
assumption that the category C(T (J))/X satisfies at least one of the two cardinality
conditions in Section 5.8.1. In the argument of the proof of Proposition 6.2.1, we
have used the cardinality conditions only in the proof of Lemma 6.1.2. In the
notation of Section 6.1.2, we take X0 = X and choose V as the set of objects of I.
It suffices to prove that the statement of Lemma 6.1.2 is true for this choice of X0
and V . Then the remaining argument in the proof of Proposition 6.2.1 proves the
existence of a grid of (C, J).
By assumption, there exists an element (hij)(i,j)∈N1(I) ∈
∏
(i,j)∈N1(I)
Gj such
that the equality 1 = hjkφjk(hij)gijkh
−1
ik holds for any (i, j, k) ∈ N2(I). For (i, j) ∈
N1(I), set f
′
ij = hij ◦ fij . Then for any g ∈ Gi, we have
(19.1) f ′jk ◦ f
′
ij = f
′
ik.
For a finite subset S ⊂ V , let us choose j ∈ I such that (j, i) ∈ N1(I) for
any i ∈ S. Then (fji)i∈S gives an element vS of the set U(S) in introduced in
Section 6.1.2. It follows from (19.1) that the element vS does not depend on the
choice of j and, when S varies, the family (vS)S is an element of the set U in
Lemma 6.1.2. Thus the statement of Lemma 6.1.2 is true for this choice of X0 and
V , as desired.
Next we prove the “if” part. Suppose that a grid (C0, ι0) of (C, J) exists. We prove
the class z belongs to (R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi)∗. Let us choose an edge object X0 of C0 and
an isomorphism βX : ι0(X0)
∼=
−→ X in C. Let i = (Y, f) be an object of I. It follows
from Condition (3) in Definition 5.5.3 that there exist a morphism f0,i : Yi → X0
in C0 and an isomorphism βi : ι0(Yi)
∼=
−→ Y satisfying f ◦ βi = βX ◦ ι0(f0,i). Let
(i, j) ∈ N1(I). Since β
−1
j ◦fij ◦βi is a morphism from ι0(Yi) to ι0(Yj), it follows from
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Condition (3) in Definition 5.5.3 that there exists a unique morphism f0,ij from Yi
to Yj in C0. Set f ′ij = βj ◦ ι0(f0,ij) ◦ β
−1
i . By construction we have f
′
jk ◦ f
′
ij = f
′
ik
for (i, j, k) ∈ N2(I). Since z is equal to the class of z((f ′ij)(i,j)∈N1(I)), the class z
belongs to (R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi)∗. This completes the proof. 
19.2.2. A Y -site from a pro-group. Let I be a cofiltered poset with a final object
i0 and (Gi)i∈I a projective system in (Grp) with Gi0 = {1}. Suppose that the
transition morphism Gi → Gj is the class of a surjective homomorphism of groups
for each (i, j) ∈ N1(I). Let z˜ = ((φij)(i,j)∈N1(I), (gijk)(i,j,k)∈N2(I)) be an element
of Z2((Gi)i∈I). Let us consider the following category C. The objects of C are the
objects of I. For two objects i, j of I, the set of morphisms from i to j in C is given
as follows:
HomC(i, j) =
{
Gj , if (i, j) ∈ N1(I)
∅, otherwise.
For (i, j, k) ∈ N2(I), the composition HomC(j, k)×HomC(i, j)→ HomC(i, k) is the
map Gk ×Gj → Gk that sends (g, h) ∈ Gk ×Gj to gφjk(h)gijk. Let J denote the
atomic topology on C. Then (C, J) is a Y -site.
19.2.3. Y -sites with no grid. One can construct a Y -site for which there does not
exist a grid as follows. Let (Gi)i∈I be a pro-group as in Section 19.2.2. Suppose that
R2 lim
←−i
((Gi)i∈I) ) R2 lim←−i((Gi)i∈I)∗. Take z˜ ∈ R
2 lim
←−i
((Gi)i∈I)\R2 lim←−i
((Gi)i∈I)∗.
Construct a Y -site as in the procedure above using this z˜. For (i, j) ∈ N1(I),
Let fij ∈ HomC(i, j) = Gj be the element corresponding to the identity element
in Gj . Then, the class of z((fi,j)(i,j)∈N1(I)) equals the given z˜. It follows from
Lemma 19.2.1 that a grid for this Y -site does not exist.
For the existence of a surjective pro-group with R2 lim
←−i
((Gi)i∈I) ) R2 lim←−i((Gi)i∈I)∗,
we could not find a published reference but there is an online note by Ziegler [20]
which mentions the existence under the diamond principle.
19.2.4. We see below that our cardinality conditions imply R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi = (R
2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi)∗.
For example, any locally profinite groups have this property.
Lemma 19.2.2. Let I be a cofiltered poset with a final object i0 and (Gi)i∈I a
projective system in (Grp) with Gi0 = {1}. Suppose either that Gi is finite for
every i ∈ I, or that I is at most countable, and the transition morphism Gi → Gj
are the class of a surjective homomorphism of groups for each (i, j) ∈ N1(I). Then
we have R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi = (R
2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi)∗.
Proof. Let z˜ = ((φij)(i,j)∈N1(I), (gijk)(i,j,k)∈N2(I)) be an element of Z
2((Gi)i∈I).
We prove that the class of z˜ in R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi belongs to (R
2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi)∗.
Construct a Y -site (C, J) as in Section 19.2.2. Then C = C/i0 satisfies at least
one of the two cardinality conditions in Section 5.8.1. Hence Proposition 6.2.1
shows that there exists a grid (C0, ι0) of (C, J). It follows from the construction of
(C, J) that the class of z˜ in R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi is equal to the class z in the statement of
Lemma 19.2.1 associated with the category C = C(T (J))/i0 . Hence Lemma 19.2.1
implies that the class of z˜ belongs to (R2 lim←−i∈I Gi)∗. Since z˜ is arbitrary, we have
R2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi = (R
2 lim
←−i∈I
Gi)∗. 
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19.3. Uniqueness of a grid and the first derived limit. In Section 9, we
showed the uniqueness of grids under our cardinality conditions, and gave a coun-
terexample when the condtions are not satisfied. In this section, we give a more
precise criterion on the uniqueness of grids in terms of the first derived limit by
introducing the notion of a grid pinned at an edge object.
19.3.1. We say that two grids (C0,1, ι0,1) and (C0,2, ι0,2) of (C, J) are equivalent if
there exist an isomorphism α : C0,1
∼=
−→ C0,2 of categories and a natural isomorphism
γ : ι0,1
∼=−→ ι0,2 ◦ α of functors.
Suppose that the Y -site (C, J) has a grid (C0, ι0). Let us fix an edge object X0
of C0 and set X = ι0(X0). Let ι0,X0 : C0,/X0 → C/X denote the functor induced
by ι0. The axioms in the definition of a grid imply that for any object i of C/X ,
there exists a unique object s(i) of C0,/X0 such that ι0,X0(i0) is isomorphic to i.
Moreover, for any two objects i, j of C/X such that there exists a morphism from
i to j, the image under ι0,X0 of the unique morphism from s(i) to s(j) gives a
specified morphism fi,j from i to j in C/X .
Let us consider the cofiltered quasi-poset I = Gal/X introduced in Section 4.4.2.
For an object i = (Y, f) of I, let us write Gi = AutX(Y ). Then any morphism
i→ j in I induces a homomorphism φij : Gi → Gj of groups characterized by the
following property: we have fij ◦ g = φij(g) ◦ fij for any g ∈ Gi. The morphisms
φij for each (i, j) ∈ N1(I) gives (Gi)i∈I a structure of projective system of groups.
Definition 19.3.1 (pinned grid). A grid of (C, J) pinned at X is a triple C˜′0 =
((C′0, ι
′
0), X
′
0, β
′) of a grid (C′0, ι
′
0) of (C, J), an edge object X
′
0 of C
′
0, and an isomor-
phism β′ : ι′0(X
′
0)
∼=
−→ X .
We say that two grids ((C′0, ι
′
0), X
′
0, β
′) and ((C′′0 , ι
′′
0 ), X
′′
0 , β
′′) of (C, J) pinned at
X are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism α : C′0
∼=
−→ C′′0 of categories and
a natural isomorphism γα : ι
′
0
∼=
−→ ι′′0 ◦ α satisfying α(X
′
0) = X
′′
0 and γα(X
′
0) =
β′′
−1 ◦ β′.
For example, C˜0 = ((C0, ι0), X0, idX) is a grid of (C, J) pinned at X .
Let C˜′0 = ((C
′
0, ι
′
0), X
′
0, β
′) be another grid of (C, J) pinned at X . In the notation
in the proof of Proposition 9.1.1, we choose (C0,1, ι0,1), (C0,2, ι0,2), X0,1, β1, X0,2,
β2 to be (C0, ι0), (C′0, ι
′
0), X0, idX , X
′
0, and β
′, respectively. Observe that the
functor ι0 induces an equivalence of categories from the poset C′0,1 in the proof of
Proposition 9.1.1 to the quasi-poset I. Via this equivalence, we obtain a (Gi)i∈I -
torsor S(C˜′0) in the sense of Section 5.3 from the filtered projective system (Sf )
introduced in the proof of Proposition 9.1.1. An explicit description of S(C˜′0) is
given as follows: for each object i = (Y, f) of I, the i-th component S(C˜′0)i is the
left Gi-torsor of pairs (f
′, γ′) of a morphism f ′ : Y ′ → X ′0 in C
′
0 and an isomorphism
γ′ : Y
∼=
−→ ι′0(Y
′) satisfying f = β′ ◦ ι′0(f
′)γ′. Here the action of Gi on S(C˜
′
0) is given
by g(f ′, γ′) = (f ′, γ ◦ g−1) for g ∈ Gi. Then, the argument in the proof of Lemma
5.3.2 gives an element z(C˜′0) of R
1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi corresponding to the (Gi)i∈I -torsor
S(C˜′0).
It is straightforward to check that, if two grids C˜′0 and C˜
′′
0 of (C, J) pinned at X
are equivalent, then z(C˜′0) and z(C˜
′′
0 ) are equal.
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Thus by sending C˜′0 to z(C˜
′
0), we obtain a map z from the set of equivalence
classes of grids pinned at X to R1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi.
Proposition 19.3.2. The map z from the set of equivalence classes of grids pinned
at X to R1 lim
←−i∈I
Gi is bijective.
Proof. First we prove that the map z is injective. Let C˜′0 = ((C
′
0, ι
′
0), X
′
0, β
′) and
C˜′′0 = ((C
′′
0 , ι
′′
0 ), X
′′
0 , β
′′) be two grids of (C, J) pinned at X , satisfying z(C˜′0) = z(C˜
′′
0 ).
We prove that C˜′0 and C˜
′′
0 are equivalent.
Let us consider the posets IX′0 and IX′′0 introduced at the beginning of Section 7.3.
Then the functor ι′0 and ι
′′
0 induce equivalences of categories IX′0 → I and IX′′0 →
I. Since IX′′0 is a poset, these equivalences of categories induces an isomorphism
α′ : IX′0
∼=
−→ IX′′0 of posets satisfying α
′(X ′0) = X
′′
0 .
By assumption, the (Gi)i∈I -torsors S(C˜′0) and S(C˜
′′
0 ) are isomorphic. Let us
choose an isomorphism η : S(C˜′0) ∼= S(C˜
′′
0 ) of (Gi)i∈I -torsors. The isomorphism η
gives, for each i = (Y, f) ∈ I, an isomorphism ηi : S(C˜′0)i → S(C˜′′0 )i of left Gi-
torsors. Choose an element (f ′, γ′) ∈ S(C˜′0)i and let (f
′′, γ′′) = ηi(f
′, γ′). Then f ′,
f ′′, and the composite γi = γ
′′ ◦ γ′−1 depends only on η and i, and is independent
of the choice of γ′. It follows from the construction of ηi that we have f
′′ = α′(f ′).
Hence the isomorphisms γi for various i gives a natural isomorphism γα′ : ι
′
0|IX′
0
∼=
−→
ι′′0 |IX′′
0
◦ α′ of functors satisfying γα′(X ′0) = β
′′−1 ◦ β′.
Note that C′0, C
′′
0 are isomorphic to the 2-colimits
lim−→
(f ′:Y ′→X′0)∈IX′0
C′0,/Y ′ , lim−→
(f :Y ′′→X′′0 )∈IX′′0
C′0,/Y ′′ ,
respectively. By Condition (4) in Definition 5.5.3, we have equivalences
C′0,/Y ′
∼=
−→ C/ι′0(Y ′)
−◦γα′ (Y
′)
←−−−−−−−
∼=
C/ι′′0 (α′(Y ′))
∼=
←− C′′0,/α′(Y ′)
of categories for any object Y ′ → X ′0 of IX′0 . These equivalences induce an isomor-
phism αY ′ : C′0,/Y ′
∼=
−→ C′′0,/α′(Y ′) of posets and a natural isomorphism ι
′
0|C′
0,/Y ′
∼=
−→
ι′′0 |C′′0,/α′(Y ′) ◦αY
′ of functors. Passing to the colimit with respect to Y ′, we obtain an
isomorphism α : C′0
∼=
−→ C′′0 and a natural isomorphism γα : ι
′
0
∼=
−→ ι′′0 ◦ α of functors
satisfying α(X ′0) = X
′′
0 and γα(X
′
0) = β
′′−1 ◦ β′. This proves that C˜′0 and C˜
′′
0 are
equivalent.
Next we prove that z is surjective. Let z be an arbitrary element of R1 lim←−i∈I Gi.
Choose an element (gij) ∈ Z
1((Gi)i∈I) that represents z. Let us consider the posets
IX0 introduced at the beginning of Section 7.3. Let us introduce the functor ι
′ :
IX0 → C defined as follows: for any object f : Y → X0 of IX0 , we set ι
′(f) = ι0(Y ).
Let f1 : Y1 → X0 and f2 : Y2 → X0 be two objects of IX0 and suppose that
there exists a morphism g : Y1 → Y2 from f1 to f2 in IX0 . Set i1 = ι0(f1) and
i2 = ι0(f2). Then i1 and i2 are objects of I and we have (i1, i2) ∈ N1(I). We then
set ι′(g) = gi1i2 ◦ ι0(g). Let f1, f2, f3 be three objects of IX0 such that there exist
morphisms g : f1 → f2 and h : f2 → f3. Set ij = ι0(fj) for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Then the
equality gi1i3 = gi2i3φi2i3(gi1i2 ) implies that ι
′(h ◦ g) = ι′(h) ◦ ι′(g).
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Note that C0 is isomorphic to the 2-colimit lim−→(f :Y→X0)∈IX0
C0,/Y . By Condition
(4) in Definition 5.5.3, we have equivalences C0,/Y
∼=
−→ C/ι0(Y ) of categories for
any object Y → X0 of IX0 . Then one can extend the functor ι
′ to obtain a
functor ι′0 : C0 → C satisfying ι
′
0(X0) = X . Set C˜
′
0 = ((C0, ι
′
0), X0, idX). Then
it is straightforward to check that z(C˜′0) = z. This proves that the map z is
surjective. 
19.4. Fullness and essential surjectivity of ω(C0,ι0) and the first derived
limit. Let us discuss below a sufficient condition for the fiber functor ωC0,ι0 to be
an equivalence. We do not have a necessary condition.
19.4.1. Suppose that the Y -site (C, J) has a grid (C0, ι0). Then by Theorem 5.8.1,
we have a faithful functor ω(C0,ι0) : Shv(C, J)→ (M(C0,ι0)-set)sm.
Moreover, ω(C0,ι0) gives an equivalence of categories under the assumption that
for any object X of C, the category C(T (J))/X satisfies at least one of the two
conditions in Section 5.8.1.
In the proof of Theorem 5.8.1, we have used this assumption only in Lemma
7.6.1 and Lemma 7.7.1. Let us choose an edge object X0 of C0 such that ι0(X) is
isomorphic to X and fix an isomorphism ι0(X) ∼= X . Let us consider the cofiltered
quasi-poset I = Gal/X introduced in Section 4.4.2. For each object i = (Y, f) of
I, set Gi = AutX(Y ). Then, as we have seen in Section 19.3, the grid (C0, ι0) gives
(Gi)i∈I a structure of an I-projective system of groups with surjective transition
homomorphisms. In the proof of Lemma 7.6.1, we have used the assumption to
assure that the canonical projection
(19.2) lim←−
j∈I
Gj → Gi
is surjective for any object i of I. In the proof of Lemma 7.7.1, we have used the
assumption to assure that the first derived projective limit
(19.3) R1 lim
←−
j∈I
Gj
is trivial. As we have explained in Section 19.1.3, one can deduce the surjectivity
of (19.2) from the triviality of (19.3) for some other X . Moreover, the statement
of Lemma 7.6.1 can be regarded as a special case of Lemma 7.7.1. As summarized
above, the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.8.1 shows that one can prove that
ω(C0,ι0) is an equivalence of categories without assuming any of the conditions in
Section 5.8.1, if we assume that the first derived limit (19.3) is trivial for any object
X of C.
19.4.2. We have cases where the fiber functor is an equivalence without knowing
the triviality of the first derived limits as discussed above. These are the cases of
Y -sites constructed from locally prodiscrete monoids (see Proposition 16.3.3).
As seen in Proposition 16.3.1, when the first derived limit is trivial and the
equivalence holds true, the absolute Galois monoid is locally prodiscrete. We do
not know wheather the converse, that is, locally prodiscrete implies triviality of the
first derived limit, holds true.
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19.5. An application: weakly flasque projective systems of abelian groups.
When the groups in a projective system are abelian and the system is weakly flasque
([11, p.6]) we can use the criterion given in this section to obtain some results as
follows. We note that this assumption is weaker than the cardinality conditions.
Let (C, J) be a Y -site. Let X be an object of C. Then we obtain a projective
system of groups indexed by I = Gal/X . Suppose all the groups in the system are
abelian. Assume that the projective system is weakly flasque. Then all the higher
derived limits are trivial ([11, p.9, Thm. 1.8.]). Hence from Lemma 19.2.1 and
Proposition 19.3.2, it follows that there exists a unique grid. From the argument
given in Section 19.4, it follows that the fiber functor is an equivalence.
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